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defendant personally in order to permit
the defendant to speak or present any
information to mitigate the sentence.’’ Fed.
R. Crim. P. 32(i)(4)(A)(ii). ‘‘This rule is not
satisfied by merely affording the Defen-
dant’s counsel the opportunity to speak.’’
Muhammad, 478 F.3d at 249 (cleaned up).

Kim concedes that while the district
court did ‘‘eventually’’ give him an oppor-
tunity to speak, that opportunity was in-
sufficient because the district court by
then had already ‘‘express[ed] its views on
the extent of Mr. Kim’s moral culpability.’’
Br. of Appellant at 40.

[23, 24] Kim’s argument is functionally
identical to an argument this court has
already rejected. In United States v. En-
gle, 676 F.3d 405 (4th Cir. 2012), the de-
fendant argued that his opportunity to al-
locute was meaningless because it came
after the district court had announced its
intention to impose an upward variance.
We disagreed:

Rule 32 only requires the district
court to address the defendant personal-
ly and permit him to speak or present
any information to mitigate the sentence
before sentence is imposed; apart from
that requirement, the rule does not cre-
ate a right of allocution at any specific
point in the sentencing proceeding.
Moreover, when a judge announces a
sentence before hearing an allocution, it
is fair to assume that such a sentence is
tentative and that the judge will consid-
er the defendant’s statements before im-
posing a final sentence.

Id. at 425 (cleaned up) (emphasis added).

[25] There was nothing improper in
Engle about the court expressing prelimi-
nary views as to the appropriate sentence
before hearing from the defendant, and
there was nothing improper here about the
court expressing its views about the costs
and societal harms of Kim’s conduct before

hearing from him. Because the district
court afforded Kim the opportunity to ad-
dress the court before the court imposed
sentence, Kim cannot establish the exis-
tence of error, much less plain error.

IV.

Accordingly, for the foregoing reasons,
we hereby affirm Kim’s conviction and
sentence.

AFFIRMED

,
  

IN RE: BESTWALL LLC, Debtor.

Bestwall LLC; Georgia-Pacific LLC,
Plaintiffs – Appellees,

v.

Official Committee of Asbestos
Claimants, Defendant –

Appellant,

and

Sander L. Esserman, in His Capacity as
Future Claims Representative; Those
Parties Listed on Appendix A to Com-
plaint; John and Jane Does 1-1000, De-
fendants.

In re: Bestwall LLC, Debtor.

Bestwall LLC; Georgia-Pacific LLC,
Plaintiffs – Appellees,

v.

Sander L. Esserman, in His Capacity
as Future Claimants Representative,

Defendant – Appellant,

and

Official Committee of Asbestos Claim-
ants of Bestwall, LLC; Claimants of
Brayton Purcell, LLP; Claimants of
Law Offices of Peter G. Angelos, P.C.;
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Claimants of Weitz & Luxenberg,
P.C.; Claimants of Nass Cancelliere;
Claimants of Rebecca S. Vinocur,
P.A.; Claimants of the Deaton Law
Firm; Claimants of O’Brien Law
Firm, P.C.; Claimants of Bevan and
Associates LPA, Inc.; Claimants of
Wilentz, Goldman & Spitzer, P.A.;
Claimants of the Ferraro Law Firm,
PA; Claimants of Shepard Law, P.C.;
Claimants of Shrader & Associates,
L.L.P.; Claimants of SWMW Law,
LLC and Ernest J. Foucha; Claimants
of Waters & Kraus, LLP Listed;
Claimants of Levy Konigsberg, LLP;
Claimants of Flint Law Firm, LLC;
Claimants of Maune, Raichle, Hart-
ley, French & Mudd, LLC; Claimants
of Cohen Placitella & Roth P.C.;
Claimants of the Lanier Law Firm,
PC; Claimants of Keller Fishback &
Jackson, LLP; Claimants of Kazan,
McClain, Satterley & Greenwood;
Claimants of Gori Julian & Associ-
ates, P.C.; Claimants of Savinis Kane
& Galluci, LLC and Prim Law Firm,
PLLC; Claimants of Cooney and Con-
way; Claimants of Buck Law Firm;
Claimants of Nemeroff Law Firm, PC;
Claimants of Michael B. Serling, P.C.;
Claimants of Kelley & Ferraro LLP;
Claimants of Thornton Law Firm;
Claimants of Bailey Peavy Bailey Co-
wan Heckaman PLLC; Claimants of
Wallace & Graham, P.A., Listed on
Appendix A to the Complaint, Defen-
dants.

No. 22-1127, No. 22-1135

United States Court of Appeals,
Fourth Circuit.

Argued: December 6, 2022

Decided: June 20, 2023

Background:  Debtor which, along with its
non-debtor affiliate, had been formed pre-
petition through ‘‘Texas divisional merger’’

and which, pursuant to that restructuring,
had become solely responsible for corpo-
rate predecessor’s asbestos-related liabili-
ties, moved for preliminary injunction in
aid of its proposed Chapter 11 plan to
prevent third parties from pursuing asbes-
tos-related personal-injury lawsuits against
parties that were to be protected by chan-
neling injunction in plan, including the
non-debtor affiliate. The United States
Bankruptcy Court for the Western District
of North Carolina, Laura T. Beyer, Chief
Judge, 606 B.R. 243, granted motion.
Claimant representatives comprised of Of-
ficial Committee of Asbestos Claimants
and individual who was Future Claimants’
Representative appealed. The District
Court, Robert J. Conrad, J., 2022 WL
67469 and 2022 WL 68763, affirmed.
Claimant representatives appealed.

Holdings:  The Court of Appeals, Agee,
Circuit Judge, held that:

(1) the Future Claimants’ Representative
had appellate standing;

(2) the Bankruptcy Court had ‘‘related to’’
jurisdiction to issue the preliminary in-
junction;

(3) debtor, its corporate predecessor, and
its non-debtor affiliate did not improp-
erly manufacture jurisdiction in the
Bankruptcy Court, and so the Bank-
ruptcy Court was not prevented from
exercising ‘‘related to’’ jurisdiction over
debtor’s motion;

(4) as a matter of apparent first impression
for the court, when analyzing the likeli-
hood-of-success requirement for a pre-
liminary injunction, the ‘‘merits’’ that
must be considered in a Chapter 11
case are the debtor’s rehabilitation and
reorganization; and

(5) under the likelihood-of-success prong of
the preliminary injunction test, debtor
was not required to show entitlement to
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permanent injunctive relief, that is, a
permanent channeling injunction.

Affirmed.

King, Circuit Judge, filed opinion dissent-
ing in part.

1. Bankruptcy O2394.1, 2395
Under the Bankruptcy Code, when a

voluntary petition for bankruptcy is filed
under Chapter 11, all cases or claims
against the debtor are automatically
stayed.  11 U.S.C.A. § 362(a).

2. Bankruptcy O3771
On claimant representatives’ appeal of

the District Court’s affirmance of the
Bankruptcy Court’s decision granting
Chapter 11 debtor’s motion for a prelimi-
nary injunction, the Court of Appeals could
consider debtor’s argument that the Dis-
trict Court erred in determining that Fu-
ture Claimants’ Representative had appel-
late standing, even though debtor did not
file a cross-appeal, because debtor did not
seek to alter the District Court’s judg-
ment.

3. Bankruptcy O3782
On appeal of a decision by a district

court operating as a bankruptcy appellate
court, the presence of appellate standing is
a legal conclusion that the Court of Ap-
peals reviews de novo.

4. Bankruptcy O3771
Test for standing to appeal bankrupt-

cy court’s order is whether party is ‘‘per-
son aggrieved’’ by order, meaning that
party is directly and adversely affected
pecuniarily.

See publication Words and Phrases
for other judicial constructions and
definitions.

5. Bankruptcy O3771
Future Claimants’ Representative had

standing to challenge on appeal the Bank-

ruptcy Court’s order granting debtor’s
motion for preliminary injunction in aid of
its proposed Chapter 11 plan to prevent
third parties from pursuing asbestos-relat-
ed personal-injury lawsuits against par-
ties, including debtor’s non-debtor affiliate,
that were to be protected by channeling
injunction in plan; Future Claimants Rep-
resentative represented individuals who
might become claimants during pendency
of injunction and would be enjoined from
litigating their asbestos-related claims out-
side of debtor’s bankruptcy, and the in-
junction thus increased future claimants’
burdens and impaired their rights, such
that they were directly and adversely af-
fected by entry of the preliminary injunc-
tion.  11 U.S.C.A. § 524(g).

6. Bankruptcy O3782

Whether bankruptcy court had sub-
ject matter jurisdiction is a legal question
that the Court of Appeals reviews de novo.

7. Bankruptcy O2043(3)

Under the applicable broad test, a
civil proceeding is ‘‘related to’’ a bankrupt-
cy case, for jurisdictional purposes, if the
outcome of that proceeding could conceiv-
ably have any effect on the estate being
administered in bankruptcy.  28 U.S.C.A.
§ 1334(b).

See publication Words and Phrases
for other judicial constructions and
definitions.

8. Bankruptcy O2043(3)

If outcome of proceeding could alter
debtor’s rights, liabilities, options, or free-
dom of action, either positively or nega-
tively, and in any way impacts upon han-
dling and administration of the bankruptcy
estate, the bankruptcy court has ‘‘related
to’’ jurisdiction.  28 U.S.C.A. § 1334(b).

9. Bankruptcy O2043(3)

Test for ‘‘related to’’ jurisdiction of the
bankruptcy courts does not require certain
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or likely alteration of the debtor’s rights,
liabilities, options, or freedom of action,
nor does it require certain or likely impact
upon the handling and administration of
the bankruptcy estate; instead, the possi-
bility of such alteration or impact is suffi-
cient to confer jurisdiction.  28 U.S.C.A.
§ 1334(b).

10. Bankruptcy O2048.3
Bankruptcy Court had ‘‘related to’’ ju-

risdiction to issue preliminary injunction
requested by debtor in aid of its proposed
Chapter 11 plan to prevent third parties
from pursuing asbestos-related personal-
injury lawsuits against parties, including
debtor’s non-debtor affiliate, that were to
be protected by channeling injunction in
plan; asbestos-related claims against debt-
or were identical to claims against its non-
debtor affiliate that were then pending or
likely to be pending in the future in vari-
ous state courts, and litigating the same
claims in thousands of state-court cases
that would also be resolved within debtor’s
bankruptcy case could have an effect on
the bankruptcy estate, such as by reducing
claimants’ recovery on their claims in
bankruptcy or causing concerns such as
issue preclusion, inconsistent liability,
and/or evidentiary issues to arise in the
bankruptcy proceeding.  11 U.S.C.A.
§ 524(g); 28 U.S.C.A. § 1334(b).

11. Bankruptcy O2048.3
Chapter 11 debtor which, along with

its non-debtor affiliate, had been formed
prepetition through ‘‘Texas divisional
merger’’ and which, pursuant to that re-
structuring, had become solely responsible
for its corporate predecessor’s asbestos-
related liabilities, did not, together with
predecessor and affiliate, improperly man-
ufacture jurisdiction in the Bankruptcy
Court, and so that court was not prevented
from exercising its ‘‘related to’’ jurisdiction
over debtor’s motion to enjoin third parties
from pursuing asbestos-related claims

against parties, including non-debtor affili-
ate, that were to be protected by channel-
ing injunction in plan; the merger left the
jurisdictional result the same, as without
it, asbestos claims would have remained
with predecessor and, had predecessor
filed for bankruptcy, the Bankruptcy
Court would have had jurisdiction over
those claims, just as it did over the same
claims in the case at bar.  11 U.S.C.A.
§ 524(g); 28 U.S.C.A. §§ 1334(b), 1359; Tex.
Bus. Org. Code § 1.002(55)(A).

12. Bankruptcy O3570

Parties cannot include a provision in a
plan of reorganization purporting to confer
jurisdiction on a bankruptcy court; debtor
cannot write its own jurisdictional ticket.
28 U.S.C.A. § 1334.

13. Bankruptcy O2043(3)

Statute governing jurisdiction in
bankruptcy cases and proceedings requires
analysis of whether the claims at issue are
‘‘related to’’ the bankruptcy case; it does
not instruct court to consider the parties in
isolation.  28 U.S.C.A. § 1334(b).

14. Bankruptcy O3502.10, 3502.15

Party seeking dismissal of a Chapter
11 petition for lack of good faith must
show both subjective bad faith and the
objective futility of any possible reorgani-
zation.  11 U.S.C.A. § 1112(b).

15. Bankruptcy O3503

Even assuming, without deciding,
that, in moving to enjoin third parties from
pursuing asbestos-related claims against
parties that were to be protected by the
channeling injunction in its Chapter 11
plan, debtor was required to show that the
prepetition ‘‘Texas divisional merger’’ by
which it was formed and had become solely
responsible for its corporate predecessor’s
asbestos-related liabilities was driven by
an independent, legitimate business justifi-
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cation and was not pretextual, such that
the Bankruptcy Court was not deprived of
its ‘‘related to’’ jurisdiction over the mat-
ter, debtor made such a showing; the re-
structuring was driven by predecessor’s
desire to pursue its non-asbestos-related
business apart from asbestos-related litiga-
tion or a bankruptcy proceeding while
keeping its assets available to satisfy any
asbestos-related liabilities, if required.  28
U.S.C.A. §§ 1334(b), 1359; Tex. Bus. Org.
Code § 1.002(55)(A).

16. Bankruptcy O3548.1
To achieve confirmation of its plan,

Chapter 11 debtor must propose a plan
that addresses the concerns held by a ma-
jority of claimants.  11 U.S.C.A. § 1126(c).

17. Bankruptcy O2022
Bankruptcy procedures promote the

equitable, streamlined, and timely resolu-
tion of claims in one central place com-
pared to the state tort system, which can
and has caused delays in getting payment
for legitimate claimants.

18. Bankruptcy O2052
Aspirational greater fees that might

be awarded to claimants’ counsel in state-
court proceedings does not constitute a
valid reason to object to the processing of
claims in a bankruptcy proceeding.

19. Injunction O1096
In order to grant a preliminary in-

junction, courts must evaluate, inter alia,
whether the plaintiff is likely to succeed on
the merits.

20. Injunction O1096
Normally, for purposes of the ‘‘likeli-

hood of success on the merits’’ require-
ment for a preliminary injunction, the
‘‘merits’’ in litigation are the resolution of
an underlying civil dispute.

See publication Words and Phrases
for other judicial constructions and
definitions.

21. Bankruptcy O2374

When analyzing the likelihood-of-suc-
cess requirement for a preliminary injunc-
tion, the ‘‘merits’’ that must be considered
in a Chapter 11 case are the debtor’s
rehabilitation and reorganization; unlike in
proceedings outside of bankruptcy, where
the ‘‘merits’’ in litigation are the resolution
of the underlying civil dispute, in a Chap-
ter 11 bankruptcy the focus is not on re-
solving a particular dispute but, rather, on
debtor’s rehabilitation and reorganization.
11 U.S.C.A. § 105(a).

22. Bankruptcy O2374

Under the likelihood-of-success prong
of the preliminary injunction test, Chapter
11 debtor, in moving to enjoin third parties
from pursuing asbestos-related claims
against parties that were to be protected
by the channeling injunction in its plan,
was not required to show entitlement to
permanent injunctive relief, that is, a per-
manent channeling injunction; the Bank-
ruptcy Code did not require such proof
until the plan confirmation stage.  11
U.S.C.A. §§ 105(a), 524(g), 524(g)(1)(A).

23. Bankruptcy O2374

Under the likelihood-of-success prong
of the preliminary injunction test, the
Bankruptcy Court, in evaluating Chapter
11 debtor’s motion to enjoin third parties
from pursuing asbestos-related claims
against parties that were to be protected
by the channeling injunction in its plan,
correctly focused on the ‘‘realistic possibili-
ty’’ of debtor’s reorganization instead of
requiring a ‘‘clear showing’’ of a successful
reorganization.  11 U.S.C.A. §§ 105(a),
524(g).

Appeal from the United States District
Court for the Western District of North
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Carolina, at Charlotte. Robert J. Conrad,
Jr., District Judge. (3:20-cv-00103-RJC)

ARGUED: Natalie Diane Ramsey,
ROBINSON & COLE, LLP, Wilmington,
Delaware; Edwin J. Harron, YOUNG,
CONAWAY, STARGATT & TAYLOR
LLP, Wilmington, Delaware, for Appel-
lants. Noel John Francisco, JONES DAY,
Washington, D.C., for Appellees. ON
BRIEF: Davis L. Wright, Wilmington, De-
laware, Thomas J. Donlon, ROBINSON &
COLE LLP, Stanford, Connecticut; Mark
R. Kutny, HAMILTON, STEPHENS,
STEELE & MARTIN, PLLC, Charlotte,
North Carolina, for Appellant Official
Committee of Asbestos Claimants. Sharon
J. Zieg, Travis G. Buchanan, YOUNG,
CONAWAY, STARGATT & TAYLOR
LLP, Wilmington, Delaware; Felton E.
Parrish, John M. Spencer, ALEXANDER
RICKS, PLLC, Charlotte, North Carolina,
for Appellant Sandler L. Esserman. Greg-
ory M. Gordon, Dallas, Texas, C. Kevin
Marshall, Megan Lacy Owen, JONES
DAY, Washington, D.C.; Garland S. Cassa-
da, Richard C. Worf, Jr., ROBINSON,
BRADSHAW & HINSON, P.A., Char-
lotte, North Carolina, for Appellee Best-
wall LLC. Mark P. Goodman, M. Natasha
Labovitz, DEBEVOISE & PLIMPTON
LLP, New York, New York; Ross R. Ful-
ton, John R. Miller, Jr., RAYBURN COO-
PER & DURHAM, P.A., Charlotte, North
Carolina, for Appellee Georgia-Pacific
LLC.

Before KING and AGEE, Circuit
Judges, and Henry E. HUDSON, Senior
United States District Judge for the
Eastern District of Virginia, sitting by
designation.

Affirmed by published opinion. Judge
Agee wrote the opinion in which Judge
Hudson joined. Judge King wrote an
opinion dissenting in part.

AGEE, Circuit Judge:

The district court affirmed a bankruptcy
court order that entered a preliminary in-
junction preventing thousands of third-
party asbestos claims from proceeding
against debtor Bestwall LLC’s affiliates,
including affiliate and non-debtor Georgia-
Pacific LLC (‘‘New GP’’). The Official
Committee of Asbestos Claimants (‘‘Com-
mittee’’) and Sander L. Esserman, in his
capacity as Future Claimants’ Representa-
tive (‘‘FCR’’) (collectively ‘‘Claimant Rep-
resentatives’’), appeal. They argue that the
bankruptcy court lacked jurisdiction to en-
join non-bankruptcy proceedings against
New GP and, alternatively, that the bank-
ruptcy court erred in entering the prelimi-
nary injunction because it applied an im-
proper standard.

As explained below, based on the specif-
ic facts of this case, we agree with the
district court that the bankruptcy court
had ‘‘related to’’ jurisdiction to issue the
preliminary injunction and applied the cor-
rect standard in doing so. Accordingly, we
affirm the judgment of the district court.

I.

Georgia-Pacific LLC (‘‘Old GP’’), the
corporate parent and predecessor of New
GP and Bestwall, merged with Bestwall
Gypsum Company (‘‘Old Bestwall’’), a
manufacturer of asbestos-containing prod-
ucts, in 1965. Old GP then sold those prod-
ucts until 1977. Commencing in or before
1979, Old GP has faced thousands of asbes-
tos-related personal-injury lawsuits based
on its sale of those products.

In 2017, Old GP underwent a divisional
merger under Texas law.1 See Tex. Bus.
Orgs. Code § 1.002(55)(A); see also In re
LTL Mgmt., LLC, 64 F.4th 84, 96 (3d Cir.

1. The corporate-law validity of this restructur- ing is not at issue.
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2023) (explaining that such a ‘‘merger
splits a legal entity into two, divides its
assets and liabilities between the two new
entities, and terminates the original enti-
ty’’). As a result of this restructuring, Old
GP ceased to exist, and its assets and
liabilities were divided between two new
entities as wholly owned subsidiaries of
Georgia-Pacific Holdings, LLC: Bestwall
and New GP. The purpose of this restruc-
turing was twofold:

(a) to separate and align [Old GP’s] busi-
ness of managing and defending asbes-
tos-related claims with the assets and
team of individuals primarily related to
or responsible for such claims; and (b) to
provide additional optionality regarding
potential alternatives for addressing
those claims in the future, including
through the commencement of a chapter
11 reorganization proceeding to utilize
section 524(g) of the Bankruptcy Code
without subjecting the entire Old GP
enterprise to chapter 11.

J.A. 591.
In accordance with this purpose, Best-

wall received certain of Old GP’s assets 2

and became solely responsible for certain
of its liabilities, including all asbestos-re-
lated liabilities. As a result, Bestwall
‘‘ha[d] the same ability to fund asbestos
claims that Old GP had.’’ J.A. 595. New GP

received all other assets of Old GP and
became responsible for all other non-as-
bestos-related liabilities of Old GP.

Following the restructuring, asbestos
claimants began naming New GP as a
defendant in asbestos lawsuits even though
Bestwall had taken on sole responsibility
for asbestos claims and would process
those claims in its bankruptcy proceeding
(described below).

A.

As part of the restructuring of Old GP,
Bestwall and New GP entered into a num-
ber of agreements between them.

First, in a plan of merger and merger
support agreement, Bestwall and New GP
agreed that:

Bestwall will indemnify and hold harm-
less New GP from and against all
Losses to which New GP may become
subject, insofar as such Losses (or Pro-
ceedings in respect thereof) arise out
of, in any way relate to, or result from
TTT (a) a claim in respect of, any Best-
wall Assets or Bestwall Liabilities or
(b) reimbursement or other obligations
of New GP under or in respect of any
appeal bonds or similar litigation relat-
ed surety Contracts that are or have

2. The assets Bestwall received included,
among other things, approximately $32 mil-
lion in cash; all contracts of Old GP related to
its asbestos litigation, such as settlement
agreements, insurance policies, and engage-
ment contracts; a tract of land and a related
long-term lease of that land to an affiliate;
and the full 100 percent equity interest in GP
Industrial Plasters LLC (‘‘PlasterCo’’).

PlasterCo and its subsidiaries operate a
profitable plasters business as a wholly owned
subsidiary of Bestwall. They ‘‘develop[ ], man-
ufacture[ ], sell[ ] and distribute[ ] gypsum
plaster products,’’ including, e.g., industrial
plaster, medical plaster, pottery plaster, and
general purpose plaster, and utilize three fa-
cilities around the country for their business.

J.A. 590. At the time Bestwall received the
equity interest in PlasterCo, PlasterCo ‘‘was
projected to generate approximately $14 mil-
lion in EBITDA in 2018 and approximately
$18 million in the years thereafter.’’ J.A. 595.
Further, as of the date of the bankruptcy
petition, PlasterCo and its subsidiaries were
valued at approximately $145 million. There-
fore, although the dissent speculates that
Bestwall has not ‘‘do[ne] much of anything’’
aside from filing for bankruptcy, post at 187,
that characterization is not supported by the
record. Since Bestwall’s inception, its plaster
subsidiary has operated a significant business
available to contribute millions to the Best-
wall bankruptcy estate.
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been posted or entered into by New
GP in connection with Proceedings in
respect of any Bestwall Liabilities. New
GP will indemnify and hold harmless
Bestwall from and against all Losses to
which Bestwall may become subject, in-
sofar as such Losses (or Proceedings in
respect thereof) arise out of, in any
way relate to, or result from a claim in
respect of, any New GP Assets or New
GP Liabilities.

J.A. 581; see J.A. 555.

In addition, the two companies entered
into a funding agreement, which required
New GP to cover expenses that Bestwall
incurred in the normal course of its busi-
ness and to fund Bestwall’s obligations to
New GP, including Bestwall’s indemnifica-
tion obligations as described above. Based
on this funding agreement, ‘‘New GP’s evi-
dently bountiful assets’’—while ‘‘out of
reach’’ via the tort system, post at 187—
will be and have been available to claim-
ants through the Bestwall bankruptcy es-
tate.

Upon Bestwall filing for bankruptcy,
New GP’s indemnification obligations in-
cluded the costs of administering the bank-
ruptcy and the costs of funding a § 524(g)
asbestos trust.3 However, New GP was
required to fund the trust only to the
extent that Bestwall’s other assets were
insufficient. Alternatively, if Bestwall did
not file for bankruptcy, New GP was to
provide any amounts necessary to satisfy
Bestwall’s asbestos liabilities. Overall,
Bestwall was not required to repay New
GP for such funding, and New GP was to

provide funding only to the extent that
Bestwall’s subsidiaries’ distributions were
insufficient to cover Bestwall’s costs and
expenses (except as to the funding of the
§ 524(g) trust, as explained above). Thus,
New GP’s assets are available to the Best-
wall bankruptcy estate to cover approved
asbestos claims.

In addition, Bestwall and New GP en-
tered into a secondment 4 agreement
whereby New GP assigned some of its
employees to Bestwall, including its in-
house legal team that had managed the
defense of the asbestos-related claims.
Bestwall determined the amount of each
seconded employee’s time that it needed
each month so that the employee could
work for Bestwall’s other affiliates in any
remaining time. New GP was not permit-
ted to recall any of the seconded employ-
ees from Bestwall without Bestwall’s con-
sent.

B.

Following the restructuring, Bestwall
filed a voluntary petition for chapter 11
bankruptcy in the Western District of
North Carolina. The goal of the bankrupt-
cy was to:

consummate a plan of reorganization
that would TTT provide for (a) the cre-
ation and funding of a trust established
under section 524(g) of the Bankruptcy
Code to pay valid asbestos-related
claims and (b) issuance of an injunction
under section 524(g) of the Bankruptcy
Code that will permanently protect
[Bestwall] and its affiliates from any fur-

3. Section 524(g) provides for the creation of a
trust that, pursuant to a chapter 11 plan of
reorganization, ‘‘is to assume the liabilities of
a debtor which at the time of entry of the
order for relief has been named as a defen-
dant in personal injury, wrongful death, or
property-damage actions seeking recovery for
damages allegedly caused by the presence of,

or exposure to, asbestos or asbestos-contain-
ing products.’’ 11 U.S.C. § 524(g)(2)(B)(i)(I).

4. ‘‘Secondment’’ refers to ‘‘[a] period of time
that a worker spends away from his or her
usual job, usu[ally] either doing another job
or studying.’’ Secondment, Black’s Law Dic-
tionary (11th ed. 2019).
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ther asbestos claims arising from prod-
ucts manufactured and sold by, or oper-
ations or conduct of, Old Bestwall or Old
GP.

J.A. 603.5

[1] Bestwall also filed an adversary
proceeding seeking a preliminary injunc-
tion under 11 U.S.C. § 105(a) enjoining
any asbestos-related claims against New
GP or, alternatively, a declaration that
the automatic stay under § 362(a)6 applied
to such claims against New GP. Bestwall
asserted that its requested relief was nec-
essary to avoid defeating the essential
purpose of the bankruptcy. Without such
relief from the bankruptcy court, Bestwall
contended that asbestos claimants would
proceed against New GP for the same
claims already in the Bestwall bankruptcy
proceeding, thereby rendering the bank-
ruptcy futile.

The bankruptcy court first determined
that it had ‘‘related to’’ subject matter
jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1334(b)7 to
enjoin the claims against New GP because
allowing the claims against New GP to
proceed outside of Bestwall’s bankruptcy

proceeding could detrimentally affect the
Bestwall bankruptcy estate for at least
three reasons.8 In re Bestwall LLC, 606
B.R. 243, 249–51 (Bankr. W.D.N.C. 2019).
First, the purpose of the bankruptcy would
be defeated without the injunction because
Bestwall would be unable to address all
the claims against it in one forum. Id. at
249. Second, without the injunction, Best-
wall’s personnel would be forced to spend
time defending the claims against New GP
at the expense of performing tasks neces-
sary to Bestwall’s reorganization. Id. And
third, Bestwall’s indemnity obligations to
New GP would ‘‘make judgments against
[New GP] TTT tantamount to judgments
against’’ the Bestwall bankruptcy estate.
Id. at 250. The bankruptcy court also con-
cluded that Bestwall met the requirements
for the entry of a preliminary injunction in
relevant part because it had a realistic
possibility of a successful reorganization.
Id. at 255.

C.

The Claimant Representatives appealed
to the district court, which affirmed the

5. Section 524(g) provides the process by
which a court that confirms a chapter 11
reorganization plan may issue a channeling
injunction ‘‘to enjoin entities from taking le-
gal action for the purpose of directly or indi-
rectly collecting, recovering, or receiving pay-
ment or recovery with respect to any claim or
demand that TTT is to be paid in whole or in
part by a trust.’’ 11 U.S.C. § 524(g)(1)(B).
‘‘[S]uch an injunction may bar any action
directed against a third party who is identifi-
able from the terms of such injunction TTT

and is alleged to be directly or indirectly
liable for the conduct of, claims against, or
demands on the debtor[.]’’ Id.
§ 524(g)(4)(A)(ii).

6. In relevant part, this section provides that
when a voluntary petition for bankruptcy is
filed under chapter 11, all cases or claims
against the debtor are automatically stayed.
11 U.S.C. § 362(a). The bankruptcy court and
the district court did not address whether the

protections of the automatic stay extended to
the asbestos-related claims against New GP,
so we do not address that particular argu-
ment either.

7. As explained below, the bankruptcy court
has jurisdiction over civil proceedings ‘‘aris-
ing in or related to cases under title 11.’’ 28
U.S.C. § 1334(b).

8. The dissent claims the bankruptcy court
failed to address whether Old GP, New GP,
and Bestwall attempted to manufacture juris-
diction. But, in response to Claimant Repre-
sentatives’ jurisdictional argument that ‘‘[t]he
parties cannot confer jurisdiction TTT

through the artificial construct of the con-
tractual indemnification provided to New
GP’’ by Bestwall, J.A. 510, the bankruptcy
court concluded that the indemnification ob-
ligations between Bestwall and New GP were
not ‘‘contrived.’’ In re Bestwall, 606 B.R. at
250.
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judgment of the bankruptcy court. In re
Bestwall LLC, No. 3:20-cv-105-RJC, 2022
WL 68763, at *1 (W.D.N.C. Jan. 6, 2022).9

In doing so, the district court concluded
that the FCR had standing to appeal the
bankruptcy court’s order because the FCR
represents those parties who may become
claimants during the pendency of the in-
junction and would thereby be enjoined
from pursuing their as-yet-unfiled claims
against New GP. Id. at *4. The court
reasoned that this was ‘‘a direct and ad-
verse effect on the future claimants[’] pe-
cuniary interests’’ and therefore sufficient
to show standing. Id.

Next, the district court determined that
the bankruptcy court had ‘‘related to’’ ju-
risdiction based on (1) the purpose of
Bestwall’s reorganization—which would be
defeated absent the injunction; (2) the dis-
traction of Bestwall’s personnel if they
needed to assist in defending litigation
against New GP while also trying to pur-
sue Bestwall’s reorganization; and (3) the
impact of the indemnification obligations
between Bestwall and New GP on the
Bestwall bankruptcy estate. Id. at *5–6.

Lastly, the district court found that the
bankruptcy court did not abuse its discre-
tion in granting the preliminary injunction.
Id. at *7. Relevant to this appeal, when
analyzing the likelihood-of-success ele-
ment, the district court rejected Claimant
Representatives’ argument that the bank-
ruptcy court applied the incorrect legal
standard. It further reasoned that based
on Bestwall’s significant assets and con-
tractual rights under the funding agree-
ment, the bankruptcy court did not abuse
its discretion in concluding that Bestwall

had a reasonable likelihood of a successful
reorganization. Id. at *8.

On appeal, the parties dispute appellate
standing, subject matter jurisdiction, and
the merits of the preliminary injunction.
We analyze each argument in turn. We
have jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 158(d)
and § 1291.

II.

[2, 3] We begin with Bestwall’s thresh-
old argument that the district court erred
in finding that the FCR had appellate
standing.10 The presence of appellate
standing is a legal conclusion that we re-
view de novo. See Mort Ranta v. Gorman,
721 F.3d 241, 250 (4th Cir. 2013) (explain-
ing that when this Court reviews a deci-
sion by a district court operating as a
bankruptcy appellate court, the Court re-
views legal conclusions de novo); see also
LaTele Television, C.A. v. Telemundo
Commc’ns Grp., LLC, 9 F.4th 1349, 1357
(11th Cir. 2021) (explaining that determi-
nations regarding appellate standing are
reviewed de novo).

[4] The test for standing to appeal a
bankruptcy court’s order is whether the
party is a ‘‘person aggrieved’’ by the order,
In re Urb. Broad. Corp., 401 F.3d 236, 243
(4th Cir. 2005), meaning that the party is
‘‘directly and adversely affected pecuniari-
ly,’’ id. at 244 (quoting In re Clark, 927
F.2d 793, 795 (4th Cir. 1991)); see In re
Imerys Talc Am., Inc., 38 F.4th 361, 371
(3d Cir. 2022) (explaining that ‘‘parties
meet that standard only when a contested
order ‘diminishes their property, increases

9. The appeals by the Committee and the FCR
were docketed under separate docket num-
bers, so the district court issued two separate
orders affirming the bankruptcy court. Be-
cause the two separate orders mirror each
other, we cite only the order from No. 3:20-
cv-00105-RJC for simplicity.

10. We can consider this argument although
Bestwall did not file a cross-appeal because
Bestwall does not seek to alter the district
court’s judgment. See Mayor of Balt. v. Azar,
973 F.3d 258, 295 (4th Cir. 2020).
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their burdens, or impairs their rights’ ’’
(citation omitted)).

[5] We conclude that in this case, the
district court properly found that the FCR
had standing to challenge the bankruptcy
court’s order on appeal. As the district
court reasoned, the FCR represents indi-
viduals who may become claimants during
the pendency of the injunction and will be
enjoined from litigating their asbestos-re-
lated claims outside of Bestwall’s bank-
ruptcy. The injunction thus ‘‘increases [the
future claimants’] burdens’’ and ‘‘impairs
their rights,’’ In re Imerys Talc Am., 38
F.4th at 371 (citation omitted), such that
they are directly and adversely affected by
the bankruptcy court’s entry of the prelim-
inary injunction. See In re Amatex Corp.,
755 F.2d 1034, 1041 (3d Cir. 1985) (explain-
ing that future claimants ‘‘clearly have a
practical stake in the outcome of the
[bankruptcy] proceedings’’); id. at 1043
(stating that bankruptcy proceedings ‘‘will
vitally affect [future claimants’] inter-
ests’’).11

III.

[6] Next, we turn to the Claimant Rep-
resentatives’ argument that the bankrupt-
cy court lacked jurisdiction to enjoin the
asbestos litigation against New GP. They
assert that (1) the bankruptcy court lacked
‘‘related to’’ jurisdiction to enter the pre-
liminary injunction, and (2) Old GP at-
tempted to improperly manufacture juris-
diction. Whether the court has subject
matter jurisdiction is a legal question that
we review de novo. New Horizon of NY
LLC v. Jacobs, 231 F.3d 143, 150 (4th Cir.
2000).

A.

[7–9] Under 28 U.S.C. § 1334(b), a
bankruptcy court has jurisdiction over civil
proceedings ‘‘arising in or related to cases
under title 11.’’ This Court follows the
broad test for ‘‘related to’’ jurisdiction first
articulated by the Third Circuit in Pacor,
Inc. v. Higgins, 743 F.2d 984, 994 (3d Cir.
1984), overruled in part on other grounds
by Things Remembered, Inc. v. Petrarca,
516 U.S. 124, 116 S.Ct. 494, 133 L.Ed.2d
461 (1995). See A.H. Robins Co. v. Picci-
nin, 788 F.2d 994, 1002 n.11 (4th Cir. 1986)
(adopting Pacor test). Under Pacor, a civil
proceeding is ‘‘related to’’ a bankruptcy
case if ‘‘the outcome of that proceeding
could conceivably have any effect on the
estate being administered in bankruptcy.’’
743 F.2d at 994 (cleaned up). In other
words, if the outcome of the proceeding
‘‘could alter the debtor’s rights, liabilities,
options, or freedom of action (either posi-
tively or negatively) and TTT in any way
impacts upon the handling and administra-
tion of the bankrupt estate,’’ the bankrupt-
cy court has ‘‘related to’’ jurisdiction. Id.
This ‘‘test does not require certain or like-
ly alteration of the debtor’s rights, liabili-
ties, options or freedom of action, nor does
it require certain or likely impact upon the
handling and administration of the bank-
ruptcy estate.’’ In re Celotex Corp., 124
F.3d 619, 626 (4th Cir. 1997). Instead,
‘‘[t]he possibility of such alteration or im-
pact is sufficient to confer jurisdiction.’’ Id.

[10] As the bankruptcy court correctly
determined, the asbestos-related claims
against Bestwall are identical to the claims
against New GP pending now or likely to

11. The district court also briefly addressed
Fourth Circuit case law indicating that a par-
ty without a pecuniary interest in a case can
have appellate standing arising from that par-
ty’s ‘‘official duty to enforce the bankruptcy
law in the public interest.’’ In re Bestwall,

2022 WL 68763, at *4 (citing In re Clark, 927
F.2d at 796). However, the district court did
not base its finding of standing on this prece-
dent, and we need not address it in light of
our conclusion above.
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be pending in the future in the various
state courts. See In re Bestwall, 606 B.R.
at 251 (‘‘The liability being asserted
against New GP and Bestwall would be
identical and co-extensive in every re-
spect.’’). The Committee’s counsel admit-
ted that litigating the same claims in thou-
sands of state-court cases, that will also be
resolved within the Bestwall bankruptcy
case, could have an effect on the Bestwall
bankruptcy estate.12 See Oral Argument at
16:25-17:06 (acknowledging that it was
‘‘broadly TTT true’’ that litigating the exact
same claims in state courts and in bank-
ruptcy court would affect what happens in
the bankruptcy). And the possible effect on
the Bestwall bankruptcy estate of litigat-
ing thousands of identical claims in state
court is sufficient to confer ‘‘related to’’
jurisdiction. See Piccinin, 788 F.2d at
1004, 1007 (relying on ‘‘persuasive guid-
ance’’ from a bankruptcy court decision
that reasoned that an injunction could be
extended to litigation against non-debtors
where the covered actions were ‘‘inextrica-
bly interwoven with the debtor’’ (quoting
In re Johns-Manville Corp., 26 B.R. 405,
418 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1983))); In re Dow
Corning Corp., 86 F.3d 482, 493 (6th Cir.
1996) (finding ‘‘related to’’ jurisdiction over
claims pending against non-debtor defen-
dants because the debtor and the non-
debtor defendants ‘‘are closely related with
regard to the pending TTT litigation’’).

For example, if New GP were found
liable for asbestos-related claims in the
state-court cases, that could reduce the
claimants’ recovery on those claims in the
bankruptcy proceeding, thereby reducing
the amount of money that would be paid
out of the bankruptcy estate and leaving
more funds in the estate for other claim-
ants. See Oral Argument at 2:55–4:17 (the
Committee’s counsel admitting that
‘‘there’s obviously only one recovery, but
TTT the plaintiffs have the right to pursue
multiple sources for reimbursement’’); see
also In re Celotex Corp., 124 F.3d at 626
(indicating that ‘‘related to’’ jurisdiction ex-
ists if the proceeding could alter the debt-
or’s liabilities positively or negatively).
Furthermore, issue preclusion, inconsis-
tent liability, and evidentiary issues could
well arise in the bankruptcy proceeding
based on the results of the state-court
litigation against New GP, and the resolu-
tion of those issues would inevitably affect
the bankruptcy estate. See Piccinin, 788
F.2d at 1005, 1007 (describing as ‘‘persua-
sive guidance’’ a bankruptcy case in which
the court granted an injunction against
lawsuits against non-debtors in part due to
collateral estoppel concerns (citing In re
Johns-Manville Corp., 26 B.R. 420, 435
(Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1983))).

Therefore, we agree with the district
court that the bankruptcy court properly
concluded that it had ‘‘related to’’ jurisdic-
tion to enjoin the claims against New GP.13

12. There could also be asbestos-related cases
against New GP pending now or in the future
in federal courts based on diversity jurisdic-
tion or otherwise. The same reasoning and
rule apply to any of those cases just as they do
to state-court cases. We simply use ‘‘state-
court cases’’ as a comprehensive generic
phrase referring to all asbestos-related claims
pending against New GP outside of the Best-
wall bankruptcy proceedings.

13. Separately, we observe that the indemnifi-
cation and secondment obligations—which
provide for the transfer of funds and person-

nel between entities—would also likely have a
cognizable effect on the Bestwall bankruptcy
estate in the absence of the injunctive relief.

For example, based on the indemnification
obligations, if the asbestos-related litigation
against New GP continues during the pen-
dency of Bestwall’s bankruptcy, and New GP
sustains losses, the Bestwall bankruptcy es-
tate would be required to indemnify New GP,
but without any adjudication of those same
claims otherwise pending before the bank-
ruptcy court. New GP would step in to pro-
vide funds to cover the indemnification only if
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We emphasize that this conclusion is based
on the specific circumstances of this case,
including the involvement of thousands of
identical claims against New GP and Best-
wall and the fact that the claims against
New GP are, or could be, pending in many
state courts around the country.14

B.

[11] Our conclusion concerning ‘‘re-
lated to’’ jurisdiction does not end the
jurisdictional analysis. The Claimant
Representatives also assert that Old GP
impermissibly sought to manufacture ju-
risdiction in the bankruptcy court which
could prevent this Court from exercising
‘‘related to’’ jurisdiction. We disagree
with the Claimant Representatives’ argu-
ment and the dissent’s acceptance of
that argument.

Under 28 U.S.C. § 1359, federal courts
do not have jurisdiction over civil actions
‘‘in which any party, by assignment or
otherwise, has been improperly or collu-
sively made or joined to invoke the juris-
diction of such court.’’ We have found this
statute violated when a nominal party has
no real stake in the outcome of a case such
that the only possible reason for its in-
volvement is to create jurisdiction. See
Lester v. McFaddon, 415 F.2d 1101, 1106
& n.11 (4th Cir. 1969) (‘‘It is the lack of a
stake in the outcome coupled with the
motive to bring into a federal court a local
action normally triable only in a state
court which is the common thread of the
cases holding actions collusively or improp-
erly brought.’’). For example, we found
§ 1359 violated when a South Carolina
citizen procured the appointment of a
Georgia citizen as administrator of an es-

Bestwall’s subsidiaries’ distributions were in-
sufficient to cover its obligations. It is difficult
to see how this exchange of money with a
debtor could not conceivably affect the bank-
ruptcy estate. And if New GP provided funds
to Bestwall to pay for Bestwall’s indemnifica-
tion of New GP—as the dissent speculates is
likely to happen—that would clearly alter
Bestwall’s liabilities and thereby impact how
the bankruptcy estate is handled. See Pacor,
743 F.2d at 994. (Also, while the dissent relies
on an allegation in the briefing that New GP
has provided Bestwall with $150 million un-
der the funding agreement, the parties do not
point to any record evidence supporting that
statement. See I.N.S. v. Phinpathya, 464 U.S.
183, 188 n.6, 104 S.Ct. 584, 78 L.Ed.2d 401
(1984) (explaining that unsupported asser-
tions in briefing are not evidence).)

Similarly, as to the secondment agreement,
if litigation were permitted to continue
against New GP and Bestwall assented to its
employees leaving to assist New GP, as the
dissent imagines will occur, those employees
would likely have to spend significant time
managing the defense of the claims against
New GP such that the handling and adminis-
tration of Bestwall’s bankruptcy estate and
Bestwall’s rights and liabilities in bankruptcy
would be affected.

And if—as the Claimant Representatives as-
sert—Bestwall refused to so assent and re-
tained its employees, New GP would have to
find and train new employees to assist in
managing its defense in the litigation, and
Bestwall’s estate could thereby be affected by
adverse judgments against New GP that
would implicate Bestwall’s indemnity obli-
gations or liability through collateral estoppel.
Further, if New GP retained new employees
to assist in its defense, Bestwall would have to
indemnify New GP for the expenses associat-
ed with those employees, which would further
deplete the bankruptcy estate. See J.A. 581
(‘‘Bestwall will indemnify and hold harmless
New GP from and against all Losses to which
New GP may become subject, insofar as such
Losses TTT arise out of, in any way relate to,
or result from a claim in respect of, any
Bestwall Assets or Bestwall Liabilities[.]’’);
J.A. 559 (defining ‘‘Losses’’ to include ‘‘costs
and expenses, including reasonable attorneys’
fees’’). Therefore, under either scenario, the
operation of the secondment agreement could
impact the bankruptcy estate.

14. Because we conclude that the bankruptcy
court had ‘‘related to’’ jurisdiction over the
claims against New GP, we need not consider
whether the bankruptcy court separately pos-
sessed ‘‘arising in’’ jurisdiction.
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tate seemingly to create diversity jurisdic-
tion.15 See id. at 1103–04 (noting that the
dispute was ‘‘superficially converted into a
dispute between citizens of different
states’’ because the appointed administra-
tor had no stake in the litigation, likely
would not play a role, and was clearly a
‘‘straw party TTT appoint[ed] for the pur-
pose of creating apparent diversity of citi-
zenship’’ (internal quotation marks omit-
ted)); see also Kramer v. Caribbean Mills,
Inc., 394 U.S. 823, 827–28, 89 S.Ct. 1487,
23 L.Ed.2d 9 (1969) (finding that a party
improperly manufactured jurisdiction
where he ‘‘total[ly] lack[ed] [a] previous
connection with the matter’’ and ‘‘candidly
admit[ted] that the assignment was in sub-
stantial part motivated by a desire TTT to
make diversity jurisdiction available’’ (in-
ternal quotation marks omitted)); Lehigh
Mining & Mfg. Co. v. Kelly, 160 U.S. 327,
339, 16 S.Ct. 307, 40 L.Ed. 444 (1895)
(affirming dismissal based on lack of juris-
diction—prior to the enactment of
§ 1359—where a Virginia corporation cre-
ated a Pennsylvania corporation and con-
veyed to it land ‘‘for the express purpose’’
of enabling the Pennsylvania corporation
to file suit in federal court against Virginia
residents based on diversity jurisdiction).

[12] Separate from § 1359, we have
held that ‘‘neither the parties nor the
bankruptcy court can create § 1334 juris-
diction.’’ Valley Historic Ltd. P’ship v.
Bank of N.Y., 486 F.3d 831, 837 (4th Cir.
2007); see Orquera v. Ashcroft, 357 F.3d
413, 416 (4th Cir. 2003) (indicating that
parties cannot create subject matter juris-
diction). For example, parties cannot in-
clude a provision in a plan of reorganiza-
tion purporting to confer jurisdiction on a
bankruptcy court because ‘‘the Debtor can-

not write its own jurisdictional ticket.’’
Valley Historic, 486 F.3d at 837 (cleaned
up).

But unlike the cases referenced above,
Old GP, New GP, and Bestwall did not
manufacture jurisdiction via their Texas
divisional merger. This is evident because
without the restructuring, the asbestos
claims would have remained with Old GP.
And, if Old GP had filed for bankruptcy,
the bankruptcy court would have had ju-
risdiction over those claims as it does over
the same claims here. See 28 U.S.C.
§ 1334(b) (providing for bankruptcy court
jurisdiction over civil proceedings ‘‘related
to’’ cases under title 11); Valley Historic,
486 F.3d at 836 (explaining that ‘‘related
to’’ jurisdiction is implicated if a civil action
could alter the debtor’s rights and liabili-
ties and impacts the administration of the
bankruptcy estate). Thus, as Bestwall and
New GP point out, ‘‘the corporate restruc-
turing leaves the jurisdictional result the
same.’’ Resp. Br. 40; see U.S.I. Props.
Corp. v. M.D. Constr. Co., 860 F.2d 1, 6
(1st Cir. 1988) (‘‘[P]arties may legitimately
try to obtain the jurisdiction of federal
courts, as long as they lawfully qualify
under some of the grounds that allow ac-
cess to this forum of limited jurisdiction.
On the other hand, using a strawman, or
sham transactions, solely for the creation
of otherwise unobtainable jurisdiction, is
clearly forbidden both by statute and by
the policies that underlie diversity jurisdic-
tion.’’ (emphasis added)). This distinction
differentiates the present circumstances
from the cases on which Claimant Repre-
sentatives rely and precludes the applica-
tion of § 1359.

[13] The dissent contends that we
‘‘miss[ ] the point’’ by ‘‘focusing on jurisdic-

15. Bestwall and New GP argue that § 1359
only applies in suits based on diversity juris-
diction. Although neither the statute itself nor
case law interpreting it suggests such a limita-

tion, we need not decide this issue because
assuming the statute applies in the bankrupt-
cy context, it does not apply to this case.
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tion over claims instead of parties.’’ Post at
193. But there is no way to separate the
parties from the claims here and, even if
there were, we would decline to do so
because § 1334(b) requires us to analyze
whether the claims involving New GP are
‘‘related to’’ the bankruptcy case. See 28
U.S.C. § 1334(b) (‘‘[T]he district courts
shall have original but not exclusive juris-
diction of all civil proceedings arising un-
der title 11, or arising in or related to
cases under title 11.’’); see also Sinochem
Int’l Co. v. Malaysia Int’l Shipping Corp.,
549 U.S. 422, 431, 127 S.Ct. 1184, 167
L.Ed.2d 15 (2007) (explaining that subject
matter jurisdiction is ‘‘jurisdiction over the
category of claim in suit’’ as compared to
personal jurisdiction, which is jurisdiction
over the parties). The statute does not
instruct us to consider the parties in iso-
lation.

A recent Third Circuit decision that in-
volved a divisional merger followed by the
bankruptcy of one of the parties does not
affect the manufactured-jurisdiction analy-
sis. In In re LTL Management, LLC, 64
F.4th 84 (3d Cir. 2023), that court was
confronted with a restructuring similar to
Old GP’s divisional merger—namely, a
corporation undergoing a divisional merg-
er pursuant to Texas law in order to iso-
late its asbestos-related liabilities in one
subsidiary and its ‘‘productive business as-
sets’’ in another subsidiary. Id. at 93. Fol-
lowing the restructuring, the asbestos-re-
lated subsidiary filed for bankruptcy, and
the claimants moved to dismiss the bank-
ruptcy petition as not filed in good faith.
Id. The bankruptcy court denied the mo-
tion, but the Third Circuit reversed and
dismissed the bankruptcy petition under
11 U.S.C. § 1112(b). Id. at 93, 111. The
appellate court held that the debtor was
not in financial distress and the bankrupt-
cy petition therefore was not filed in good
faith. Id. at 106, 109–10.

[14] In this appeal, by contrast, Claim-
ant Representatives do not make the argu-
ments raised by the claimants in LTL
Management. They do not contend that
Bestwall was not in financial distress when
it filed for bankruptcy, nor does this ap-
peal involve a motion to dismiss filed on
that basis. Further, as the Third Circuit
recognized in LTL Management, this
Court applies a more comprehensive stan-
dard to a request for dismissal of a bank-
ruptcy petition for lack of good faith; that
is, the complaining party must show both
‘‘subjective bad faith’’ and the ‘‘objective
futility of any possible reorganization.’’ Id.
at 98 n.8 (quoting Carolin Corp. v. Miller,
886 F.2d 693, 694 (4th Cir. 1989)). The
Claimant Representatives have made no
showing to this Court of either required
element.

As importantly, the court in LTL Man-
agement did not address the critical issue
present here: whether the bankruptcy
court had jurisdiction to enter a prelimi-
nary injunction. See id. at 99 n.11 (‘‘The
parties contest whether the Bankruptcy
Court had jurisdiction to issue the order
enjoining the Third-Party Claims against
the Protected Parties. Dismissing LTL’s
petition obviates the need to reach that
question.’’). LTL Management is simply
not relevant to the resolution of the case
before us.

Moreover, while Claimant Representa-
tives assert that Old GP’s restructuring
caused Bestwall and New GP to enter into
the indemnification and funding agree-
ments for the sole purpose of creating
jurisdiction over the claims against New
GP, this argument is a non-starter because
our finding of jurisdiction is not predicated
on those agreements. Rather, it is based
on the thousands of identical claims pend-
ing against New GP outside of the bank-
ruptcy proceeding and the effect of those
claims on Bestwall’s bankruptcy estate,
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which Old GP clearly could not and did not
manufacture.

[15] Finally, the dissent argues that
Bestwall was obligated—but failed—to
prove that the restructuring was ‘‘driven
by an independent, legitimate business jus-
tification’’ rather than being pretextual.
Post at 191. Assuming without deciding
that such a showing is necessary, Bestwall
did make that showing. The record estab-
lishes that the restructuring was driven by
Old GP’s desire to pursue its non-asbestos-
related business apart from asbestos-relat-
ed litigation or a bankruptcy proceeding
while keeping its assets available to satisfy
any asbestos-related liabilities, if required.
See, e.g., J.A. 591 ¶ 13 (explaining that the
purpose of the restructuring was ‘‘to sepa-
rate and align [Old GP’s] business of man-
aging and defending asbestos-related
claims with the assets and team of individ-
uals primarily related to or responsible for
such claims’’; to provide options for ad-
dressing those claims ‘‘without subjecting
the entire Old GP enterprise to chapter
11’’; and ‘‘to make certain that [Bestwall]
had the same ability to fund the costs of
defending and resolving present and fu-
ture asbestos claims as Old GP’’).

To conclude our discussion of jurisdic-
tion, the Court notes that Claimant Repre-
sentatives appear to be using their juris-
dictional arguments as a back-door way to
challenge the propriety of the reorganiza-
tion and the merits of a yet-to-be-filed
chapter 11 plan. This is both premature
and improper.

[16] If the claimants are adversely af-
fected monetarily by the ongoing bank-
ruptcy, then the time and place to raise
that concern is at plan confirmation, not by
a purported jurisdictional challenge that
really goes to the merits of the reorganiza-
tion. At plan confirmation, claimants hold-
ing ‘‘at least two-thirds in amount and
more than one-half in number of the al-

lowed claims of such class’’ must accept
the plan for the bankruptcy court to con-
firm it (with some exceptions not relevant
here). 11 U.S.C. § 1126(c); id. § 1129(a)(7)–
(8). Therefore, Bestwall must propose a
plan that addresses the concerns held by a
majority of the claimants. This mandatory
reality of chapter 11 bankruptcy belies the
dissent and Claimant Representatives’
false narrative that some subterfuge will
befall the claimants.

Alternatively, rather than waiting for
plan confirmation, claimants can bring in-
dividual actions for relief based on the
specific facts of a particular claim. That is
done in bankruptcy proceedings on a rou-
tine basis where appropriate. Notably,
Claimant Representatives have failed to do
so here.

[17, 18] These bankruptcy procedures
promote the equitable, streamlined, and
timely resolution of claims in one central
place compared to the state tort system,
which can and has caused delays in getting
payment for legitimate claimants. Com-
pare Katchen v. Landy, 382 U.S. 323, 328,
86 S.Ct. 467, 15 L.Ed.2d 391 (1966) (ex-
plaining that ‘‘a chief purpose of the bank-
ruptcy laws is to secure a prompt and
effectual administration and settlement of
the estate of all bankrupts within a limited
period’’ (cleaned up)), with Oral Argument
at 33:23–33:50 (Bestwall’s counsel explain-
ing that when Bestwall filed for bankrupt-
cy in 2017, of the 64,000 pending asbestos-
related claims, seventy-five percent had
been pending for ten years or more, and
fifty-five percent had been pending for fif-
teen years or more). In fact, while Claim-
ant Representatives complain that the over
four-year preliminary injunction proceed-
ing has impeded the resolution of asbestos-
related claims, the main interference with
the timely resolution of the claims in Best-
wall’s bankruptcy proceeding appears to
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be Claimant Representatives’ challenge to
the preliminary injunction, thereby pro-
longing the bankruptcy process and pre-
venting the claimants from obtaining
prompt relief. It is not clear why Claimant
Representatives’ counsel have relentlessly
attempted to circumvent the bankruptcy
proceeding, but we note that aspirational
greater fees that could be awarded to the
claimants’ counsel in the state-court pro-
ceedings is not a valid reason to object to
the processing of the claims in the bank-
ruptcy proceeding.

The district court thus correctly rejected
the Claimant Representatives’ argument
that Old GP, Bestwall, and New GP im-
properly manufactured jurisdiction.

IV.

Finally, we consider the merits of the
preliminary injunction. The Claimant Rep-
resentatives argue that even if the bank-
ruptcy court properly exercised jurisdic-
tion over the claims against New GP, the
bankruptcy court should not have granted
the preliminary injunction because it (1)
engaged in the wrong legal inquiry by
focusing on the likelihood of reorganization
rather than on the likelihood of the court
confirming a plan that included a perma-
nent injunction, and (2) applied the wrong
standard by focusing on the realistic possi-
bility of reorganization instead of requir-
ing a clear showing of a successful reorga-
nization. Again, we disagree.

[19–21] First, in order to grant a pre-
liminary injunction, courts must evaluate,
inter alia, whether the plaintiff is likely to
succeed on the merits. Mountain Valley
Pipeline v. W. Pocahontas Props., 918
F.3d 353, 366 (4th Cir. 2019). Normally,
the ‘‘merits’’ in litigation are the resolution
of an underlying civil dispute. But in a
chapter 11 bankruptcy, the focus is not on
resolving a particular dispute but rather
on the debtor’s rehabilitation and reorgani-

zation. See In re White Mountain Mining
Co., L.L.C., 403 F.3d 164, 170 (4th Cir.
2005) (explaining that the purpose of chap-
ter 11 is the ‘‘rehabilitation of the debtor’’);
Providence Hall Assocs. Ltd. P’ship v.
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., 816 F.3d 273, 279
(4th Cir. 2016) (same); In re Premier Auto.
Servs., Inc., 492 F.3d 274, 284 (4th Cir.
2007) (‘‘The purpose of Chapter 11 reorga-
nization is to assist financially distressed
business enterprises by providing them
with breathing space in which to return to
a viable state.’’ (citation omitted)); see also
Carolin Corp., 886 F.2d at 702 (suggesting
that chapter 11’s purpose is ‘‘to reorganize
or rehabilitate an existing enterprise’’ (ci-
tation omitted)). Therefore, as our sister
circuits have stated explicitly, the ‘‘merits’’
that must be considered for purposes of a
preliminary injunction in a chapter 11
bankruptcy case are the debtor’s rehabili-
tation and reorganization. See In re Excel
Innovations, Inc., 502 F.3d 1086, 1095 (9th
Cir. 2007) (holding that an injunction un-
der § 105(a) requires ‘‘a reasonable likeli-
hood of a successful reorganization’’); In re
Eagle-Picher Indus., Inc., 963 F.2d 855,
860 (6th Cir. 1992) (indicating that the
likelihood-of-success factor requires a ‘‘re-
alistic possibility of successfully reorganiz-
ing’’); see also Piccinin, 788 F.2d at 1008
(affirming grant of preliminary injunction
and focusing on whether ‘‘any effort at
reorganization of the debtor will be frus-
trated, if not permanently thwarted’’
should the third-party litigation proceed
(emphasis added)); Willis v. Celotex Corp.,
978 F.2d 146, 149 (4th Cir. 1992) (indicat-
ing that a § 105(a) injunction is appropri-
ate, inter alia, if third-party proceedings
‘‘will have an adverse impact on the Debt-
or’s ability to formulate a Chapter 11
plan’’ (emphasis added) (quoting Piccinin,
788 F.2d at 1003)). The bankruptcy court
thus appropriately considered Bestwall’s
realistic likelihood of successfully reorga-
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nizing when granting an injunction under
§ 105(a).

[22] The Claimant Representatives as-
sert that, under the first prong of the
preliminary injunction test, the district
court should have determined whether
Bestwall would ultimately be able to obtain
permanent injunctive relief. But requiring
a party to show entitlement to a perma-
nent channeling injunction this early in the
bankruptcy proceeding puts the cart be-
fore the horse; § 524(g) does not require
such proof until the plan confirmation
stage. See 11 U.S.C. § 524(g)(1)(A) (provid-
ing that ‘‘[a]fter notice and hearing, a
court that enters an order confirming a
plan of reorganization under chapter 11
may issue, in connection with such order,
an injunction’’ (emphasis added)). Con-
trary to the express intent of Congress as
shown through the Bankruptcy Code, the
position of Claimant Representatives
would effectively eliminate reorganization
under chapter 11 as an option for many
debtors. Therefore, we reject the Claimant
Representatives’ argument that the bank-
ruptcy court needed to find that it would
likely enter a permanent injunction in or-
der to grant a preliminary injunction.

[23] Further, the Claimant Represen-
tatives assert that the preliminary injunc-
tion standard requires a ‘‘clear showing’’
that the debtor will be able to reorganize
rather than the ‘‘realistic possibility’’ stan-
dard applied by the bankruptcy court.
Opening Br. 50. But the cases on which the
Claimant Representatives rely in support
of their argument were decided outside the
context of a preliminary injunction in
bankruptcy and are thus inapposite. See,
e.g., Winter v. Nat. Res. Def. Council, Inc.,
555 U.S. 7, 22, 129 S.Ct. 365, 172 L.Ed.2d
249 (2008) (holding—outside the context of
a § 105(a) injunction—that a party seeking
a preliminary injunction must make a clear
showing that he or she is entitled to such

relief). Moreover, if we required a ‘‘clear
showing’’ of a debtor’s ability to reorganize
before the plan-confirmation stage, chapter
11 proceedings would never get off the
ground, as we just noted. For example, the
debtor would have to provide significant
evidence that it would be able to reorga-
nize before the entry of the preliminary
injunction necessary to make such a reor-
ganization possible. See In re Hillsborough
Holdings Corp., 123 B.R. 1004, 1015
(Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1990) (‘‘There is nothing
in this record to indicate that these Debt-
ors are not viable business entities incapa-
ble of achieving a successful reorganization
which is fair and equitable to all. Their
success is, however, dependent on a
speedy, favorable determination of the is-
sues raised by the Debtors in [their] Ad-
versary Proceeding TTTT Thus, until those
matters are resolved, it would be prema-
ture to conclude at this time that this
reorganization process is doomed and that
there is no legal justification for granting
the injunctive relief sought.’’).

For all these reasons, we affirm the
district court’s decision affirming the bank-
ruptcy court’s order granting a prelimi-
nary injunction.

V.

For the foregoing reasons, we

AFFIRM.

KING, Circuit Judge, dissenting in part:

The Supreme Court has long recognized
that Congress’s ‘‘central purpose’’ in enact-
ing the Bankruptcy Code was to ‘‘provide a
procedure by which certain insolvent debt-
ors can reorder their affairs, make peace
with their creditors, and enjoy a new op-
portunity in life with a clear field for fu-
ture effort.’’ See Grogan v. Garner, 498
U.S. 279, 286, 111 S.Ct. 654, 112 L.Ed.2d
755 (1991) (emphasis added). Put different-
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ly, the nation’s bankruptcy laws ‘‘must be
construed TTT to give the bankrupt a fresh
start.’’ See Burlingham v. Crouse, 228 U.S.
459, 473, 33 S.Ct. 564, 57 L.Ed. 920 (1913)
(emphasis added); see also Williford v.
Armstrong World Indus., 715 F.2d 124,
126 (4th Cir. 1983) (explaining that the
relief afforded by Chapter 11’s automatic
stay ‘‘belongs exclusively to the ‘debtor’ in
bankruptcy’’). Yet in recent years, major
and fully solvent business corporations
have managed to skirt that debtor-centric
objective and obtain shelter from sweeping
tort litigation without having to file for
bankruptcy themselves. It is precisely that
sort of manipulation of the Bankruptcy
Code — and by extension the Article I
bankruptcy courts — that lies at the heart
of this important appeal.

Parting ways with my friends in the
majority, I would reverse the judgment of
the district court and remand for that
court to vacate the bankruptcy court’s or-
der enjoining asbestos-related lawsuits
against New GP.1 A non-debtor codefen-
dant of debtor Bestwall, New GP is among
the world’s largest manufacturing firms,
and — by its own account — has every
ability to defend against continued asbes-
tos litigation and to satisfy all resulting
liabilities. Nevertheless, Old GP, Bestwall,
and New GP manufactured the jurisdiction
of the bankruptcy court in these proceed-
ings, in an unmistakable effort to gain
leverage over future asbestos claims
against New GP.

Through their creative use of the so-
called ‘‘Texas divisional merger’’ and the
creation of unorthodox contractual rela-
tionships between Bestwall and New GP,
the three Georgia-Pacific entities ran afoul
of the foundational principle that parties
may not artificially construct a federal
court’s jurisdiction — especially that of a
federal bankruptcy court, which possesses
particularly limited jurisdiction. And with
that being so, the bankruptcy court below
was unable to act under any ‘‘related-to’’
jurisdiction that it could theoretically have
been vested with under 28 U.S.C.
§ 1334(b). Moreover, the bankruptcy court
also lacked ‘‘arising-in’’ jurisdiction with
which to enjoin the New GP asbestos liti-
gation. For those reasons, and as more
fully explained herein, I respectfully dis-
sent from the majority’s affirmance of the
district court’s ratification of the bankrupt-
cy court’s injunction.2

I.

A.

For the most part, I take no issue with
the majority’s recitation of the relevant
facts. I will emphasize, however, some of
the more striking and understated details
of Georgia-Pacific’s history of asbestos liti-
gation and the origins of these bankruptcy
proceedings. Owing to its extensive use of
asbestos in commercial products such as
joint compound and certain industrial plas-
ters, Georgia-Pacific has faced many hun-
dreds of thousands of asbestos-related per-

1. In keeping with the majority opinion, I refer
to Georgia-Pacific as it existed prior to the
company’s 2017 restructuring as ‘‘Old GP,’’
and to the company as it currently exists as
‘‘New GP.’’ Meanwhile, ‘‘Bestwall’’ refers
simply to Georgia-Pacific’s corporate subsid-
iary that is the debtor in the Chapter 11
bankruptcy proceedings at issue here. Finally,
I also adopt the majority’s use of ‘‘Claimant
Representatives’’ to refer collectively to the

Official Committee of Asbestos Claimants and
the Future Claimants’ Representative.

2. I readily concur in the majority’s threshold
determination that appellant Sander L. Esser-
man, in his capacity as the Future Claimants’
Representative, possesses appellate standing
to challenge the bankruptcy court’s award of
injunctive relief. Accordingly, I am dissenting
from the majority opinion in substantial part,
though not in full.
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sonal injury lawsuits since at least 1979 —
the vast majority of which have been filed
by individuals suffering from the scourge
of mesothelioma. Georgia-Pacific stands as
one of the most frequently sued defen-
dants in this Country’s tide of asbestos
litigation, having spent more than $2.9 bil-
lion defending against such claims. And
Georgia-Pacific has acknowledged that
thousands of additional asbestos claims
will be filed against it each year for dec-
ades yet to come.

Those financial strains notwithstanding,
Georgia-Pacific has remained a fully sol-
vent, multibillion-dollar business leader in
the pulp and paper industry. Indeed, New
GP — Georgia-Pacific’s current corporate
form and the inheritor of the bulk of Old
GP’s assets — represented to the bank-
ruptcy court in the proceedings below that
its assets are fully ‘‘sufficient to satisfy’’
the Old GP asbestos liabilities that have
been assigned to Bestwall. See J.A. 596.3

Nevertheless, by reason of the bankruptcy
court’s injunction, New GP’s evidently
bountiful assets are now out of reach for
any and all asbestos claimants seeking re-
lief through our Nation’s tort system, in
either state or federal court.

Old GP obtained that protection of its
assets by deciding to ‘‘undertake a corpo-
rate restructuring’’ on July 31, 2017. See
J.A. 738. On that day, Old GP — then a
Delaware corporation — reorganized un-
der the laws of Texas and promptly made
use of the Lone Star State’s ‘‘divisional
merger’’ statute to carve itself into two
new entities — Bestwall and New GP.4 To
Bestwall, Old GP assigned virtually all of
its existing asbestos liabilities; Bestwall
otherwise received minimal assets and no

formal business operations. Meanwhile,
New GP was entrusted with the lion’s
share of Old GP’s assets, along with its
non-asbestos-related liabilities. With Old
GP dissolved, New GP resumed its prede-
cessor’s status as a Delaware corpora-
tion — where it has continued business
operations just as Old GP did — while
Bestwall was reorganized in North Car-
olina. Stunningly, Bestwall and New GP
existed as Texas business entities for less
than five hours.

Bestwall did not hire any employees,
engage in any new business ventures, or
do much of anything else following its relo-
cation to the Old North State. Instead, on
November 2, 2017 — some three months
after its inception — Bestwall filed for
Chapter 11 bankruptcy in the Western
District of North Carolina, securing safe
harbor from its inherited asbestos liabili-
ties by virtue of the bankruptcy court’s
automatic stay. See 11 U.S.C. § 362(a). And
later that same day, Bestwall initiated an
adversary proceeding in the bankruptcy
court, by which it sought the entry of a
preliminary injunction to shield none other
than its sister corporation — New GP —
from any current and future asbestos
claims.

At the time of its 2017 corporate re-
structuring, Old GP was well aware that
any successor entity holding its productive
assets would face continued asbestos liabil-
ities. It was for that reason that Old GP
travelled to Texas in the first instance —
to sever its extant liabilities, place them in
bankruptcy, and in turn utilize the bank-
ruptcy proceedings to stay future litigation
against the remainder of its business oper-

3. Citations herein to ‘‘J.A. ’’ refer to the
contents of the Joint Appendix filed by the
parties to this appeal.

4. As the majority has explained, the validity of
Texas’s divisional merger statute is not before

us in this appeal. See ante 173 n.1. And our
resolution of that issue is not necessary to
determine whether the bankruptcy court pos-
sessed jurisdiction to enjoin the New GP as-
bestos litigation.
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ations. New GP, in other words, was de-
signed to receive bankruptcy protection
despite its non-debtor status, with no need
to submit to the bankruptcy court’s over-
sight or to suffer the burdens appurtenant
to a Chapter 11 filing. And that is no
conjecture — by its adversary complaint,
Bestwall freely admitted to the bankruptcy
court that the very purpose of Old GP’s
2017 restructuring was ‘‘to provide [Best-
wall] with the option to seek a resolution of
the asbestos claims in [the bankruptcy
court] under section 524(g) of the Bank-
ruptcy Code, without subjecting the entire
Old GP enterprise to a chapter 11 reorga-
nization.’’ See J.A. 399. Later in the bank-
ruptcy proceedings, Bestwall and New GP
clarified that ‘‘[Bestwall’s] goal’’ in filing
for Chapter 11 protection was, in part, to
obtain ‘‘an injunction TTT that will perma-
nently protect [Bestwall] and its affiliates
from any further asbestos claims’’ related
to products manufactured and sold by Old
GP. Id. at 603 (emphasis added).

Bestwall quickly achieved its goal. After
concluding that any asbestos lawsuits pur-
sued against New GP would be sufficiently
‘‘related to’’ Bestwall’s bankruptcy estate
to bring some ‘‘effect’’ to bear on the es-
tate, the bankruptcy court entered the re-
quested preliminary injunction, thereby
shielding ‘‘the entire Old GP enterprise’’
from all civil liability. Today, then, asbes-
tos claimants are left without any ability to
seek relief for their afflictions from Geor-
gia-Pacific — or its corporate affiliates —
in the tort system. And of course, many of
those claimants have and will continue to
run out of time, their years cut short by
asbestos-related disease while these bank-
ruptcy proceedings grind on.

B.

Importantly, Georgia-Pacific is not alone
in utilizing Texas’s divisional merger stat-
ute to isolate its unwanted asbestos liabili-

ties in bankruptcy without having to sub-
ject the whole of the corporate entity to
Chapter 11 proceedings. Perhaps most no-
tably, after facing a ‘‘torrent of lawsuits’’
alleging that its signature baby powder
contained traces of asbestos, New Jersey-
based Johnson & Johnson went to Texas in
2021 to restructure into two new enti-
ties — ‘‘LTL Management’’ and ‘‘Johnson
& Johnson Consumer.’’ See In re LTL
Mgmt., LLC, 64 F.4th 84, 92 (3d Cir. 2023).
Just like Bestwall, LTL was assigned all of
Johnson & Johnson’s existing asbestos-re-
lated liabilities. And like Bestwall, LTL
promptly filed for bankruptcy. Thereafter,
the bankruptcy court extended the reach
of the automatic stay of claims against
LTL to cover various non-debtor entities,
including Johnson & Johnson Consumer.

The majority rightly explains that the
Third Circuit’s 2023 decision in LTL Man-
agement concerning the propriety of
LTL’s bankruptcy petition is distinguish-
able here — the LTL case did not consider
or discuss the bankruptcy court’s jurisdic-
tion to halt tort claims against a non-
debtor. See ante 181–83. Ultimately, the
court of appeals directed that LTL’s peti-
tion be dismissed, as the company was
never truly in financial distress. That is,
pursuant to a funding agreement, LTL
actually had the ability to cause Johnson &
Johnson Consumer to pay it up to that
company’s full value to satisfy any asbes-
tos-related liabilities. See 64 F.4th at 106-
10. In any event, while the two bankruptcy
cases have charted different paths, the
Johnson & Johnson proceedings under-
score the very point at issue here — a
healthy corporation’s placement of a liabili-
ty-laden subsidiary into bankruptcy in or-
der to avoid Chapter 11 reorganization for
the balance of the healthy company is not
guaranteed to result in smooth sailing.

II.

With the foregoing in mind, I would
reverse the judgment below and remand
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for the district court to vacate the bank-
ruptcy court’s order awarding injunctive
relief, insofar as the bankruptcy court was
not clothed with any jurisdiction permit-
ting the entry of such an order. To the
extent that the bankruptcy court was fa-
cially vested with ‘‘related-to’’ jurisdiction
under 28 U.S.C. § 1334(b) — as that court,
the district court, and my good colleagues
in the majority have all concluded — that
jurisdiction was fabricated by way of Old
GP’s restructuring in Texas and the impo-
sition of the various contractual obligations
between Bestwall and New GP. And be-
cause civil claims brought against New GP
by private individuals have their genesis
outside of Bestwall’s bankruptcy proceed-
ings, the bankruptcy court could not have
alternatively grounded its order enjoining
those claims in ‘‘arising-in’’ jurisdiction un-
der § 1334(b). Accordingly, the injunction
as to the New GP asbestos litigation is
without any lasting legal weight.5

A.

1.

As a general rule, bankruptcy courts —
which by federal law are courts of limited
jurisdiction — may not intervene in or
otherwise halt civil litigation between non-
debtors. See In re Prescription Home
Health Care, Inc., 316 F.3d 542, 547 (5th
Cir. 2002). In certain situations, however, a
bankruptcy court may assert ‘‘related-to’’
jurisdiction over matters outside of a par-
ticular debtor’s bankruptcy proceedings,
where the disposition of those matters may
have some conceivable ‘‘effect’’ on the
debtor’s bankruptcy estate. See A.H. Rob-
ins Co. v. Piccinin, 788 F.2d 994, 1002 n.11
(4th Cir. 1986) (citing Pacor, Inc. v. Hig-
gins, 743 F.2d 984, 994 (3d Cir. 1984)); see

also 28 U.S.C. § 1334(b) (affording dis-
trict — and bankruptcy — courts jurisdic-
tion to hear proceedings ‘‘arising in or
related to cases under title 11’’). As the
majority points out, the Pacor ‘‘effects’’
test for ‘‘related-to’’ jurisdiction followed in
our Court is purposefully broad — and, to
be sure, the majority identifies multiple
possible ways that asbestos claims brought
against New GP could ‘‘affect’’ Bestwall’s
bankruptcy estate. That matters not, how-
ever, if the entire factual basis for invoking
the bankruptcy court’s ‘‘related-to’’ juris-
diction was contrived.

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1359, a federal
court will lack jurisdiction over any action
‘‘in which any party TTT has been improp-
erly or collusively made or joined to invoke
the jurisdiction of such court.’’ Congress
intended § 1359 to guard against ‘‘litigants’
attempts to manipulate jurisdiction’’ where
none would otherwise exist. See In re
Samsung Elecs. Co., 2 F.4th 1371, 1377
(Fed. Cir. 2021). In other words, § 1359
was ‘‘designed to prevent the litigation of
claims in federal court by suitors who by
sham, pretense, or other fiction acquire a
spurious status that would allow them to
invoke the limited jurisdiction of the feder-
al courts.’’ See Nolan v. Boeing Co., 919
F.2d 1058, 1067 (5th Cir. 1990). And while
§ 1359’s prohibition on manufactured sub-
ject matter jurisdiction most frequently
arises in the arena of diversity jurisdiction
cases proceeding under 28 U.S.C. § 1332,
today’s majority acknowledges that noth-
ing in the text of § 1359 — nor in interpre-
tive case law — specifies that it does not
apply with equal force to bankruptcy pro-
ceedings carried out under the auspices of
§ 1334. See ante 181 n.15.

5. Because the bankruptcy court lacked any
jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1334(b) with
which to enjoin the asbestos litigation against
New GP, I would not reach the question of

whether the court applied the correct legal
standard in granting Bestwall’s request for a
preliminary injunction pursuant to 11 U.S.C.
§ 105(a).
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In any event, this Court has routinely
emphasized the fundamental principle that
no actions of the parties can ‘‘create sub-
ject matter jurisdiction or waive its ab-
sence.’’ See Orquera v. Ashcroft, 357 F.3d
413, 416 (4th Cir. 2003). And we have
specifically admonished that ‘‘neither the
parties nor the bankruptcy court can cre-
ate § 1334 jurisdiction’’ in any bankruptcy
proceeding. See Valley Historic Ltd.
P’ship v. Bank of N.Y., 486 F.3d 831, 837
(4th Cir. 2007); accord In re Combustion
Eng’g, Inc., 391 F.3d 190, 228-29 (3d Cir.
2004) (recognizing that debtors may not
create federal bankruptcy jurisdiction over
non-debtor third parties by way of plans of
reorganization, consent, or otherwise). Put
simply, it is elementary that the debtor in
bankruptcy ‘‘cannot write its own jurisdic-
tional ticket’’ — and it logically follows
that the debtor cannot make out such a
‘‘ticket’’ for a distinct, non-debtor entity
either. See Valley Historic, 486 F.3d at
837.

Yet that is exactly what Old GP did
here — it reformed its corporate existence
precisely so that its principal successor
entity, New GP, could be afforded bank-
ruptcy relief without ever having to file for
bankruptcy. Old GP carefully structured
the relationship between New GP and its
planned vehicle for unwanted liabilities,
Bestwall, in such a way as to permit the
bankruptcy court to spare New GP from
the legal headache of continued asbestos
litigation by way of an 11 U.S.C. § 105(a)
injunction — extending, for all intents and
purposes, the reach of the automatic stay
of asbestos claims against debtor Bestwall
to those pursued against New GP. But for
Old GP’s assignment of its asbestos liabili-
ties and its productive business assets and
operations to separate successor enti-
ties — as well as its brokering of contracts
between those entities to create the ap-
pearance of their corporate relations being
inextricably intertwined — there would

have been no ‘‘effects’’ for the bankruptcy
court to rely on in resolving that it was
vested with ‘‘related-to’’ jurisdiction.
Again, Bestwall and New GP do not mean-
ingfully dispute this. Both have acknowl-
edged that Old GP’s restructuring and
Bestwall’s bankruptcy were intended to
secure ‘‘the issuance of an injunction’’ that
would insulate New GP from asbestos liti-
gation ‘‘without subjecting the entire Old
GP enterprise to a chapter 11 reorganiza-
tion.’’ See J.A. 399, 603.

In concluding that asbestos claims
lodged against New GP might ‘‘affect’’
Bestwall’s bankruptcy estate, the bank-
ruptcy court looked primarily to the com-
panies’ contractual arrangements. As the
court explained, Bestwall was saddled with
a series of indemnity obligations to New
GP, requiring it to reimburse its sister
company for, inter alia, any losses attribut-
able to continued asbestos lawsuits. That
being so, in the court’s view, New GP’s
defense of any asbestos litigation would
indirectly deplete the assets available to
Bestwall in funding its 11 U.S.C § 524(g)
trust — making it such that potential as-
bestos judgments against New GP would
be ‘‘tantamount to’’ judgments against
Bestwall’s bankruptcy estate. See J.A. 741.
Separately, the court determined that, in
the event of New GP having to defend
against new asbestos lawsuits, New GP
lawyers temporarily assigned to Bestwall
under the companies’ secondment agree-
ment would likely be recalled by New GP
to aid in litigation defense work. Those
lawyers would thus be ‘‘distracted’’ from
their work overseeing Bestwall’s Chapter
11 proceedings, effectively impairing the
efficient administration of Bestwall’s bank-
ruptcy estate. Id. at 740.

That is all well and good, but despite
the Claimant Representatives challenging
its jurisdiction to reach outside of the
Bestwall proceedings and enjoin asbestos
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litigation against New GP, the bankruptcy
court never addressed or resolved wheth-
er the agreements between Bestwall and
New GP had simply been devised in or-
der to manufacture the court’s ability to
afford New GP relief.6 As the party seek-
ing an injunction and asserting jurisdic-
tion, Bestwall had (and maintains) the
burden of proving that the bankruptcy
court was properly — not artificially —
vested with subject matter jurisdiction.
See United States v. Poole, 531 F.3d 263,
274 (4th Cir. 2008) (‘‘A court is to pre-
sume TTT that a case lies outside its limit-
ed jurisdiction unless and until jurisdic-
tion has been shown to be proper.’’). That
is, Bestwall was obliged to demonstrate
that Old GP’s Texas divisional merger
and the development of the contractual
relationships between itself and New GP
were driven by an independent, legitimate
business justification, and that those ma-
neuvers were not ‘‘pretextual.’’ See Toste
Farm Corp. v. Hadbury, Inc., 70 F.3d
640, 643-44 (1st Cir. 1995). Perhaps un-
surprisingly, Bestwall has never offered
any substantive explanation along those
lines. To the contrary, Bestwall concedes
that Old GP’s restructuring was specifical-
ly intended to shield the corporation’s as-
sets without the need for a wholesale dec-
laration of bankruptcy. Accordingly, I
readily conclude that Old GP, Bestwall,
and New GP together ‘‘improperly or col-
lusively made’’ — from whole cloth — the

bankruptcy court’s jurisdiction. See 28
U.S.C. § 1359. And as a result, the court
was without any ability to enter an in-
junction against the New GP asbestos liti-
gation.

2.

Putting aside for the moment the ques-
tion of jurisdictional manufacturing, the
agreements between Bestwall and New GP
relied on by the bankruptcy court were
arguably not even sufficient to establish
the court’s ‘‘related-to’’ jurisdiction. As the
Claimant Representatives explain in their
briefing, Bestwall’s supposed indemnity
obligations to New GP are in fact wholly
circular, essentially a legal fiction. Pursu-
ant to the entities’ funding agreement,
Bestwall is entitled to obtain from New GP
‘‘the funding of any obligations of [Best-
wall] owed to [New GP] TTT including,
without limitation, any indemnification or
other obligations of [Bestwall].’’ See J.A.
337. In other words, to satisfy a claim for
indemnity from New GP relating to its
defense of asbestos claims, Bestwall would
obtain the necessary cash from New GP
itself. Any potential asbestos judgments
against New GP would therefore not be
‘‘tantamount to’’ judgments against Best-
wall — there is no indication that litigation
against New GP would impair or otherwise
‘‘affect’’ the valuation of the bankruptcy
estate at all. Id. at 741.7

6. In response to my dissenting submission,
the majority maintains that the bankruptcy
court addressed the Claimant Representa-
tives’ assertion that bankruptcy jurisdiction
had been fabricated. See ante 176 n.8. But the
court’s consideration of whether the indemni-
ty obligations between Bestwall and New GP
were ‘‘contrived’’ went only to its narrow
conclusion that the entities’ funding agree-
ment ‘‘acts only as a backstop’’ (and it cer-
tainly does not, see infra note 7). See J.A. 741.
At no point did the court actually evaluate the
purpose of the two agreements, and there was

simply no analysis of manufactured subject
matter jurisdiction. See id. at 736-52.

7. Bestwall and New GP insist that the funding
agreement is not ‘‘contrived’’ or ‘‘circular,’’
insofar as, by the agreement’s terms, Best-
wall’s ability to seek funding from New GP
for its indemnity obligations only kicks in ‘‘to
the extent that any cash distributions thereto-
fore received by [Bestwall] from its Subsidiar-
ies are insufficient to pay such TTT obli-
gations.’’ See J.A. 377.

True, that is how the funding agreement
reads — but the agreement does not actually
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As to the ‘‘effects’’ of the potential ‘‘dis-
traction’’ of New GP personnel who have
been ‘‘seconded’’ to Bestwall, the second-
ment agreement specifies that ‘‘Provider
[New GP] shall not remove any of the
Seconded Employees from Recipient
[Bestwall], unless mutually agreed by Re-
cipient and Provider.’’ See J.A. 696. Best-
wall would therefore have to assent to any
‘‘effects’’ of New GP lawyers leaving it
behind to defend New GP from asbestos
lawsuits — fully undercutting the sup-
posed point in seeking from the bankrupt-
cy court an injunction against such law-
suits.

Perhaps recognizing the hazards in rely-
ing on the agreements between Bestwall
and New GP as a basis for ‘‘related-to’’
jurisdiction, the majority relegates its dis-
cussion of the entities’ contractual rela-
tions to a footnote, resolving that any ‘‘ef-
fects’’ on Bestwall’s bankruptcy estate
brought about by the agreements are sim-
ply not necessary to conclude that the
bankruptcy court’s exercise of jurisdiction
was sound. See ante 179–80 n.13. And giv-
en its dismissal of the agreements’ import,
the majority declines to address whether
the agreements might reveal the wrongful
manufacture of the court’s jurisdiction. See
id. at 182–83.

Instead, the majority predicates its ju-
risdictional determination on the common

nature of the tort claims that have been
stayed as against Bestwall and those that
might be filed against New GP absent an
injunction, invoking collateral estoppel and
the potential preclusive effect of adverse
evidentiary rulings or judgments against
New GP. In that sense, the majority ex-
plains, actively litigating against New GP
the very same asbestos claims pursued
against Bestwall prior to its bankruptcy
filing could easily impact the value and
administration of the bankruptcy estate.
As the bankruptcy court put it, sanctioning
‘‘piecemeal attempts’’ to hold New GP lia-
ble for Bestwall’s asbestos liabilities would
defeat the bankruptcy filing’s ‘‘fundamen-
tal purpose’’ of globally resolving those
liabilities in one forum. See J.A. 740.

Once again, I do not necessarily dis-
agree with the foregoing explanation for
why New GP’s asbestos litigation might
conceivably ‘‘affect’’ Bestwall’s bankruptcy
estate. But the problem remains that such
‘‘effects’’ would arise only because Old GP
ensured that they would. That is, Old GP
purposefully created privity between its
successor entities such that claims against
one (the solvent, productive corporation)
would necessarily have some impact on the
other (the debtor hampered with old liabil-
ities), thereby allowing the bankruptcy
court to intervene on New GP’s behalf. To
the extent that the ‘‘effects’’ of parallel
litigation might have permitted the bank-

function as a ‘‘backstop’’ because it likewise
requires Bestwall to utilize ‘‘cash distribu-
tions TTT from its Subsidiaries’’ in ‘‘the nor-
mal course of its business’’ and to cover all
‘‘costs of administering the Bankruptcy
Case.’’ See J.A. 377. And to date, New GP —
by its own admission — has ‘‘contributed
approximately $150 million under the Fund-
ing Agreement’’ to cover those costs, indicat-
ing that distributions from Bestwall’s subsid-
iaries (of which there is apparently only one,
a company called ‘‘PlasterCo’’ that the major-
ity hails as a booming business concern) are
not sufficient to cover its ordinary business
and bankruptcy costs — let alone any addi-

tional indemnification costs. See Br. of Appel-
lees 9. That being so, it is not conceivable on
this record that Bestwall’s indemnity obli-
gations to New GP would ever impact its
bankruptcy estate, as any and all funding for
those obligations will necessarily come out of
New GP’s pockets.

Finally, it bears emphasizing that New GP
actually concedes in its briefing that it con-
tributed $150 million to Bestwall under the
funding agreement. See Br. of Appellees 9.
That payment is thus not at all an ‘‘unsup-
ported assertion’’ or ‘‘allegation’’ of an adver-
sary, as the majority contends. See ante 179–
80 n.13.
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ruptcy court — on paper — to suspend
claims against the non-debtor entity, ‘‘Old
GP TTT created this situation by placing
most of its operations and assets outside
the protection of bankruptcy.’’ See Reply
Br. of Appellants 19. With that being so,
the Claimant Representatives explain,
‘‘pleas that [Old GP’s] legal successor
[now] needs bankruptcy protection ring
hollow.’’ Id.

The majority largely dodges the fact
that its chosen basis for ‘‘related-to’’ juris-
diction was also concocted by Old GP, stat-
ing briefly and without support that ‘‘Old
GP clearly could not and did not manufac-
ture’’ the effects of identical claims pend-
ing against New GP outside of Bestwall’s
bankruptcy proceedings. See ante 183. And
the majority’s only other defense against
the problem of manufactured jurisdiction
is that, absent the Texas divisional merger,
asbestos claims against New GP would
have remained claims against Old GP, such
that if Old GP had opted to file for Chap-
ter 11 protection, ‘‘the bankruptcy court
would have had jurisdiction over those
claims as it does over the same claims
here.’’ Id. at 181. But that misses the point
entirely, focusing on jurisdiction over
claims instead of parties.

The issue at hand is instead whether the
bankruptcy court could properly exercise
jurisdiction over civil proceedings initiated
against a non-debtor, third-party entity,
which would not currently exist had Old
GP not undergone its 2017 restructuring.
Removing the divisional merger from the
jurisdictional equation thus ignores and
avoids the question that we have been
called upon to resolve. Certainly, it is obvi-
ous that if Old GP had never undergone its
divisional merger and had instead filed for
bankruptcy itself, the bankruptcy court
could have stayed any and all asbestos
claims then pending against it. But we are
now focused on that court’s involvement

with New GP. And the majority acknowl-
edges as much, asserting on the one hand
that ‘‘there is no way to separate the par-
ties from the claims here,’’ but then con-
ceding that ‘‘§ 1334(b) requires us to ana-
lyze whether the claims involving New GP
are ‘related to’ the bankruptcy case.’’ See
ante 182 (emphasis added). Hypothetical
claims against Old GP — now a defunct
corporation — simply have no bearing on
our jurisdictional inquiry. Put succinctly, if
New GP ‘‘wished to receive the protections
offered by [Chapter 11], it must have filed
for bankruptcy.’’ See Kreisler v. Goldberg,
478 F.3d 209, 213-14 (4th Cir. 2007).

At bottom, regardless of whether prem-
ised on the nature of the agreements be-
tween Bestwall and New GP or the im-
pacts of parallel litigation on Bestwall’s
bankruptcy estate, the bankruptcy court’s
jurisdiction consistently flows from an
orchestrated endeavor to fabricate it. But
for Old GP, Bestwall, and New GP’s im-
proper efforts in that regard, the court
would have lacked any ability to spare
New GP from civil liability without a bank-
ruptcy filing. Because — as the majority
itself recognizes — ‘‘using a strawman, or
sham transactions, solely for the creation
of otherwise unobtainable jurisdiction TTT

is clearly forbidden,’’ the bankruptcy court
in this situation could not legitimately
claim to exercise ‘‘related-to’’ jurisdiction
in issuing an injunction. See ante 181
(quoting U.S.I. Props. Corp. v. M.D.
Constr. Co., 860 F.2d 1, 6 (1st Cir. 1988)).

B.

Had it recognized its inability to exer-
cise ‘‘related-to’’ jurisdiction under
§ 1334(b), the bankruptcy court could
have — but opted not to — turn to
§ 1334(b)’s ‘‘arising-in’’ jurisdiction as a
basis for its injunction. As our Court has
recognized, proceedings ‘‘arising in’’ Chap-
ter 11 are those that ‘‘would have no exis-
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tence outside of the bankruptcy.’’ See In re
A.H. Robins Co., 86 F.3d 364, 372 (4th Cir.
1996).

Here, the district court — after conclud-
ing that the bankruptcy court possessed
‘‘related-to’’ jurisdiction — passingly sug-
gested in a footnote that the court might
have also claimed ‘‘arising-in’’ jurisdiction,
insofar as the issuance of an injunction
under 11 U.S.C. § 105(a) ‘‘arises only in
bankruptcy cases [and] would have no ex-
istence outside of a bankruptcy.’’ See J.A.
919. Bestwall and New GP have decided to
run with that contention on appeal, insist-
ing that the bankruptcy court enjoyed
‘‘arising-in’’ jurisdiction (in addition to ‘‘re-
lated-to’’ jurisdiction) because relief under
§ 105(a) can be pursued only in the context
of a bankruptcy case. The majority, for its
part, has declined to address the ‘‘arising-
in’’ argument, being satisfied that the
bankruptcy court possessed ‘‘related-to’’
jurisdiction.

Bestwall and New GP’s characterization
of ‘‘arising-in’’ jurisdiction, however, dra-
matically and improperly expands the
scope of the bankruptcy courts’ authority
beyond the legitimate bounds that this
and other courts of appeals have recog-
nized. Their ‘‘arising-in’’ theory boils down
to an assertion that any request for a
§ 105(a) injunction would confer the rele-
vant bankruptcy court with jurisdiction
over whatever proceedings the debtor
seeks to intervene in, no matter how tan-
gentially connected they might be to the
bankruptcy case. But that is not the law.
See In re W.R. Grace & Co., 591 F.3d 164,
170 (3d Cir. 2009) (‘‘While § 105(a) of the
Bankruptcy Code allows a bankruptcy
court to issue any order necessary to car-
ry out the provisions of the Code, it does
not provide an independent source of fed-
eral subject matter jurisdiction.’’). Section
105(a) is not a magic wand that a debtor
can wave to create bankruptcy jurisdic-

tion — to make use of its provisions, a
bankruptcy court must have some inde-
pendent jurisdictional footing.

In any event, it borders on the absurd to
suggest that the asbestos litigation Best-
wall sought to have enjoined ‘‘arose in’’ its
bankruptcy case. Simply stated, personal
injury claims brought by private individu-
als against a distinct, non-debtor corpora-
tion cannot and do not ‘‘arise’’ within the
confines of another corporate entity’s
bankruptcy proceedings. By necessity,
such third-party litigation will have — at
bare minimum — some ‘‘existence outside
of the bankruptcy,’’ see A.H. Robins, 86
F.3d at 372, and ‘‘would have existed
whether or not the Debtor filed bankrupt-
cy,’’ see Valley Historic, 486 F.3d at 836.
The bankruptcy court, in other words,
rightly passed over § 1334(b)’s provision of
‘‘arising-in’’ jurisdiction, and the court’s in-
junction could not alternatively be affirmed
on that jurisdictional basis.

* * *

In sum, I would squarely reject Georgia-
Pacific’s use of its 2017 restructuring —
little more than a corporate shell game —
to artificially invoke the jurisdiction of the
bankruptcy court and obtain shelter from
its substantial asbestos liabilities without
ever having to file for bankruptcy. The
bankruptcy court’s injunction was entered
without any legitimate jurisdictional basis,
and its effects run directly counter to the
purposes of the Bankruptcy Code. In a
pending Seventh Circuit case involving the
efforts of a corporate subsidiary in Chap-
ter 11 bankruptcy to spare its parent com-
pany from continued product liability liti-
gation, a well-reasoned amicus submission
explains that ‘‘the Bankruptcy Code has
increasingly been manipulated by solvent,
blue-chip companies faced with mass tort
liability’’ that, ‘‘[t]hrough dubious readings
of the Bankruptcy Code that Congress
never intended TTT have invented elabo-
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rate loopholes enabling them to pick and
choose among the debt-discharging bene-
fits of bankruptcy without having to sub-
ject themselves to its creditor-protecting
burdens.’’ See In re Aearo Techs., LLC,
No. 22-2606, at 3-4 (7th Cir. Feb. 1, 2023),
ECF No. 89. Such is the essence of these
proceedings — and the core of the reason
why the district court’s judgment should
be reversed, the bankruptcy court’s injunc-
tion vacated, and this matter remanded for
further proceedings.

III.

Because any jurisdiction that the bank-
ruptcy court was vested with under 28
U.S.C. § 1334(b) was improperly manufac-
tured by the parties before it — and as the
court’s award of injunctive relief contra-
vened the spirit of the Bankruptcy
Code — I would reverse the judgment of
the district court and remand for that
court to vacate the bankruptcy court’s in-
junction.

With great respect for the competing
views of my friends in the majority, I
dissent in substantial part.
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Background:  After denial of his motion to
suppress, 491 F.Supp.3d 110, defendant

was convicted in the United States District
Court for the Eastern District of Virginia,
John A. Gibney, Jr., J., of conspiracy to
traffic in illegal drugs, possession of illegal
drugs with intent to distribute, and con-
spiracy to launder money. Defendant ap-
pealed.

Holdings:  The Court of Appeals, Niemey-
er, Circuit Judge, held that:

(1) police detective had reasonable suspi-
cion that criminal activity was afoot
when he asked officer to stop defen-
dant’s vehicle, and

(2) officers did not unlawfully prolong stop
to allow K-9 unit to arrive and drug-
dog sniff to occur.

Affirmed.

1. Arrest O60.2(1), 60.3(1)

 Searches and Seizures O23

Fourth Amendment prohibits unrea-
sonable searches and seizures by govern-
ment, and its protections extend to brief
investigatory stops of persons or vehicles
that fall short of traditional arrest.  U.S.
Const. Amend. 4.

2. Arrest O60.2(10)

Since Terry, reasonable suspicion of
criminal activity has justified officer’s brief
stop or detention of suspect sufficient to
permit officer to allay suspicion.  U.S.
Const. Amend. 4.

3. Arrest O60.2(10)

Officers have reasonable suspicion to
justify investigatory stop when they can
point to specific and articulable facts that,
taken together with rational inferences
from those facts, evince more than incho-
ate and unparticularized suspicion or
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 The court denies the petitions for rehearing en banc. 
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ORDER 

Robert J. Conrad, Jr., United States District Judge 

*1 THIS MATTER comes before the Court on an appeal 
of the Bankruptcy Court’s Memorandum Opinion and 
Order Granting the Debtor’s Request for Preliminary 
Injunctive Relief (Doc. No. 1-1); the Bankruptcy Court’s 
Order Granting in Part, Denying in Part Motion of the 
Official Committee of Asbestos Claimants to Reconsider 
and Amend the Memorandum Opinion (Doc. No. 1-2) 
(together the “Bankruptcy Court’s Orders” or the 
“Orders”); Appellants’ Motion for Leave to Appeal the 
Injunction Order (the “Motion for Leave”) (Doc. No. 2); 
and Appellees’ Responses to the Motion for Leave to 
Appeal (Doc. Nos. 3 & 4).1 The Court has reviewed the 
record on appeal, briefing, and applicable law. For the 
reasons stated herein, the Appellants’ Motion for Leave to 
Appeal the Injunction Order (Doc. No. 2) is DENIED as 
moot and the Bankruptcy Court’s Orders are 
AFFIRMED. 
  
 
 

I. BACKGROUND 
 

A. The Debtor 
The Debtor Bestwall LLC (the “Debtor”) was formed on 
July 31, 2017, as a result of a corporate restructuring of 
Georgia-Pacific LLC. (Adversary Proceeding No. 
17-03105, Doc. No. 104 ¶¶ 31-32). Prior to July 2017, the 
Debtor’s predecessor underwent various corporate 
changes from its inception in 1927, eventually resulting in 
the Georgia-Pacific LLC, a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
Georgia-Pacific Holdings, LLC (from its inception in 
1927 to July 31, 2017 referred to herein as “Old GP”). (Id. 
¶ 5). 
  
In 1965, Old GP acquired Bestwall Gypsum Company. 
(Id. ¶ 12). Bestwall Gypsum Company manufactured 
certain asbestos-containing products, principally joint 
compound, which Old GP continued to manufacture and 
sell following the acquisition. (Id. ¶¶ 22-23). Old GP had 
a decades-long history of asbestos litigation derived from 
its acquisition of Bestwall Gypsum Company and its 
asbestos-containing products. (Id. ¶¶ 22-30). 
  
As a result of the asbestos litigation, on July 31, 2017, 
Old GP underwent a corporate restructuring in which Old 
GP ceased to exist and two new entities were created. (Id. 
¶¶ 31-32). The restructuring occurred by way of a series 
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of transactions that included Old GP converting to a 
Texas limited liability company. (Id. ¶ 14). Then, Old GP 
effected a divisional merger under a Texas merger statute 
which allows a single Texas entity to “merge” into two or 
more entities. See Tex. Bus. Org. Code § 1.002(55)(A). 
The divisional merger was accomplished by way of a Plan 
of Merger. (Id. ¶¶ 6, 14). Pursuant to the Plan of Merger, 
the Old GP ceased to exist and two new entities were 
created, each a direct wholly owned subsidiary of 
Georgia-Pacific Holdings, LLC, as follows: 

(1) A limited liability company which ultimately 
became Bestwall LLC, the Debtor, that received 
certain assets and liabilities of Old GP, including (a) 
Old GP’s asbestos liabilities;2 and (b) certain other 
assets, including three bank accounts with 
approximately $32 million in cash, all contracts of 
Old GP related to its asbestos-related litigation, real 
estate in Mt. Holly, North Carolina, and all equity 
interests in a non-debtor projected to generate annual 
cash flow of $18 million starting in 2019, and valued 
at approximately $145 million. (Id. ¶¶ 14-16). 

*2 (2) Georgia-Pacific LLC which received all other 
assets and liabilities of Old GP (the “New GP”). (Id. 
¶¶ 14-15). 

The Debtor also agreed to indemnify New GP for any 
losses it suffers relating to the Debtor’s asbestos 
liabilities. (Id. ¶ 45). 
  
Relevant here, the Debtor entered into the following 
additional agreements. The Debtor became payee to a 
Funding Agreement with New GP, under which the 
Debtor is entitled, to the extent its assets are insufficient, 
to funding for all costs and expenses the Debtor incurs in 
the normal course of its business and the funding of a 
section 524(g) asbestos trust. (Id. ¶ 17). The Debtor and 
New GP entered into a Services Agreement pursuant to 
which the Debtor will receive corporate and 
administrative services from New GP, including legal, 
accounting, tax, human resources, information 
technology, and risk management. (Id. ¶ 18). They also 
entered into a secondment agreement by which New GP 
assigned to the Debtor on a full-time basis certain of its 
employees, including the Debtor’s Chief Legal Officer. 
(Id. ¶ 19). The seconded employees have institutional and 
historical knowledge of the litigation stemming from 
Debtor’s asbestos-related liabilities. (Id.). Under the 
secondment agreement, the Debtor pays New GP a 
percentage of a fee based on the percentage of that 
employees’ time the Debtor needs each month. (Id.). 
  
As of September 30, 2017, there were approximately 
64,000 asbestos-related claims pending against the 

Debtor, including approximately 22,000 that were being 
actively litigated and approximately 13,300 claims 
pending on inactive dockets, with thousands more 
anticipated in the future. (Id. ¶ 23). 
  
 
 

B. The Bankruptcy Case 
Thereafter, on November 2, 2017, the Debtor filed a 
Chapter 11 bankruptcy case in this District for the 
purpose of resolving the asbestos-related claims against it 
by way of a trust under section 524(g) of the Bankruptcy 
Code. (Bankruptcy Case No. 17-31795, Doc. Nos. 1 & 12 
at 8). The Bankruptcy Court approved the appointment of 
an Official Committee of Asbestos Claimants to represent 
asbestos claimants’ interests (the “Committee”) and 
Sander L. Esserman as Legal Representative for future 
asbestos claimants’ interests (the “Future Claimants 
Representative”) (together, the “Appellants”). (Bankr. 
Doc. Nos. 97 & 278). 
  
 
 

C. The Bankruptcy Adversary Proceeding 
On the same day the bankruptcy petition was filed, the 
Debtor filed an adversary proceeding against plaintiffs 
and prospective plaintiffs in asbestos-related actions 
against certain affiliated non-debtors (the “Adversary 
Proceeding”). (Adv. Proc. Doc. No. 1 ¶¶ 12-13). In the 
Adversary Proceeding, and through a related motion (the 
“Motion for Injunction”), the Debtor sought to enjoin 
pursuant to section 105(a) of the Bankruptcy Code, the 
continuation or commencement of any action seeking to 
hold the following parties liable for any asbestos-related 
claims (the “Asbestos-Related Claims”): (1) the Old GP, 
(b) the New GP, or (c) certain non-debtor affiliates of the 
New GP and the Debtor (together, the “Non-Debtor 
Protected Parties”). (Adv. Proc. Doc. Nos. 1 & 2). 
Alternatively, the Debtor sought a declaration that the 
automatic stay applied to prohibit the commencement or 
continuation of asbestos related actions against the 
Non-Debtor Protected Parties. Id. The Appellants opposed 
the Motion for Injunction and the relief the Debtor sought 
in the Adversary Proceeding. (Adv. Proc. Doc. Nos. 47, 
49, 110, 118). New GP successfully intervened in the 
Adversary Proceeding. (Adv. Proc. Doc. No. 156). 
Through a series of agreed orders, the Bankruptcy Court 
temporarily enjoined the asbestos-related claims pending 
further ruling on the Motion for Injunction. (Adv. Proc. 
Doc. Nos. 30, 32-33, 36, 41, 91, 125, 136, 141, 152, 157, 
160, & 162). 
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*3 Following hearings on the Motion for Injunction, the 
Bankruptcy Court ultimately granted it. (Doc. No. 1-1). 
The Bankruptcy Court’s Memorandum Opinion and 
Order Granting the Debtor’s Request for Preliminary 
Injunctive Relief (1) concluded that it had “related to” 
subject matter jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1334(b) to 
issue the injunction; and (2) granted the Motion for 
Injunction, enjoining pursuant to section 105 of the 
Bankruptcy Code the Adversary Proceeding Defendants 
from filing or continuing to prosecute Asbestos-Related 
Claims against the Non-Debtor Protected Parties (the 
“Order Granting Injunction”). (Doc. No. 1-1). 
  
The Committee filed a motion to reconsider the Order 
Granting Injunction asking the Bankruptcy Court to 
vacate portions of the order addressing the Committee’s 
preemption and due process arguments, and to clarify that 
the Order did not address whether New GP qualified for 
relief under section 524(g) of the Bankruptcy Code. (Adv. 
Proc. Doc. No. 166). In the Bankruptcy Court’s Order 
Granting in Part, Denying in Part Motion of the Official 
Committee of Asbestos Claimants to Reconsider and 
Amend the Memorandum Opinion, it denied the request 
to vacate its conclusions regarding due process and 
preemption, but clarified that the Order Granting 
Injunction did not address whether New GP is entitled to 
relief under section 524(g) of the Bankruptcy Code (the 
“Reconsideration Order”). (Doc. No. 1-2). 
  
Appellants appealed arguing the Bankruptcy Court did 
not have jurisdiction to enter the Orders and the Debtor 
failed to meet its burden establishing the elements 
necessary for a preliminary injunction. (Doc. No. 6). 
  
 
 

II. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
This Court has jurisdiction over “final judgments, orders, 
and decrees ... and with leave of court, from interlocutory 
orders and decrees, of bankruptcy judges....” 28 U.S.C. § 
158(a). The Fourth Circuit generally applies two 
standards of review for bankruptcy appeals: “The 
Bankruptcy Court’s conclusions of law are reviewed de 
novo and its findings of fact are reviewed for clear error.” 
Campbell v. Hanover Ins. Co., 457 B.R. 452, 456 
(W.D.N.C. 2011); In re Lee, 461 Fed. App’x at 231. 
“Typically, mixed questions of law and fact are also 
reviewed de novo.” Suntrust Bank v. Den-Mark Const., 
Inc., 406 B.R. 683, 686 (E.D.N.C. 2009); see In re Litton, 
330 F.3d 636, 642 (4th Cir. 2003). The question of 
whether a bankruptcy court has subject matter jurisdiction 
is a question of law reviewed de novo. In re Kirkland, 600 

F.3d 310, 314 (4th Cir. 2010); In re Celotex Corp., 124 
F.3d 619, 625 (4th Cir. 1997). A bankruptcy court’s 
decision to grant injunctive relief is reviewed for abuse of 
discretion. A.H. Robins Co., Inc. v. Piccinin, 788 F.2d 
994, 1008 (4th Cir. 1986) (“Certainly, the district court 
did not commit an abuse of discretion in granting the 
injunction herein.”); Centro Tepeyac v. Montgomery 
Cnty., 722 F.3d 184, 188 (4th Cir. 2013). An abuse of 
discretion may occur if a court applies the incorrect legal 
standard, rested its decision on “a clearly erroneous 
finding of a material fact,” or “misapprehended the law 
with respect to underlying issues in litigation.” Id. 
  
 
 

III. DISCUSSION 
 

A. Appellants’ Motion for Leave to Appeal the 
Bankruptcy Court’s Orders is moot. 

As an initial matter, Appellants filed a Motion for Leave 
to Appeal the Bankruptcy Court’s Orders, first arguing 
that the Orders are final, appealable orders, and even if 
not, asking the Court to exercise discretion to hear the 
appeal pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 158(a)(2)-(3). (Doc. No. 
2). Appellees do not dispute that the Bankruptcy Court’s 
Orders are final, appealable orders. (Doc. No. 3 at 2; Doc. 
No. 4 at 1). The Court agrees that the Bankruptcy Court’s 
Preliminary Injunction Orders are final, appealable orders 
over which this Court has jurisdiction to hear the appeal. 
  
*4 Courts take a pragmatic view of finality in the 
bankruptcy context, such that “orders in bankruptcy cases 
may be immediately appealed if they finally dispose of 
discrete disputes within the larger case.” In re Computer 
Learning Centers, Inc., 407 F.3d 656, 660 (4th Cir. 2005) 
(citation omitted). Adversary proceedings are considered 
discrete disputes. First Owners’ Ass’n of Forty Six 
Hundred v. Gordon Props., LLC, 470 B.R. 364, 369 (E.D. 
Va. 2012). An order granting or denying relief from the 
automatic stay is a final, appealable order. Ritzen Group, 
Inc. v. Jackson Masonry, LLC, 140 S. Ct. 582, 586 
(2020); In re Lee, 461 Fed. App’x 227, 231 (4th Cir. 
2012). Similarly, courts have found that other similar 
injunction orders constitute final, appealable orders. Fung 
Retailing Ltd. V. Toys R Us, Inc., 593 B.R. 724, 731 (E.D. 
Va. 2018) (concluding injunction order preventing party 
from prosecuting an action in Hong Kong a final, 
appealable order); In re Excel Innovations, Inc., 502 F.3d 
1086, 1092 (9th Cir. 2007) (concluding injunction order 
which was in effect an extension of the automatic stay 
was final, appealable order). Where a bankruptcy court 
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issues a preliminary injunction but contemplates no 
further hearings apart from the outcome of the 
reorganization then the injunction order is a final, 
appealable order. In re Excel Innovations, 502 F.3d at 
1092-93; In re Ionosphere Clubs, Inc., 139 B.R. 772, 778 
(S.D.N.Y. 1992). 
  
Here, the Debtor filed the Adversary Proceeding seeking 
to enjoin the commencement or continuation of 
asbestos-related claims against the Non-Debtor Protected 
Parties. The Court granted the relief requested by the 
Debtor. Appellees concede “[t]here is nothing left to 
adjudicate in that proceeding.” Therefore, the Court 
concludes the Bankruptcy Court’s Orders are final, 
appealable orders and Appellants’ Motion for Leave to 
Appeal the Bankruptcy Court’s Orders is moot. 
  
 
 

B. Future Claimants Representative has standing to 
appeal the Bankruptcy Court’s Orders. 

Next, the Debtor argues the Future Claimants 
Representative does not have standing to appeal the 
Bankruptcy Court’s Orders because the future claimants 
do not hold claims enjoined by the Bankruptcy Court’s 
Orders. Standing to appeal an order from a bankruptcy 
court requires the appellant to be “a person aggrieved by 
the bankruptcy order” which means the person is “directly 
and adversely affected pecuniarily.” In re Urban 
Broadcasting Corp., 401 F.3d 236, 243-44 (4th Cir. 
2005). “An order that diminishes one’s property, 
increases one’s burdens, or detrimentally affects one’s 
rights has a direct and adverse pecuniary effect for 
bankruptcy standing purposes.” In re Smoky Mountain 
Country Club Prop. Owners’ Association, Inc., 622 B.R. 
653, 657 (W.D.N.C. 2020). Additionally, standing to 
appeal as a party aggrieved may arise from a party’s 
official duty to enforce the bankruptcy law in the public 
interest. In re Clark, 927 F.2d 793, 796 (4th Cir. 1991). 
Courts have also held that committees appointed pursuant 
to 11 U.S.C. § 1103, serve a “watchdog” function and 
enjoy unique rights and responsibilities, including the 
ability to appeal orders that run afoul of those rights and 
responsibilities. In re Western Pacific Airlines, Inc., 219 
B.R. 575, 577-78 (D. Colo. 1998). 
  
Here, the Court concludes the Future Claimants 
Representative has standing to appeal the Bankruptcy 
Court’s Orders. The Bankruptcy Court’s Order broadly 
defines Bestwall Asbestos Claims as “any 
asbestos-related claims against the Debtor, including all 
former claims against [the Old GP] related in any way to 
asbestos or asbestos-containing materials, except for 

asbestos-related claims for which the exclusive remedy is 
provided under workers’ compensation statutes and 
similar laws.” (Doc. No. 1-1). The Future Claimants 
Representative represents the interests of future claimants, 
which, at the time of the Bankruptcy Courts Orders, were 
future claimants but, based on the definition of Bestwall 
Asbestos Claims, may later become claimants during the 
pendency of the injunction. If so, they will be enjoined 
from seeking a remedy for their asbestos-related claims 
through the usual channels against the Non-Debtor 
Protected Parties. This is a direct and adverse effect on 
the future claimants pecuniary interests. While the Future 
Claimants Representative is not the directly affected 
party, it represents the interest of the future claimants, 
which by definition cannot defend their own interests. To 
conclude the Future Claimants Representative does not 
have standing to appeal the Bankruptcy Court’s Orders 
would defeat the purpose of the Future Claimants 
Representative’s role. Therefore, the Court concludes the 
Future Claimants Representative has standing to appeal 
the Orders. 
  
 
 

C. The Bankruptcy Court has subject matter 
jurisdiction to grant the preliminary injunction. 

*5 Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1334, district courts have 
“original and exclusive” jurisdiction over all cases under 
the Title 11, and “original but not exclusive” jurisdiction 
over all civil proceedings arising under, arising in, or 
related to cases under Title 11. District courts are 
authorized to refer these cases to bankruptcy judges in 
their district. 28 U.S.C. § 157(a). In this District, all such 
cases have been referred to the bankruptcy judges in the 
District. See In re Standing Order of Reference re: Title 
11, 3:14-mc-44 (W.D.N.C. Apr. 14, 2014). 
  
A case “arising in” Title 11 is one that is “not based on 
any right expressly created by Title 11, but nevertheless, 
would have no existence outside of the bankruptcy.” 
Valley Historic Ltd. Partnership v. Bank of New York, 486 
F.3d 831, 835 (4th Cir. 2007) (quotations omitted). 
“Therefore, a controversy arises in Title 11 when it would 
have no practical existence but for the bankruptcy.” Id. A 
case is “related to” a case under Title 11 when “the 
outcome of that proceeding could conceivably have any 
effect on the estate being administered in bankruptcy.” 
Valley Historic Ltd. Partnership v. Bank of New York, 486 
F.3d 831, 836 (4th Cir. 2007) (citations and quotations 
omitted); In re Celotex Corp., 124 F.3d 619, 625-26 (4th 
Cir. 1997). Therefore, “[a]n action is related to 
bankruptcy if the outcome could alter the debtor’s rights, 
liabilities, options or freedom of action (either positively 
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or negatively) and which in any way impacts upon the 
handling and administration of the bankruptcy estate.” In 
re Celotex Corp., 124 F.3d 619, 625-26 (quoting Pacor, 
Inc. v. Higgins, 743 F.2d 984, 994 (3d Cir. 1984)). This 
test does not require with any certainty or likelihood that 
the proceeding could conceivably have an effect on the 
bankruptcy estate, the possibility itself is sufficient. Id. at 
626. 
  
The Bankruptcy Court’s Order Granting Injunction 
concluded it had “related to” jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. 
§ 1334. The Bankruptcy Court determined that failing to 
grant the Debtor’s requested relief could conceivably 
have an effect on its bankruptcy estate in the following 
ways: (1) it would defeat the purpose of section 524(g) 
and the Debtor’s Chapter 11 reorganization which was 
filed to address in one forum all potential asbestos claims 
against the Debtor and third parties alleged to be liable for 
asbestos claims against the Debtor; (2) it would distract 
the Debtor’s personnel and impair the ability of Debtor to 
pursue a plan of reorganization because the personnel 
who play key roles in the Debtor’s reorganization efforts, 
such as its Chief Legal Officer, would also be responsible 
for managing and directing the activities in defense of 
lawsuits against the Non-Debtor Protected Parties; and (3) 
the Debtor has indemnity obligations, contractually and 
also possibly under common law, that would make 
judgments against New GP tantamount to judgments 
against the Debtor and deplete the assets available to fund 
a section 524(g) trust. 
  
Here, at a minimum, the Bankruptcy Court had related to 
jurisdiction because determining whether or not to grant 
the injunctive relief requested in the Adversary 
Proceeding could conceivably have an effect on the 
Debtor’s bankruptcy estate. The Debtor admits it filed the 
bankruptcy case to address the overwhelming asbestos 
litigation in one forum through a section 524(g). A 
decision on whether to grant an injunction to the 
Non-Debtor Protected Parties could defeat the entire 
purpose of the Debtor’s reorganization. For example, if an 
injunction was not granted and litigation continued to be 
filed in a multitude of different fora against the 
Non-Debtor Protected Parties for the same asbestos 
related claims that the Debtor is liable for then the Debtor 
would be unable to address all the asbestos-related claims 
in one forum, which could impact the number and 
amounts of claims addressed through a potential section 
524(g) trust. Thus, the decision whether to grant the 
injunction could conceivably affect the Debtor’s assets 
and liabilities. 
  
*6 Moreover, the Debtor could decide that without the 
injunction, reorganization would not be possible or 

effective and attempt to dismiss or convert its bankruptcy 
case, which, if granted, could conceivably have an impact 
on the Debtor’s estate. The Appellants argue that 
exercising jurisdiction here defeats the purpose of a 
section 524(g) trust because they believe the Non-Debtor 
Protected Parties should file bankruptcy in order to avail 
themselves to the protections of the injunctive relief 
requested. However, this appears to be a more proper 
argument for addressing the merits of the Adversary 
Proceeding and/or a section 524(g) rather than the Court’s 
consideration for subject matter jurisdiction which only 
requires a conceivable effect on Debtor’s rights, 
liabilities, or options. 
  
Additionally, if a preliminary injunction were not granted, 
Debtor’s personnel who are responsible for assisting with 
its reorganization could be distracted with managing the 
voluminous litigation against the Non-Debtor Protected 
Parties in various different forums. Appellants argue that 
the Debtor’s personnel are seconded and therefore New 
GP can simply “find replacements” for the Debtor “in its 
over 30,000 employees.” (Doc. No. 6 at 30). This 
argument misses the mark. The fact that the Debtor’s 
personnel could be so consumed with litigation against 
the Non-Debtor Protected Parties that it would need to 
find replacement personnel, who then would have to 
spend time understanding a complicated reorganization, is 
exactly the type of situation that could conceivably have 
an effect on the administration of the bankruptcy case. 
  
Last, the Appellants argue there is not subject matter 
jurisdiction because the indemnity provision was an 
attempt to impermissibly create jurisdiction and that the 
provision is circular because ultimately it requires New 
GP to fund indemnity payments. Since the Court finds 
related to subject matter jurisdiction exists for the reasons 
stated above, the indemnity provision is not necessary for 
related to subject matter jurisdiction. Nevertheless, the 
Court will address Appellants’ arguments. First, the Court 
is not convinced the indemnity provision was an attempt 
to create jurisdiction and Appellants have not pointed to 
evidence rather than their opinions or assumptions for 
such a conclusion. Indemnity provisions are common 
provisions in contractual agreements for a multitude of 
valid reasons other than to create jurisdiction. Appellants 
arguments otherwise are unavailing to the Court. Next, 
the Bankruptcy Court did not err in concluding the 
Funding Agreement acts only as a backstop and requires 
New GP to provide funds to an asbestos trust only to the 
extent the Debtor’s own assets are insufficient such that it 
could impact the bankruptcy estate. The Funding 
Agreement requires the Debtor to exhaust its own assets 
before any funding becomes applicable, which could 
affect the way in which the bankruptcy estate is ultimately 
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administered including how a section 524(g) trust is 
funded and paid. While the Appellants argue these 
provisions result in ultimately the same pot of money 
being pushed around between New GP and the Debtor, 
the payment of indemnification claims could have real 
time effects on how the Debtor’s bankruptcy estate and 
how a section 524(g) trust is ultimately funded and 
administered.3 

  
 
 

D. The Bankruptcy Court did not abuse its 
discretion in granting the preliminary injunction. 

*7 The Bankruptcy Court’s Orders concluded the Debtor 
met the requirements necessary to issue an injunction and 
enjoined the Adversary Proceeding Defendants from 
filing or continuing to prosecute any Asbestos-Related 
Claims against the Non-Debtor Protected Parties on any 
theory. (Doc. No. 1-1). Since the Bankruptcy Court 
granted the injunction pursuant to section 105 of the 
Bankruptcy Code, it did not consider the Debtor’s 
alternative request for declaratory relief that the automatic 
stay extended to the Non-Debtor Protected Parties. (Id.). 
  
Pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 105(a), the bankruptcy court 
“may issue any order, process, or judgment that is 
necessary or appropriate to carry out the provisions” of 
the Bankruptcy Code. This section “empowers the 
bankruptcy court to enjoin parties other than the bankrupt 
from commencing or continuing litigation” and to stay 
related third-party litigation against non-debtors. A.H. 
Robbins Co., Inc. v. Piccinin, 788 F.2d 994, 1002-03 (4th 
Cir. 1986) (quotations omitted); Willis v. Celotex Corp., 
978 F.2d 146, 149 (4th Cir. 1992); Kreisler v. Gold, 478 
F.3d 209, 215 (4th Cir. 2007). Under section 105(a), 
bankruptcy courts may stay an action against a third party 
“when the court finds ‘that failure to enjoin would effect 
[sic] the bankruptcy estate and would adversely or 
detrimentally influence and pressure the debtor through 
the third party’ ” or when it would otherwise “have an 
adverse impact on the Debtor’s ability to formulate a 
Chapter 11 plan.” Willis, 978 F.2d at 149 (quoting 
Piccinin, 788 F.2d at 1003). 
  
When considering whether to issue an injunction pursuant 
to section 105(a), courts in the Fourth Circuit apply the 
four-part test for preliminary injunctions, tailored as 
needed for bankruptcy cases. Piccinin, 788 F.2d 994 at 
1008-09; In re Chicora Life Center, LC, 553 B.R. 61, 64 
(D.S.C. 2016). Thus, the relevant test for determining 
whether to grant an injunction pursuant to section 105(a) 
is: (1) likelihood of success on the merits; (2) irreparable 
harm in the absence of an injunction; (3) the balance of 

equities; and (4) whether an injunction is in the public 
interest. In re Litchfield Co. of S.C. Ltd. P’ship, 135 B.R. 
797, 805 (W.D.N.C. 1992); In re Chicora Life Center, 
LC, 553 B.R. 61, 64 (D.S.C. 2016). Each part of the test 
must separately be considered and satisfied in order for 
courts to issue an injunction. Pashby v. Delia, 709 F.3d 
307 (4th Cir. 2013). 
  
Appellants make a host of different arguments as to why 
Debtor failed to prove each of the four-part test. 
Appellants largely attempt to ask this Court to replace the 
Bankruptcy Court’s judgment with its own judgment and 
decide the matter differently, by arguing a variety of 
reasons why the Bankruptcy Court’s reasoning was 
incorrect. The Bankruptcy Court did not rest its decision 
on an incorrect legal standard, a clearly erroneous finding 
of a material fact, or misapprehend the law with respect to 
underlying issues in litigation. The Court concludes the 
Bankruptcy Court did not abuse its discretion when 
analyzing the four-factors and ultimately issuing the 
injunction. 
  
 

1. Likelihood of Success on the Merits 

In the bankruptcy context, courts interpret the success on 
the merits factor to require the debtor to show it has a 
reasonable likelihood of successful reorganization. 
Chicora, 553 B.R. at 66; Brier Creek, 486 B.R. at 696; 
Litchfield, 135 B.R. at 807 (“This test is satisfied by 
showing that there is a probability of successfully 
effectuating a plan of reorganization.”). When concluding 
the Debtor met this factor, the Bankruptcy Court looked 
to the Debtor’s approximately $145 million in assets, plus 
the Debtor’s ability to draw from the Funding Agreement 
as needed to fund a section 524(g) trust and pay any 
administrative costs of the bankruptcy case. First, the 
Future Claimants Representative argues the Bankruptcy 
Court applied the incorrect legal standard when 
evaluating this factor because the Bankruptcy Court stated 
that the Debtor had a realistic possibility of 
reorganization, rather than a reasonable likelihood of a 
successful reorganization. While the Bankruptcy Court’s 
Order Granting Injunction stated the Debtor has a realistic 
possibility of reorganization, the Future Claimants 
Representative parses the Bankruptcy Court’s words to 
argue it applied the incorrect legal standard. The 
Bankruptcy Court’s analysis clearly articulated and 
applied the correct legal standard when analyzing this 
factor. When analyzing this factor the Bankruptcy Court 
looked to the Debtor’s assets and resources for a 
successful reorganization and noted “there is no reason ... 
to conclude at this point that the Debtor does not have the 
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ability to fully fund a section 524(g) trust, as well as the 
administrative costs of its Chapter 11.” (Doc. No. 1-1). 
  
*8 Appellants also make various arguments contradicting 
the Bankruptcy Court’s reasoning, which the Court finds 
unavailing and do not convince the Court that the 
Bankruptcy Court abused its discretion. Here, the Debtor 
has significant assets on its own and also has contractual 
rights under the Funding Agreement by which the 
Bankruptcy Court reasonably concluded the Debtor has a 
reasonable likelihood of successful reorganization. The 
Funding Agreement is not so unreliable or “illusory” that 
the Court can conclude the Bankruptcy Court, which is 
intimately familiar with the Debtor’s Bankruptcy Case 
and reorganization efforts, abused its discretion in 
determining the Debtor has a reasonable likelihood of 
successful reorganization. 
  
 

2. Irreparable Harm 

The Bankruptcy Court concluded that the failure to enjoin 
litigation against the Non-Debtor Protected Parties would 
irreparably harm the Debtor because of its 
indemnification obligations, diversion of key personnel, 
concerns with res judicata and collateral estoppel, and 
causing certain evidentiary concerns that the Debtor 
would be forced to litigate. Appellants argue the 
Bankruptcy Court was incorrect for various reasons 
including that the Funding Agreement is circular, Debtor 
can obtain additional personnel if needed, and New GP 
has sufficient funds to defend any litigation if an 
injunction is not granted such that any concerns or effects 
on the Debtor would be sufficiently addressed by the 
Non-Debtor Protected Parties. These arguments do not 
present any grounds sufficient for the Court to conclude 
the Bankruptcy Court abused its discretion rather than ask 
the Court to replace the Bankruptcy Court’s judgment 
with its own. Nor do they convince the Court. The Court 
agrees with the Bankruptcy Court that the Debtor would 
be irreparably harmed if the injunction was not granted 
and litigation against the Non-Debtor Parties continued in 
numerous courts across the country, with potentially 
lasting consequences on the Debtor’s ability to defend 
itself, its potential liability, and its efforts to effectively 
reorganize. 
  
 

3. Balance of the Equities 

The Bankruptcy Court concluded the entire purpose of the 

Debtor’s Chapter 11 bankruptcy case would be defeated if 
the litigation in other forums continued against the 
Non-Debtor Protected Parties and a section 524(g) trust 
will provide all claimants with an efficient means to 
equitably resolve their claims. The Bankruptcy Court did 
not abuse its discretion when balancing the equities 
among the various interests, and Appellants arguments 
otherwise are unavailing. While the Court is sympathetic 
to the human needs of the claimants noted by Appellants, 
there are numerous other relevant factors, which the 
Bankruptcy Court considered and weighed. The Court 
agrees, by enjoining the litigation to allow the Debtor an 
opportunity to successfully reorganize through a section 
524(g) trust, if ultimately successful, the claims 
potentially can be resolved for all current and future 
claimants. 
  
 

4. Public Interest 

Finally, the Bankruptcy Court did not abuse its discretion 
in concluding the public interest is served by allowing a 
successful reorganization. Appellants ask this Court to 
“look honestly and skeptically at the actions” of the 
Debtor to the “real public health and societal costs.” 
Again, the Court does not find that the Bankruptcy Court 
abused its discretion when applying this factor. Allowing 
for a successful reorganization serves the public interest 
because it would allow for the resolution of thousands of 
asbestos-related claims in a fair and efficient manner 
through a section 524(g) trust. This would ensure 
claimants, present and future, are treated fair and 
equitably, result in consistency among claimants, and 
promote judicial economy. Additionally, while the 
Appellants downplay the importance of successful 
reorganizations, the ability for entities to have the 
opportunity to successfully reorganize is an important 
public interest. 
  
 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
*9 IT IS, THEREFORE, ORDERED that: 

1. Appellant Official Committee of Asbestos 
Claimants of Bestwall LLC’s Motion for Leave to 
Appeal, (Doc. No. 2), is DENIED as moot; and 

2. The Bankruptcy Court’s Preliminary Injunction 
Orders are AFFIRMED. 

3. The Clerk of Court is directed to close this case. 
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Footnotes 
 

1 
 

The Bankruptcy Court’s Orders, factual background, and issues are the same for case numbers
3:20-cv-103-RJC and 3:20-cv-105-RJC. Therefore, the Court addresses all arguments for each appeal
herein. This Order mirrors the Order entered in case 3:20-cv-105-RJC. 

 

2 
 

With the exception of asbestos liabilities for which the exclusive remedy is provided under a workers’
compensation statute or similar law. (Adv. Proc. Doc. No. 104 ¶ 15). 

 

3 
 

The Bankruptcy Court’s Order did not consider whether it has “arising in” subject matter jurisdiction; 
however, Appellees argue the Bankruptcy Court also has arising in jurisdiction. Since the Court concludes
the Bankruptcy Court clearly, at a minimum, had related to jurisdiction it is not necessary for the Court to
analyze in depth whether arising in jurisdiction exists. However, the Court notes that courts in this Circuit
find arising in jurisdiction exists when considering whether to grant an injunction under section 105(a), 
because a section 105 injunction arises only in bankruptcy cases, would have no existence outside of
bankruptcy, any such injunction only lasts during the pendency of the bankruptcy case, and is available
only because of the equitable powers given to the Bankruptcy Court only under the Bankruptcy Code. In re 
Brier Creek Corp. Center Associates Ltd., 486 B.R. 681, 685 (E.D.N.C. 2013); In re DBMP LLC, No. 
20-03004, 2021 WL 3552350, at *19 (Bankr. W.D.N.C. Aug. 11, 2021). 
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ORDER 

Robert J. Conrad, Jr., United States District Judge 

*1 THIS MATTER comes before the Court on an appeal 
of the Bankruptcy Court’s Memorandum Opinion and 
Order Granting the Debtor’s Request for Preliminary 
Injunctive Relief (Doc. No. 1-1); the Bankruptcy Court’s 
Order Granting in Part, Denying in Part Motion of the 
Official Committee of Asbestos Claimants to Reconsider 
and Amend the Memorandum Opinion (Doc. No. 1-2) 
(together the “Bankruptcy Court’s Orders” or the 
“Orders”); Appellants’ Motion for Leave to Appeal the 
Injunction Order (the “Motion for Leave”) (Doc. No. 2); 
and Appellees’ Responses to the Motion for Leave to 
Appeal (Doc. Nos. 3 & 4).1 The Court has reviewed the 
record on appeal, briefing, and applicable law. For the 
reasons stated herein, the Motion for Leave to Appeal the 
Injunction Order (Doc. No. 2) is DENIED as moot and 
the Bankruptcy Court’s Orders are AFFIRMED. 
  
 
 

I. BACKGROUND 
 

A. The Debtor 
The Debtor Bestwall LLC (the “Debtor”) was formed on 
July 31, 2017, as a result of a corporate restructuring of 
Georgia-Pacific LLC. (Adversary Proceeding No. 
17-03105, Doc. No. 104 ¶¶ 31-32). Prior to July 2017, the 
Debtor’s predecessor underwent various corporate 
changes from its inception in 1927, eventually resulting in 
the Georgia-Pacific LLC, a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
Georgia-Pacific Holdings, LLC (from its inception in 
1927 to July 31, 2017 referred to herein as “Old GP”). (Id. 
¶ 5). 
  
In 1965, Old GP acquired Bestwall Gypsum Company. 
(Id. ¶ 12). Bestwall Gypsum Company manufactured 
certain asbestos-containing products, principally joint 
compound, which Old GP continued to manufacture and 
sell following the acquisition. (Id. ¶¶ 22-23). Old GP had 
a decades-long history of asbestos litigation derived from 
its acquisition of Bestwall Gypsum Company and its 
asbestos-containing products. (Id. ¶¶ 22-30). 
  

As a result of the asbestos litigation, on July 31, 2017, 
Old GP underwent a corporate restructuring in which Old 
GP ceased to exist and two new entities were created. (Id. 
¶¶ 31-32). The restructuring occurred by way of a series 
of transactions that included Old GP converting to a 
Texas limited liability company. (Id. ¶ 14). Then, Old GP 
effected a divisional merger under a Texas merger statute 
which allows a single Texas entity to “merge” into two or 
more entities. See Tex. Bus. Org. Code § 1.002(55)(A). 
The divisional merger was accomplished by way of a Plan 
of Merger. (Id. ¶¶ 6, 14). Pursuant to the Plan of Merger, 
the Old GP ceased to exist and two new entities were 
created, each a direct wholly owned subsidiary of 
Georgia-Pacific Holdings, LLC, as follows: 

(1) A limited liability company which ultimately 
became Bestwall LLC, the Debtor, that received 
certain assets and liabilities of Old GP, including (a) 
Old GP’s asbestos liabilities;2 and (b) certain other 
assets, including three bank accounts with 
approximately $32 million in cash, all contracts of 
Old GP related to its asbestos-related litigation, real 
estate in Mt. Holly, North Carolina, and all equity 
interests in a non-debtor projected to generate annual 
cash flow of $18 million starting in 2019, and valued 
at approximately $145 million. (Id. ¶¶ 14-16). 

*2 (2) Georgia-Pacific LLC which received all other 
assets and liabilities of Old GP (the “New GP”). (Id. 
¶¶ 14-15). 

The Debtor also agreed to indemnify New GP for any 
losses it suffers relating to the Debtor’s asbestos 
liabilities. (Id. ¶ 45). 
  
Relevant here, the Debtor entered into the following 
additional agreements. The Debtor became payee to a 
Funding Agreement with New GP, under which the 
Debtor is entitled, to the extent its assets are insufficient, 
to funding for all costs and expenses the Debtor incurs in 
the normal course of its business and the funding of a 
section 524(g) asbestos trust. (Id. ¶ 17). The Debtor and 
New GP entered into a Services Agreement pursuant to 
which the Debtor will receive corporate and 
administrative services from New GP, including legal, 
accounting, tax, human resources, information 
technology, and risk management. (Id. ¶ 18). They also 
entered into a secondment agreement by which New GP 
assigned to the Debtor on a full-time basis certain of its 
employees, including the Debtor’s Chief Legal Officer. 
(Id. ¶ 19). The seconded employees have institutional and 
historical knowledge of the litigation stemming from 
Debtor’s asbestos-related liabilities. (Id.). Under the 
secondment agreement, the Debtor pays New GP a 
percentage of a fee based on the percentage of that 
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employees’ time the Debtor needs each month. (Id.). 
  
As of September 30, 2017, there were approximately 
64,000 asbestos-related claims pending against the 
Debtor, including approximately 22,000 that were being 
actively litigated and approximately 13,300 claims 
pending on inactive dockets, with thousands more 
anticipated in the future. (Id. ¶ 23). 
  
 
 

B. The Bankruptcy Case 
Thereafter, on November 2, 2017, the Debtor filed a 
Chapter 11 bankruptcy case in this District for the 
purpose of resolving the asbestos-related claims against it 
by way of a trust under section 524(g) of the Bankruptcy 
Code. (Bankruptcy Case No. 17-31795, Doc. Nos. 1 & 12 
at 8). The Bankruptcy Court approved the appointment of 
an Official Committee of Asbestos Claimants to represent 
asbestos claimants’ interests (the “Committee”) and 
Sander L. Esserman as Legal Representative for future 
asbestos claimants’ interests (the “Future Claimants 
Representative”) (together, the “Appellants”). (Bankr. 
Doc. Nos. 97 & 278). 
  
 
 

C. The Bankruptcy Adversary Proceeding 
On the same day the bankruptcy petition was filed, the 
Debtor filed an adversary proceeding against plaintiffs 
and prospective plaintiffs in asbestos-related actions 
against certain affiliated non-debtors (the “Adversary 
Proceeding”). (Adv. Proc. Doc. No. 1 ¶¶ 12-13). In the 
Adversary Proceeding, and through a related motion (the 
“Motion for Injunction”), the Debtor sought to enjoin 
pursuant to section 105(a) of the Bankruptcy Code, the 
continuation or commencement of any action seeking to 
hold the following parties liable for any asbestos-related 
claims (the “Asbestos-Related Claims”): (1) the Old GP, 
(b) the New GP, or (c) certain non-debtor affiliates of the 
New GP and the Debtor (together, the “Non-Debtor 
Protected Parties”). (Adv. Proc. Doc. Nos. 1 & 2). 
Alternatively, the Debtor sought a declaration that the 
automatic stay applied to prohibit the commencement or 
continuation of asbestos related actions against the 
Non-Debtor Protected Parties. Id. The Appellants opposed 
the Motion for Injunction and the relief the Debtor sought 
in the Adversary Proceeding. (Adv. Proc. Doc. Nos. 47, 
49, 110, 118). New GP successfully intervened in the 
Adversary Proceeding. (Adv. Proc. Doc. No. 156). 
Through a series of agreed orders, the Bankruptcy Court 

temporarily enjoined the asbestos-related claims pending 
further ruling on the Motion for Injunction. (Adv. Proc. 
Doc. Nos. 30, 32-33, 36, 41, 91, 125, 136, 141, 152, 157, 
160, & 162). 
  
*3 Following hearings on the Motion for Injunction, the 
Bankruptcy Court ultimately granted it. (Doc. No. 1-1). 
The Bankruptcy Court’s Memorandum Opinion and 
Order Granting the Debtor’s Request for Preliminary 
Injunctive Relief (1) concluded that it had “related to” 
subject matter jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1334(b) to 
issue the injunction; and (2) granted the Motion for 
Injunction, enjoining pursuant to section 105 of the 
Bankruptcy Code the Adversary Proceeding Defendants 
from filing or continuing to prosecute Asbestos-Related 
Claims against the Non-Debtor Protected Parties (the 
“Order Granting Injunction”). (Doc. No. 1-1). 
  
The Committee filed a motion to reconsider the Order 
Granting Injunction asking the Bankruptcy Court to 
vacate portions of the order addressing the Committee’s 
preemption and due process arguments, and to clarify that 
the Order did not address whether New GP qualified for 
relief under section 524(g) of the Bankruptcy Code. (Adv. 
Proc. Doc. No. 166). In the Bankruptcy Court’s Order 
Granting in Part, Denying in Part Motion of the Official 
Committee of Asbestos Claimants to Reconsider and 
Amend the Memorandum Opinion, it denied the request 
to vacate its conclusions regarding due process and 
preemption, but clarified that the Order Granting 
Injunction did not address whether New GP is entitled to 
relief under section 524(g) of the Bankruptcy Code (the 
“Reconsideration Order”). (Doc. No. 1-2). 
  
Appellants appealed arguing the Bankruptcy Court did 
not have jurisdiction to enter the Orders and the Debtor 
failed to meet its burden establishing the elements 
necessary for a preliminary injunction. (Doc. No. 6). 
  
 
 

II. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
This Court has jurisdiction over “final judgments, orders, 
and decrees ... and with leave of court, from interlocutory 
orders and decrees, of bankruptcy judges....” 28 U.S.C. § 
158(a). The Fourth Circuit generally applies two 
standards of review for bankruptcy appeals: “The 
Bankruptcy Court’s conclusions of law are reviewed de 
novo and its findings of fact are reviewed for clear error.” 
Campbell v. Hanover Ins. Co., 457 B.R. 452, 456 
(W.D.N.C. 2011); In re Lee, 461 Fed. App’x at 231. 
“Typically, mixed questions of law and fact are also 
reviewed de novo.” Suntrust Bank v. Den-Mark Const., 
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Inc., 406 B.R. 683, 686 (E.D.N.C. 2009); see In re Litton, 
330 F.3d 636, 642 (4th Cir. 2003). The question of 
whether a bankruptcy court has subject matter jurisdiction 
is a question of law reviewed de novo. In re Kirkland, 600 
F.3d 310, 314 (4th Cir. 2010); In re Celotex Corp., 124 
F.3d 619, 625 (4th Cir. 1997). A bankruptcy court’s 
decision to grant injunctive relief is reviewed for abuse of 
discretion. A.H. Robins Co., Inc. v. Piccinin, 788 F.2d 
994, 1008 (4th Cir. 1986) (“Certainly, the district court 
did not commit an abuse of discretion in granting the 
injunction herein.”); Centro Tepeyac v. Montgomery 
Cnty., 722 F.3d 184, 188 (4th Cir. 2013). An abuse of 
discretion may occur if a court applies the incorrect legal 
standard, rested its decision on “a clearly erroneous 
finding of a material fact,” or “misapprehended the law 
with respect to underlying issues in litigation.” Id. 
  
 
 

III. DISCUSSION 
 

A. Appellants’ Motion for Leave to Appeal the 
Bankruptcy Court’s Orders is moot. 

As an initial matter, Appellants filed a Motion for Leave 
to Appeal the Bankruptcy Court’s Orders, first arguing 
that the Orders are final, appealable orders, and even if 
not, asking the Court to exercise discretion to hear the 
appeal pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 158(a)(2)-(3). (Doc. No. 
2). Appellees do not dispute that the Bankruptcy Court’s 
Orders are final, appealable orders. (Doc. No. 3 at 2; Doc. 
No. 4 at 1). The Court agrees that the Bankruptcy Court’s 
Preliminary Injunction Orders are final, appealable orders 
over which this Court has jurisdiction to hear the appeal. 
  
*4 Courts take a pragmatic view of finality in the 
bankruptcy context, such that “orders in bankruptcy cases 
may be immediately appealed if they finally dispose of 
discrete disputes within the larger case.” In re Computer 
Learning Centers, Inc., 407 F.3d 656, 660 (4th Cir. 2005) 
(citation omitted). Adversary proceedings are considered 
discrete disputes. First Owners’ Ass’n of Forty Six 
Hundred v. Gordon Props., LLC, 470 B.R. 364, 369 (E.D. 
Va. 2012). An order granting or denying relief from the 
automatic stay is a final, appealable order. Ritzen Group, 
Inc. v. Jackson Masonry, LLC, 140 S. Ct. 582, 586 
(2020); In re Lee, 461 Fed. App’x 227, 231 (4th Cir. 
2012). Similarly, courts have found that other similar 
injunction orders constitute final, appealable orders. Fung 
Retailing Ltd. V. Toys R Us, Inc., 593 B.R. 724, 731 (E.D. 
Va. 2018) (concluding injunction order preventing party 
from prosecuting an action in Hong Kong a final, 

appealable order); In re Excel Innovations, Inc., 502 F.3d 
1086, 1092 (9th Cir. 2007) (concluding injunction order 
which was in effect an extension of the automatic stay 
was final, appealable order). Where a bankruptcy court 
issues a preliminary injunction but contemplates no 
further hearings apart from the outcome of the 
reorganization then the injunction order is a final, 
appealable order. In re Excel Innovations, 502 F.3d at 
1092-93; In re Ionosphere Clubs, Inc., 139 B.R. 772, 778 
(S.D.N.Y. 1992). 
  
Here, the Debtor filed the Adversary Proceeding seeking 
to enjoin the commencement or continuation of 
asbestos-related claims against the Non-Debtor Protected 
Parties. The Court granted the relief requested by the 
Debtor. Appellees concede “[t]here is nothing left to 
adjudicate in that proceeding.” Therefore, the Court 
concludes the Bankruptcy Court’s Orders are final, 
appealable orders and Appellants’ Motion for Leave to 
Appeal the Bankruptcy Court’s Orders is moot. 
  
 
 

B. Future Claimants Representative has standing to 
appeal the Bankruptcy Court’s Orders. 

Next, the Debtor argues the Future Claimants 
Representative does not have standing to appeal the 
Bankruptcy Court’s Orders because the future claimants 
do not hold claims enjoined by the Bankruptcy Court’s 
Orders. Standing to appeal an order from a bankruptcy 
court requires the appellant to be “a person aggrieved by 
the bankruptcy order” which means the person is “directly 
and adversely affected pecuniarily.” In re Urban 
Broadcasting Corp., 401 F.3d 236, 243-44 (4th Cir. 
2005). “An order that diminishes one’s property, 
increases one’s burdens, or detrimentally affects one’s 
rights has a direct and adverse pecuniary effect for 
bankruptcy standing purposes.” In re Smoky Mountain 
Country Club Prop. Owners’ Association, Inc., 622 B.R. 
653, 657 (W.D.N.C. 2020). Additionally, standing to 
appeal as a party aggrieved may arise from a party’s 
official duty to enforce the bankruptcy law in the public 
interest. In re Clark, 927 F.2d 793, 796 (4th Cir. 1991). 
Courts have also held that committees appointed pursuant 
to 11 U.S.C. § 1103, serve a “watchdog” function and 
enjoy unique rights and responsibilities, including the 
ability to appeal orders that run afoul of those rights and 
responsibilities. In re Western Pacific Airlines, Inc., 219 
B.R. 575, 577-78 (D. Colo. 1998). 
  
Here, the Court concludes the Future Claimants 
Representative has standing to appeal the Bankruptcy 
Court’s Orders. The Bankruptcy Court’s Order broadly 
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defines Bestwall Asbestos Claims as “any 
asbestos-related claims against the Debtor, including all 
former claims against [the Old GP] related in any way to 
asbestos or asbestos-containing materials, except for 
asbestos-related claims for which the exclusive remedy is 
provided under workers’ compensation statutes and 
similar laws.” (Doc. No. 1-1). The Future Claimants 
Representative represents the interests of future claimants, 
which, at the time of the Bankruptcy Courts Orders, were 
future claimants but, based on the definition of Bestwall 
Asbestos Claims, may later become claimants during the 
pendency of the injunction. If so, they will be enjoined 
from seeking a remedy for their asbestos-related claims 
through the usual channels against the Non-Debtor 
Protected Parties. This is a direct and adverse effect on 
the future claimants pecuniary interests. While the Future 
Claimants Representative is not the directly affected 
party, it represents the interest of the future claimants, 
which by definition cannot defend their own interests. To 
conclude the Future Claimants Representative does not 
have standing to appeal the Bankruptcy Court’s Orders 
would defeat the purpose of the Future Claimants 
Representative’s role. Therefore, the Court concludes the 
Future Claimants Representative has standing to appeal 
the Orders. 
  
 
 

C. The Bankruptcy Court has subject matter 
jurisdiction to grant the preliminary injunction. 

*5 Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1334, district courts have 
“original and exclusive” jurisdiction over all cases under 
the Title 11, and “original but not exclusive” jurisdiction 
over all civil proceedings arising under, arising in, or 
related to cases under Title 11. District courts are 
authorized to refer these cases to bankruptcy judges in 
their district. 28 U.S.C. § 157(a). In this District, all such 
cases have been referred to the bankruptcy judges in the 
District. See In re Standing Order of Reference re: Title 
11, 3:14-mc-44 (W.D.N.C. Apr. 14, 2014). 
  
A case “arising in” Title 11 is one that is “not based on 
any right expressly created by Title 11, but nevertheless, 
would have no existence outside of the bankruptcy.” 
Valley Historic Ltd. Partnership v. Bank of New York, 486 
F.3d 831, 835 (4th Cir. 2007) (quotations omitted). 
“Therefore, a controversy arises in Title 11 when it would 
have no practical existence but for the bankruptcy.” Id. A 
case is “related to” a case under Title 11 when “the 
outcome of that proceeding could conceivably have any 
effect on the estate being administered in bankruptcy.” 
Valley Historic Ltd. Partnership v. Bank of New York, 486 
F.3d 831, 836 (4th Cir. 2007) (citations and quotations 

omitted); In re Celotex Corp., 124 F.3d 619, 625-26 (4th 
Cir. 1997). Therefore, “[a]n action is related to 
bankruptcy if the outcome could alter the debtor’s rights, 
liabilities, options or freedom of action (either positively 
or negatively) and which in any way impacts upon the 
handling and administration of the bankruptcy estate. In 
re Celotex Corp., 124 F.3d 619, 625-26 (quoting Pacor, 
Inc. v. Higgins, 743 F.2d 984, 994 (3d Cir. 1984)). This 
test does not require with any certainty or likelihood that 
the proceeding could conceivably have an effect on the 
bankruptcy estate, the possibility itself is sufficient. Id. at 
626. 
  
The Bankruptcy Court’s Order Granting Injunction 
concluded it had “related to” jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. 
§ 1334. The Bankruptcy Court determined that failing to 
grant the Debtor’s requested relief could conceivably 
have an effect on its bankruptcy estate in the following 
ways: (1) it would defeat the purpose of section 524(g) 
and the Debtor’s Chapter 11 reorganization which was 
filed to address in one forum all potential asbestos claims 
against the Debtor and third parties alleged to be liable for 
asbestos claims against the Debtor; (2) it would distract 
the Debtor’s personnel and impair the ability of Debtor to 
pursue a plan of reorganization because the personnel 
who play key roles in the Debtor’s reorganization efforts, 
such as its Chief Legal Officer, would also be responsible 
for managing and directing the activities in defense of 
lawsuits against the Non-Debtor Protected Parties; and (3) 
the Debtor has indemnity obligations, contractually and 
also possibly under common law, that would make 
judgments against New GP tantamount to judgments 
against the Debtor and deplete the assets available to fund 
a section 524(g) trust. 
  
Here, at a minimum, the Bankruptcy Court had related to 
jurisdiction because determining whether or not to grant 
the injunctive relief requested in the Adversary 
Proceeding could conceivably have an effect on the 
Debtor’s bankruptcy estate. The Debtor admits it filed the 
bankruptcy case to address the overwhelming asbestos 
litigation in one forum through a section 524(g). A 
decision on whether to grant an injunction to the 
Non-Debtor Protected Parties could defeat the entire 
purpose of the Debtor’s reorganization. For example, if an 
injunction was not granted and litigation continued to be 
filed in a multitude of different fora against the 
Non-Debtor Protected Parties for the same asbestos 
related claims that the Debtor is liable for then the Debtor 
would be unable to address all the asbestos-related claims 
in one forum, which could impact the number and 
amounts of claims addressed through a potential section 
524(g) trust. Thus, the decision whether to grant the 
injunction could conceivably affect the Debtor’s assets 
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and liabilities. 
  
*6 Moreover, the Debtor could decide that without the 
injunction, reorganization would not be possible or 
effective and attempt to dismiss or convert its bankruptcy 
case, which, if granted, could conceivably have an impact 
on the Debtor’s estate. The Appellants argue that 
exercising jurisdiction here defeats the purpose of a 
section 524(g) trust because they believe the Non-Debtor 
Protected Parties should file bankruptcy in order to avail 
themselves to the protections of the injunctive relief 
requested. However, this appears to be a more proper 
argument for addressing the merits of the Adversary 
Proceeding and/or a section 524(g) rather than the Court’s 
consideration for subject matter jurisdiction which only 
requires a conceivable effect on Debtor’s rights, 
liabilities, or options. 
  
Additionally, if a preliminary injunction were not granted, 
Debtor’s personnel who are responsible for assisting with 
its reorganization could be distracted with managing the 
voluminous litigation against the Non-Debtor Protected 
Parties in various different forums. Appellants argue that 
the Debtor’s personnel are seconded and therefore New 
GP can simply “find replacements” for the Debtor “in its 
over 30,000 employees.” (Doc. No. 6 at 30). This 
argument misses the mark. The fact that the Debtor’s 
personnel could be so consumed with litigation against 
the Non-Debtor Protected Parties that it would need to 
find replacement personnel, who then would have to 
spend time understanding a complicated reorganization, is 
exactly the type of situation that could conceivably have 
an effect on the administration of the bankruptcy case. 
  
Last, the Appellants argue there is not subject matter 
jurisdiction because the indemnity provision was an 
attempt to impermissibly create jurisdiction and that the 
provision is circular because ultimately it requires New 
GP to fund indemnity payments. Since the Court finds 
related to subject matter jurisdiction exists for the reasons 
stated above, the indemnity provision is not necessary for 
related to subject matter jurisdiction. Nevertheless, the 
Court will address Appellants’ arguments. First, the Court 
is not convinced the indemnity provision was an attempt 
to create jurisdiction and Appellants have not pointed to 
evidence rather than their opinions or assumptions for 
such a conclusion. Indemnity provisions are common 
provisions in contractual agreements for a multitude of 
valid reasons other than to create jurisdiction. Appellants 
arguments otherwise are unavailing to the Court. Next, 
the Bankruptcy Court did not err in concluding the 
Funding Agreement acts only as a backstop and requires 
New GP to provide funds to an asbestos trust only to the 
extent the Debtor’s own assets are insufficient such that it 

could impact the bankruptcy estate. The Funding 
Agreement requires the Debtor to exhaust its own assets 
before any funding becomes applicable, which could 
affect the way in which the bankruptcy estate is ultimately 
administered including how a section 524(g) trust is 
funded and paid. While the Appellants argue these 
provisions result in ultimately the same pot of money 
being pushed around between New GP and the Debtor, 
the payment of indemnification claims could have real 
time effects on how the Debtor’s bankruptcy estate and 
how a section 524(g) trust is ultimately funded and 
administered.3 

  
 
 

D. The Bankruptcy Court did not abuse its 
discretion in granting the preliminary injunction. 

*7 The Bankruptcy Court’s Orders concluded the Debtor 
met the requirements necessary to issue an injunction and 
enjoined the Adversary Proceeding Defendants from 
filing or continuing to prosecute any Asbestos-Related 
Claims against the Non-Debtor Protected Parties on any 
theory. (Doc. No. 1-1). Since the Bankruptcy Court 
granted the injunction pursuant to section 105 of the 
Bankruptcy Code, it did not consider the Debtor’s 
alternative request for declaratory relief that the automatic 
stay extended to the Non-Debtor Protected Parties. (Id.). 
  
Pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 105(a), the bankruptcy court 
“may issue any order, process, or judgment that is 
necessary or appropriate to carry out the provisions” of 
the Bankruptcy Code. This section “empowers the 
bankruptcy court to enjoin parties other than the bankrupt 
from commencing or continuing litigation” and to stay 
related third-party litigation against non-debtors. A.H. 
Robbins Co., Inc. v. Piccinin, 788 F.2d 994, 1002-03 (4th 
Cir. 1986) (quotations omitted); Willis v. Celotex Corp., 
978 F.2d 146, 149 (4th Cir. 1992); Kreisler v. Gold, 478 
F.3d 209, 215 (4th Cir. 2007). Under section 105(a), 
bankruptcy courts may stay an action against a third party 
“when the court finds ‘that failure to enjoin would effect 
[sic] the bankruptcy estate and would adversely or 
detrimentally influence and pressure the debtor through 
the third party’ ” or when it would otherwise “have an 
adverse impact on the Debtor’s ability to formulate a 
Chapter 11 plan.” Willis, 978 F.2d at 149 (quoting 
Piccinin, 788 F.2d at 1003). 
  
When considering whether to issue an injunction pursuant 
to section 105(a), courts in the Fourth Circuit apply the 
four-part test for preliminary injunctions, tailored as 
needed for bankruptcy cases. Piccinin, 788 F.2d 994 at 
1008-09; In re Chicora Life Center, LC, 553 B.R. 61, 64 
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(D.S.C. 2016). Thus, the relevant test for determining 
whether to grant an injunction pursuant to section 105(a) 
is: (1) likelihood of success on the merits; (2) irreparable 
harm in the absence of an injunction; (3) the balance of 
equities; and (4) whether an injunction is in the public 
interest. In re Litchfield Co. of S.C. Ltd. P’ship, 135 B.R. 
797, 805 (W.D.N.C. 1992); In re Chicora Life Center, 
LC, 553 B.R. 61, 64 (D.S.C. 2016). Each part of the test 
must separately be considered and satisfied in order for 
courts to issue an injunction. Pashby v. Delia, 709 F.3d 
307 (4th Cir. 2013). 
  
Appellants make a host of different arguments as to why 
Debtor failed to prove each of the four-part test. 
Appellants largely attempt to ask this Court to replace the 
Bankruptcy Court’s judgment with its own judgment and 
decide the matter differently, by arguing a variety of 
reasons why the Bankruptcy Court’s reasoning was 
incorrect. The Bankruptcy Court did not rest its decision 
on an incorrect legal standard, a clearly erroneous finding 
of a material fact, or misapprehend the law with respect to 
underlying issues in litigation. The Court concludes the 
Bankruptcy Court did not abuse its discretion when 
analyzing the four-factors and ultimately issuing the 
injunction. 
  
 

1. Likelihood of Success on the Merits 

In the bankruptcy context, courts interpret the success on 
the merits factor to require the debtor to show it has a 
reasonable likelihood of successful reorganization. 
Chicora, 553 B.R. at 66; Brier Creek, 486 B.R. at 696; 
Litchfield, 135 B.R. at 807 (“This test is satisfied by 
showing that there is a probability of successfully 
effectuating a plan of reorganization.”). When concluding 
the Debtor met this factor, the Bankruptcy Court looked 
to the Debtor’s approximately $145 million in assets, plus 
the Debtor’s ability to draw from the Funding Agreement 
as needed to fund a section 524(g) trust and pay any 
administrative costs of the bankruptcy case. First, the 
Future Claimants Representative argues the Bankruptcy 
Court applied the incorrect legal standard when 
evaluating this factor because the Bankruptcy Court stated 
that the Debtor had a realistic possibility of 
reorganization, rather than a reasonable likelihood of a 
successful reorganization. While the Bankruptcy Court’s 
Order Granting Injunction stated the Debtor has a realistic 
possibility of reorganization, the Future Claimants 
Representative parses the Bankruptcy Court’s words to 
argue it applied the incorrect legal standard. The 
Bankruptcy Court’s analysis clearly articulated and 
applied the correct legal standard when analyzing this 

factor. When analyzing this factor the Bankruptcy Court 
looked to the Debtor’s assets and resources for a 
successful reorganization and noted “there is no reason ... 
to conclude at this point that the Debtor does not have the 
ability to fully fund a section 524(g) trust, as well as the 
administrative costs of its Chapter 11.” (Doc. No. 1-1). 
  
*8 Appellants also make various arguments contradicting 
the Bankruptcy Court’s reasoning, which the Court finds 
unavailing and do not convince the Court that the 
Bankruptcy Court abused its discretion. Here, the Debtor 
has significant assets on its own and also has contractual 
rights under the Funding Agreement by which the 
Bankruptcy Court reasonably concluded the Debtor has a 
reasonable likelihood of successful reorganization. The 
Funding Agreement is not so unreliable or “illusory” that 
the Court can conclude the Bankruptcy Court, which is 
intimately familiar with the Debtor’s Bankruptcy Case 
and reorganization efforts, abused its discretion in 
determining the Debtor has a reasonable likelihood of 
successful reorganization. 
  
 

2. Irreparable Harm 

The Bankruptcy Court concluded that the failure to enjoin 
litigation against the Non-Debtor Protected Parties would 
irreparably harm the Debtor because of its 
indemnification obligations, diversion of key personnel, 
concerns with res judicata and collateral estoppel, and 
causing certain evidentiary concerns that the Debtor 
would be forced to litigate. Appellants argue the 
Bankruptcy Court was incorrect for various reasons 
including that the Funding Agreement is circular, Debtor 
can obtain additional personnel if needed, and New GP 
has sufficient funds to defend any litigation if an 
injunction is not granted such that any concerns or effects 
on the Debtor would be sufficiently addressed by the 
Non-Debtor Protected Parties. These arguments do not 
present any grounds sufficient for the Court to conclude 
the Bankruptcy Court abused its discretion rather than ask 
the Court to replace the Bankruptcy Court’s judgment 
with its own. Nor do they convince the Court. The Court 
agrees with the Bankruptcy Court that the Debtor would 
be irreparably harmed if the injunction was not granted 
and litigation against the Non-Debtor Parties continued in 
numerous courts across the country, with potentially 
lasting consequences on the Debtor’s ability to defend 
itself, its potential liability, and its efforts to effectively 
reorganize. 
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3. Balance of the Equities 

The Bankruptcy Court concluded the entire purpose of the 
Debtor’s Chapter 11 bankruptcy case would be defeated if 
the litigation in other forums continued against the 
Non-Debtor Protected Parties and a section 524(g) trust 
will provide all claimants with an efficient means to 
equitably resolve their claims. The Bankruptcy Court did 
not abuse its discretion when balancing the equities 
among the various interests, and Appellants arguments 
otherwise are unavailing. While the Court is sympathetic 
to the human needs of the claimants noted by Appellants, 
there are numerous other relevant factors, which the 
Bankruptcy Court considered and weighed. The Court 
agrees, by enjoining the litigation to allow the Debtor an 
opportunity to successfully reorganize through a section 
524(g) trust, if ultimately successful, the claims 
potentially can be resolved for all current and future 
claimants. 
  
 

4. Public Interest 

Finally, the Bankruptcy Court did not abuse its discretion 
in concluding the public interest is served by allowing a 
successful reorganization. Appellants ask this Court to 
“look honestly and skeptically at the actions” of the 
Debtor to the “real public health and societal costs.” 
Again, the Court does not find that the Bankruptcy Court 
abused its discretion when applying this factor. Allowing 
for a successful reorganization serves the public interest 

because it would allow for the resolution of thousands of 
asbestos-related claims in a fair and efficient manner 
through a section 524(g) trust. This would ensure 
claimants, present and future, are treated fair and 
equitably, result in consistency among claimants, and 
promote judicial economy. Additionally, while the 
Appellants downplay the importance of successful 
reorganizations, the ability for entities to have the 
opportunity to successfully reorganize is an important 
public interest. 
  
 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
*9 IT IS, THEREFORE, ORDERED that: 

1. Appellant Future Claimants Representative’s 
Motion for Leave to Appeal, (Doc. No. 2), is 
DENIED as moot; and 

2. The Bankruptcy Court’s Preliminary Injunction 
Orders are AFFIRMED. 

3. The Clerk of Court is directed to close this case. 
  

All Citations 

Slip Copy, 2022 WL 68763 
 

Footnotes 
 

1 
 

The Bankruptcy Court’s Orders, factual background, and issues are the same for case numbers
3:20-cv-103-RJC and 3:20-cv-105-RJC. Therefore, the Court addresses all arguments for each appeal
herein. This Order mirrors the Order entered in case 3:20-cv-103-RJC. 

 

2 
 

With the exception of asbestos liabilities for which the exclusive remedy is provided under a workers’
compensation statute or similar law. (Adv. Proc. Doc. No. 104 ¶ 15). 

 

3 
 

The Bankruptcy Court’s Order did not consider whether it has “arising in” subject matter jurisdiction; 
however, Appellees argue the Bankruptcy Court also has arising in jurisdiction. Since the Court concludes
the Bankruptcy Court clearly, at a minimum, had related to jurisdiction it is not necessary for the Court to
analyze in depth whether arising in jurisdiction exists. However, the Court notes that courts in this Circuit
find arising in jurisdiction exists when considering whether to grant an injunction under section 105(a), 
because a section 105 injunction arises only in bankruptcy cases, would have no existence outside of
bankruptcy, any such injunction only lasts during the pendency of the bankruptcy case, and is available
only because of the equitable powers given to the Bankruptcy Court only under the Bankruptcy Code. In re 
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expression of the parties’ intent. I there-
fore conclude that the Guaranty is a sealed
instrument. As such it is subject to Penn-
sylvania’s twenty (20) year limitations peri-
od. The parties agree that the statute of
limitations began to run on December 15,
2012, the maturity date of the debt. The
State Court Action was filed May 31, 2017
well within the applicable limitations peri-
od.5

V. CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, the Objec-

tion on the ground that the statute limita-
tions period has expired will be overruled.

,
 

 

IN RE BESTWALL LLC,1 Debtor.

Bestwall LLC, Plaintiff,

v.

Those Parties Listed on Appendix A to
Complaint and John and Jane Does

1-1000, Defendants.2

Case No. 17-31795
Adv. Pro. No. 17-03105

United States Bankruptcy Court,
W.D. North Carolina,

Charlotte Division.

Signed July 29, 2019

Background:  Chapter 11 debtor moved
for injunction in aid of its proposed Chap-

5. I add this footnote only to point out that the
reported decisions, which generally focus on
the degree to which strict formalism should
determine whether a document is treated as
an instrument under seal, rarely address the
more fundamental policy issues involved in
these disputes. How strong is the public poli-
cy underlying the imposition of a statutory
deadline for initiating legal actions to enforce
contracts? Should private parties have the
power to supersede that legislative determina-
tion by agreements? If private parties should
have that power, exactly what formal require-
ments should be required to exercise that
power? See generally Eric Mills Holmes, Stat-
ure and Status of a Promise Under Seal as a
Legal Formality, 29 Willamette L. Rev. 617,
639–44 (1993) (listing jurisdictions which nev-
er adopted or abolished the distinctions be-
tween sealed and unsealed contracts).

Presently, Pennsylvania continues to recog-
nize the distinction between sealed and un-
sealed contracts, thereby permitting the par-
ties, by agreement, to substantially extend the
limitations period for enforcing a contract
after a breach. The Driscoll en banc decision
treats the concept of ‘‘sealing’’ a contract as
another garden-variety contractual provision
that merely affects the remedies of a party
seeking to enforce the contract after a breach.
In this Memorandum, I have suggested that I
expect the Pennsylvania Supreme Court will
adopt this modern approach to the subject.

However, left undiscussed in Driscoll, is
whether the use of the word ‘‘seal,’’ even if
unequivocally stated in the body of the con-
tract, is commonly understood by parties
signing contracts as expressing their consent
to extend the limitations period by as much as
sixteen (16) years. If not understood as a
knowing consent, how is there a legitimate
mutual intention to opt-out of the ‘‘default’’
limitations period set by statute? If the Penn-
sylvania Legislature maintains the policy that
parties should be able extend the limitations
period by agreement, perhaps it should con-
sider requiring that the parties’ express their
consent to extend the limitation period in a
more comprehensible way in plain English --
e.g., by requiring the use of words that refer-
ence the deadline for filing a legal action after
a default; or by requiring the use of words
that expressly indicate the parties’ agreement
to the extend the deadline for filing legal
actions -- rather than through affixing a
‘‘seal’’ to a document or using the opaque
word ‘‘seal’’ in the body of the document or
next to a signature.

1. The last four digits of the Debtor’s taxpayer
identification number are 5815. The Debtor’s
address is 133 Peachtree Street, N.E., Atlanta,
GA 30303.

2. The Defendants are all plaintiffs or potential
plaintiffs in lawsuits that seek to hold or may
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ter 11 plan to prevent parties from pursu-
ing asbestos injury claims against parties
who were to be protected by channeling
injunction in plan.

Holdings:  The Bankruptcy Court, Laura
T. Beyer, Chief Judge, held that:

(1) court had ‘‘related to’’ jurisdiction, in
order to facilitate reorganization of
debtor’s debts plan that sought to
channel asbestos injury claims to a
trust to be established under the plan,
to enjoin claims against parties who
were to be protected by channeling
injunction, and

(2) debtor was entitled to issuance of in-
junction, in order to prevent pursuit of
asbestos injury claims against parties
who were to be protected by channel-
ing injunction once plan was confirmed.

Motion granted.

1. Bankruptcy O2048.3

Bankruptcy court had ‘‘related to’’ ju-
risdiction, in order to facilitate reorganiza-
tion of debtor’s debts in Chapter 11 plan
that sought to channel asbestos injury
claims to a trust to be established under
the plan, to enjoin claims against parties
who were to be protected by channeling
injunction once plan was confirmed; in ab-
sence of injunction, pursuit of such claims
against the protected parties could have
requisite conceivable effect on administra-
tion of estate by distracting protected par-
ties from tasks important to debtor’s reor-
ganization or by triggering indemnification
obligations on part of debtor.  28 U.S.C.A.
§ 1334(b).

2. Bankruptcy O2043(3)

Touchstone for ‘‘related to’’ bankrupt-
cy jurisdiction is whether a proceeding’s

outcome might have any conceivable effect
on bankruptcy estate.  28 U.S.C.A.
§ 1334(b).

3. States O18.3
Federal preemption of state law gen-

erally takes one of three forms: express
preemption, conflict preemption, and field
preemption.  U.S. Const. art. 6, cl. 2.

4. Bankruptcy O2002
 States O18.15

There is strong presumption against
inferring Congressional preemption in
bankruptcy context.  U.S. Const. art. 6, cl.
2.

5. States O18.13
Presumption against inferring Con-

gressional preemption of state law is at its
strongest when Congress has legislated in
a field which the States have traditionally
occupied, such as the field of corporate
organization.  U.S. Const. art. 6, cl. 2.

6. States O18.5
Conflict preemption occurs when com-

pliance with both federal and state regula-
tions is a physical impossibility, or when
state law stands as obstacle to accomplish-
ment and execution of the full purposes
and objectives of Congress.  U.S. Const.
art. 6, cl. 2.

7. Corporations and Business Organiza-
tions O2801

 States O18.15
Texas divisional merger statute, pur-

suant to which corporation that faced sig-
nificant exposure on asbestos injury claims
effectuated a restructuring which, prior to
debtor’s Chapter 11 filing, left debtor with
certain of its assets, as well as its asbestos
liabilities, and left corporation with the
other assets and liabilities, was not

seek to hold the Protected Parties liable for
Bestwall Asbestos Claims, as such terms are
defined below. The Defendants, with the ex-

ception of the John and Jane Doe Defendants,
are listed in Appendix A hereto.
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preempted by provision of the Bankruptcy
Code that provided for the discharge and
channeling of asbestos claims in connection
with a Chapter 11 plan, as allegedly con-
flicting with that provision by permitting
corporation to replace assets against which
asbestos creditors had claims with much
smaller subset of assets by means of a
restructuring and outside context of Chap-
ter 11 plan; goal of bankruptcy proceeding
was to permanently and globally resolve
asbestos claims, something which the cor-
porate restructuring did not accomplish or
determine.  U.S. Const. art. 6, cl. 2; 11
U.S.C.A. § 524(g); Tex. Bus. Org. Code
§ 1.002(55)(A).

8. States O18.7
Field preemption is rare and requires

a showing that Congress has regulated so
pervasively that there is no room left for
the states to supplement federal law, or
that there is a federal interest so dominant
that the federal system will be assumed to
preclude enforcement of state laws on the
same subject.  U.S. Const. art. 6, cl. 2.

9. Corporations and Business Organiza-
tions O2801

 States O18.15
Texas divisional merger statute, pur-

suant to which to corporation that faced
significant exposure on asbestos injury
claims effectuated a restructuring which,
prior to debtor’s Chapter 11 filing, left
debtor with certain of its assets, as well as
its asbestos liabilities, and left corporation
with the other assets and liabilities, was
not preempted by provision of the Bank-
ruptcy Code that provided for the dis-
charge and channeling of asbestos claims
in connection with a Chapter 11 plan, on
theory that Congress, by enacting this
provision of the Bankruptcy Code, had oc-
cupied the field; Code provision did not
regulate corporate organizations or reor-
ganizations but simply provided method

for obtaining a discharge and channeling
of asbestos claims as part of larger Chap-
ter 11 restructuring and consistent with
the Bankruptcy Code generally, which
takes debtor’s corporate structure as it
comes under state law.  U.S. Const. art. 6,
cl. 2; 11 U.S.C.A. § 524(g); Tex. Bus. Org.
Code § 1.002(55)(A).

10. Bankruptcy O2126, 2374
In deciding whether to grant Chapter

11 debtor’s request for injunction in aid of
its proposed plan, in exercise of authority
that it possessed to issue any ‘‘necessary
or appropriate’’ order, process, or judg-
ment, bankruptcy court would apply the
traditional four-prong test for injunctions
tailored to the unique circumstances of
bankruptcy, and thus would consider: (1)
debtor’s reasonable likelihood of successful
reorganization; (2) imminent risk of irrepa-
rable harm to debtor’s estate in absence of
injunction; (3) balance of harms between
debtor and its creditors; and (4) whether
the public interest weighed in favor of
injunction.  11 U.S.C.A. § 105(a).

11. Bankruptcy O2374
Chapter 11 debtor was entitled to is-

suance of injunction, in order to prevent
pursuit of asbestos injury claims against
parties who were to be protected by chan-
neling injunction once plan was confirmed,
given that debtor had ability to draw from
newly-created corporate entity from which
asbestos-related assets and liabilities were
spun off as part prepetition corporate re-
structuring an amount of money sufficient
to pay costs of Chapter 11 case and to fund
an asbestos trust, given that there was no
reason to believe that debtor could not
successfully reorganize, given that lack of
injunction threatened to interfere with
debtor’s reorganization by diverting atten-
tion of key personnel and triggering in-
demnification obligations on debtor’s part,
and given that there was public interest in
allowing debtor to reorganize.  11
U.S.C.A. §§ 105(a), 524(g).
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12. Bankruptcy O2374
Establishing that a reorganization is

likely to be successful, in order to obtain
an injunction in aid of proposed Chapter
11 plan, is not intended to be a particularly
high standard, and court should start with
at least a rebuttable presumption that
debtor has acted in good faith in filing for
bankruptcy and is making a good faith
effort to reorganize.  11 U.S.C.A. § 105(a).

13. Bankruptcy O2367
Mere delay in enforcement of rights

by parties to be enjoined was insufficient
to prevent issuance of injunction in aid of
debtor’s proposed Chapter 11 plan..  11
U.S.C.A. § 105(a).

14. Bankruptcy O2367
There is a public interest in promoting

a Chapter 11 debtor’s successful reorgani-
zation, such as may warrant a grant of
injunctive relief.

Garland S. Cassada, Robinson Bradshaw
& Hinson, Jonathan C. Krisko, Andrew
W.J. Tarr, Robinson, Bradshaw & Hinson,
P.A., 101 N. Tryon Street, Suite 1900,
Charlotte, NC 28246, for Debtor.

Those Parties Listed on Appendix A to
Complaint and John and Jane Does 1-1000,
pro se.

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND OR-
DER GRANTING THE DEBTOR’S
REQUEST FOR PRELIMINARY
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

Laura T. Beyer, United States
Bankruptcy Judge

On November 9, 2018 and January 24,
2019, the Court convened hearings on the

Debtor’s Motion for an Order (I) Prelimi-
narily Enjoining Certain Actions Against
Non-Debtors, or (II) in the Alternative,
Declaring that the Automatic Stay Applies
to Such Actions and (III) Granting a
Temporary Restraining Order Pending a
Full Hearing on the Motion [Adv. Docket
No. 2] (the ‘‘Motion’’). The Motion was
filed contemporaneously with the Debtor’s
Complaint for Injunctive and Declaratory
Relief (I) Preliminarily Enjoining Cer-
tain Actions Against Non Debtors, or (II)
in the Alternative, Declaring That the Au-
tomatic Stay Applies to Such Actions and
(III) Granting a Temporary Restraining
Order Pending a Full Hearing on the
Motion [Adv. Docket No. 1] (the ‘‘Com-
plaint’’). For the reasons set forth below,
the Court grants the Motion.

PROCEDURAL HISTORY

On November 2, 2017 (the ‘‘Petition
Date’’), Bestwall LLC (‘‘Bestwall’’ or the
‘‘Debtor’’) filed a voluntary petition for re-
lief under Chapter 11 of Title 11 of the
United States Code (the ‘‘Bankruptcy
Code’’) in this district, initiating the above-
captioned Chapter 11 case to resolve mass
asbestos claims through a section 524(g)
trust. Concurrently with its Chapter 11
petition, Bestwall initiated this adversary
proceeding by filing the Complaint. In con-
nection with the Complaint, Bestwall also
filed the Motion, asking the Court to pro-
hibit and enjoin the Defendants from filing
or continuing to prosecute any ‘‘Bestwall
Asbestos Claims’’3 against the ‘‘Protected

3. For purposes of this Memorandum Opinion
and Order, ‘‘Bestwall Asbestos Claims’’ refers
to any asbestos-related claims against the
Debtor, including all former claims against

the former Georgia-Pacific, LLC (‘‘Old GP’’)
related in any way to asbestos or asbestos-
containing materials, except for asbestos-re-
lated claims for which the exclusive remedy is
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Parties.’’4 On November 8, 2017, the Court
entered a temporary restraining order
[Adv. Docket No. 18] (the ‘‘TRO’’) granting
the requested relief pending a further
hearing on the Motion.

Shortly after the Petition Date on No-
vember 16, 2017, this Court approved the
appointment of the Official Committee of
Asbestos Claimants (the ‘‘Committee’’) to
represent the asbestos claimants in the
Chapter 11 case and thereafter has ap-
proved modifications to the Committee
[Docket Nos. 97, 335, 348, 666, and 690].
On February 23, 2018, the Court appointed
Sander L. Esserman as Legal Representa-
tive for Future Asbestos Claimants (the
‘‘FCR’’) [Docket No. 278].

On December 7, 2017, the Court entered
an order agreed upon by the Committee
and the Debtor which, among other things,
prohibited and enjoined the Defendants
from filing or continuing to prosecute any
Bestwall Asbestos Claims against the Pro-
tected Parties [Adv. Docket No. 30]
through and including March 26, 2018.

Subsequently, the Court, by agreement
of Bestwall, the Committee, the FCR (once
appointed), and New GP (as applicable),
entered a series of orders [Adv. Docket
Nos. 32, 33, 36, 41, 91, 125, 136, 141, 152,
157, 160, and 162] that continued the in-
junction against the filing or continued
prosecution of Bestwall Asbestos Claims

against the Protected Parties through and
including July 31, 2019.

On August 15, 2018, the Committee and
the FCR each objected to the Motion.
Bestwall, New GP,5 the Committee, and
the FCR fully briefed the matter 6 and
presented oral arguments at the hearing
conducted before this Court on November
9, 2018.

In connection with the Court’s consider-
ation of the Motion, the parties stipulated
to the admission into evidence of the Debt-
or’s Submission in Lieu of Live Testimo-
ny [Adv. Docket No. 104] (the ‘‘Submis-
sion’’). See Submission, pp. 2, 26; see also
Transcript of Proceedings Before the Hon-
orable Laura Turner Beyer, United States
Bankruptcy Judge (November 9, 2018)
(the ‘‘November Transcript’’), p. 42. The
Debtor also submitted the Declaration of
Gregory M. Gordon [Adv. Docket No. 95]
(the ‘‘Gordon Declaration’’) into evidence,
and no objections were made to its admis-
sion. See November Transcript, p. 42.

RELEVANT FACTS

Old GP, the predecessor to Bestwall,
had a decades-long history of asbestos liti-
gation that derived from its acquisition of
Bestwall Gypsum Co. (‘‘Old Bestwall’’).
Submission at ¶¶ 22-23. Old Bestwall
manufactured and sold certain asbestos-
containing products, principally joint com-
pound, and Old GP continued to manufac-

provided under workers’ compensation stat-
utes and similar laws.

4. The ‘‘Protected Parties’’ are listed on Ap-
pendix B hereto. They include Old GP, Geor-
gia-Pacific, LLC (‘‘New GP’’), and the non-
debtor affiliates of New GP and the Debtor.

5. With the approval of the Court, New GP
participated in the briefing and oral argument
for this matter and moved to intervene in this
adversary proceeding, which intervention was
approved by an order of the Court dated April
5, 2019 [Adv. Docket No. 156].

6. The parties filed the following briefs in sup-
port of or in opposition to the Motion: an
objection filed by the Committee [Adv. Docket
No. 47] (the ‘‘Committee’s Objection’’); an
objection filed by the FCR [Adv. Docket No.
49] (the ‘‘FCR’s Objection’’); a reply filed by
Bestwall [Adv. Docket No. 94]; a reply filed by
New GP [Adv. Docket No. 97]; a sur-reply
filed by the Committee [Adv. Docket No. 109];
and a sur-reply filed by the FCR [Adv. Docket
No. 110].
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ture and sell those products following the
acquisition. Id. The magnitude and pro-
jected continuation of that litigation
through at least 2050 ultimately led Old
GP to undertake a corporate restructur-
ing on July 31, 2017 (the ‘‘2017 Corporate
Restructuring’’). Id. at ¶ 13.

The 2017 Corporate Restructuring was
effectuated through a Texas divisional
merger.7 As a result of that divisional
merger, Old GP ceased to exist and two
new companies were formed:8

a) Bestwall (the debtor in this case),
which received certain assets and
liabilities of Old GP, including (i) Old
GP’s asbestos liabilities (with the ex-
ception of claims made under a
workers’ compensation statute or
similar laws) and (ii) certain assets
related to the historical Old Bestwall
business; and

b) Georgia-Pacific LLC (‘‘New GP’’),
which received the other businesses,
assets, and liabilities of Old GP,
most of which are unrelated to Old
Bestwall’s historical business.

Id. at ¶ 14.

As of September 30, 2017, there were
approximately 64,000 asbestos-related
claims pending against Bestwall, and Best-
wall projected that tens of thousands of
additional claims would continue to be filed
or asserted against it every year through
at least 2050. Submission at ¶¶ 23, 29.

From the 2017 Corporate Restructuring,
Bestwall received, among others, the fol-
lowing tangible assets:

a) three bank accounts with approxi-
mately $32 million in cash at the
time of the transaction;

b) all contracts of Old GP related to its
asbestos-related litigation;

c) certain real estate in Mt. Holly,
North Carolina; and

d) all equity interests in non-debtor GP
Industrial Plasters LLC, a North
Carolina limited liability company
(‘‘PlasterCo’’), which owns certain
assets of Old Bestwall’s historical
business, is projected to generate
annual cash flow (EBITDA) of $18
million starting in 2019, and whose
equity was valued at approximately
$145 million prior to the petition
date.

Id. at ¶ 15.

As part of the 2017 Corporate Restruc-
turing, Bestwall also became party to a
funding agreement with New GP (the
‘‘Funding Agreement’’). Id.; see Gordon
Declaration at ¶ 7, Ex. A. Without any
corresponding repayment obligation by
Bestwall, the Funding Agreement requires
New GP to provide funding to pay for all
costs and expenses of Bestwall incurred in
the normal course of its business either (a)
in the absence of a bankruptcy case or (b)
during the pendency of any Chapter 11
case, including the costs of administering
Bestwall’s Chapter 11 case, in both cases
to the extent that any cash distributions
received by the Debtor from its subsidiar-
ies are insufficient to pay such costs and
expenses. Submission at ¶ 17.

In addition, and again in the absence of
any corresponding repayment obligation
by the Debtor, the Funding Agreement
requires New GP to fund any amounts
necessary or appropriate to satisfy the
Debtor’s asbestos-related liabilities in the
absence of a bankruptcy case and also
obligates New GP, in the event of a Chap-
ter 11 filing, to provide the funding for a
section 524(g) asbestos trust in the amount
required by a confirmed plan of reorgani-

7. See Tex. Bus. Orgs. Code § 1.002(55)(A). 8. See Gordon Declaration at ¶ 28, Ex. Z.
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zation for the Debtor to the extent that the
Debtor’s assets are insufficient to provide
the requisite trust funding. Id.

DISCUSSION

I. Subject Matter Jurisdiction

[1] The Committee and the FCR as-
sert that this Court lacks subject matter
jurisdiction to enjoin Bestwall Asbestos
Claims against New GP. The Court dis-
agrees. The Fourth Circuit’s test for ‘‘re-
lated to’’ jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C.
§ 1334(b) confirms that the Court has au-
thority to issue the requested injunction.

The Fourth Circuit has adopted the
Pacor test for determining whether a
proceeding is sufficiently related to a
bankruptcy case for this Court to have
jurisdiction under section 1334(b) of title
28 of the United States Code. See Pacor,
Inc. v. Higgins, 743 F.2d 984, 994 (3d Cir.
1984); see also A.H. Robins Co., Inc. v.
Piccinin, 788 F.2d 994, 1002, n. 11 (4th
Cir. 1986) (adopting the Pacor test).

[2] The Pacor test examines whether
the outcome of a proceeding ‘‘could con-
ceivably have any effect on the estate be-
ing administered in bankruptcy.’’ Pacor,
743 F.2d at 994. In the asbestos context,
courts have made clear that this standard
applies whether any claims against a third
party are alleged to be ‘‘direct’’ or ‘‘deriva-
tive.’’ See In re Quigley Co., Inc., 676 F.3d
45, 56-57 (2d Cir. 2012). Although evaluat-
ing whether a claim is allegedly ‘‘direct’’ or
‘‘derivative’’ may help inform ‘‘whether it
has the potential to affect the bankruptcy’’
estate, ‘‘the touchstone for bankruptcy ju-
risdiction remains ‘whether its outcome
might have any ‘‘conceivable effect’’ on the
bankruptcy estate.’ ’’ Id. at 57 (citations
omitted).

Failing to grant the injunction could
conceivably have an effect on Bestwall’s
bankruptcy estate.

(1) Discontinuing the Injunction
Would Defeat the Very Purpose of
Section 524(g)

Failure to maintain the injunction would
defeat the very purpose of section 524(g)
and the Debtor’s Chapter 11 case. See
Submission at ¶¶ 42, 44. Section 524(g)
allows a debtor to address in one forum all
potential asbestos claims against it, both
current and future, as well as current and
potential future claims against third par-
ties alleged to be liable on account of
asbestos claims against the debtor. Piece-
meal attempts by plaintiffs to seek to hold
New GP liable for Bestwall Asbestos
Claims outside of Chapter 11 would defeat
that fundamental purpose. Id.

(2) Discontinuing the Injunction
Would Distract Bestwall’s Person-
nel

If the Defendants are permitted to com-
mence or continue Bestwall Asbestos
Claims against the Protected Parties, per-
sonnel who play key roles in the Debtor’s
reorganization efforts, such as Mr. Mercer,
who serves as Chief Legal Officer of Best-
wall, and his team, will be called upon to
spend substantial time managing and di-
recting all the activities involved in the
day-to-day defense of these lawsuits. Sub-
mission at ¶ 47. These activities consumed
many of the same personnel prior to the
Chapter 11 case and, if resumed, would
consume them again and, therefore, impair
the ability of the Debtor to address tasks
necessary to pursue a plan of reorganiza-
tion pursuant to section 524(g) of the
Bankruptcy Code. Id.

(3) Bestwall Has Indemnity Obli-
gations That Would Make Judg-
ments Against New GP Tanta-
mount to Judgments Against
Bestwall

Failure to enjoin litigation of Bestwall
Asbestos Claims against the Protected
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Parties would affect the Debtor because
the Debtor has indemnity obligations that
would make judgments against the Pro-
tected Parties on the Bestwall Asbestos
Claims tantamount to judgments against
the Debtor. See Submission at ¶ 45. The
Committee and the FCR allege that these
indemnity obligations are ‘‘contrived’’ and
‘‘circular.’’ But the obligations are neither.
First, pursuant to the terms of the Plan of
Merger (Gordon Declaration, Ex. Z), re-
sponsibility for the Bestwall Asbestos
Claims was allocated to the Debtor. Id. at
¶¶ 14-15. Thus, it makes sense that the
Debtor would, and the Debtor has agreed
to, indemnify its affiliates against those
claims. Second, the Funding Agreement
acts only as a backstop and requires New
GP to provide funds to an asbestos trust
under a plan for the Debtor only to the
extent that the Debtor’s own assets are
insufficient.9 Submission at ¶ 17. Paying
the indemnity claims would deplete the
assets the Debtor has available to fund the
section 524(g) asbestos trust and, there-
fore, have an effect on the Debtor’s bank-
ruptcy estate.

Even absent a contractual indemnifica-
tion obligation, the Debtor believes that it
is likely the Protected Parties may have
common law indemnity claims against the
Debtor because any finding that a Protect-
ed Party is liable for the Bestwall Asbestos
Claims would necessarily allow claimants
to hold the Debtor and the applicable Pro-
tected Party jointly and severally liable.
Submission at ¶ 45; see Minn. Mining &

Mfg. Co. v. Super. Ct., 206 Cal. App. 3d
1025, 1028, 253 Cal.Rptr. 908 (1988) (recog-
nizing that the application of derivative
liability theories such as alter ego creates
joint and several liability). Joint and sever-
al liability is the touchstone for indemnifi-
cation obligations under state common law.
See, e.g., Ne. Solite Corp. v. Unicon Con-
crete, LLC, 102 F. Supp. 2d 637, 640
(M.D.N.C. 1999) (North Carolina common
law recognizes equitable or implied indem-
nification, which is an equitable right of
recovery by a party held vicariously liable
for the tort of another).10

The Committee and FCR further argue
that this Court lacks subject matter juris-
diction to enjoin Bestwall Asbestos Claims
against New GP on the basis that New GP
is ‘‘directly’’ liable for the Bestwall Asbes-
tos Claims and, thus, it is not clear wheth-
er New GP would be eligible to be the
beneficiary of a channeling injunction un-
der section 524(g). It is not necessary for
the Court to conclude whether claims
against New GP would be direct or deriva-
tive. See 11 U.S.C. § 524(g)(4)(A)(ii) (pro-
viding that a non-debtor is entitled to pro-
tection under section 524(g) if it is ‘‘alleged
to be directly or indirectly liable for the
conduct of, claims against, or demands on
the debtor to the extent such alleged liabil-
ity of such third party arises by reason of’’
one or more specified circumstances);11 see
also W.R. Grace & Co. v. Carr, 900 F.3d
126, 138 (3d Cir. 2018).

9. See Funding Agreement, attached as Exhib-
it A to the Gordon Declaration, definition of
‘‘Permitted Funding Use.’’

10. The rights of the Committee and the FCR
to argue that there is no applicable common
law indemnity are reserved.

11. One of those specified circumstances is the
non-debtor’s ‘‘involvement in a transaction
changing the corporate structure’’ of a prede-
cessor in interest of the debtor. See 11 U.S.C.

§ 524(g)(4)(A)(ii)(IV). The Debtor contends
that any alleged liability of New GP with
respect to Bestwall Asbestos Claims would
arise entirely out of New GP’s involvement in
the 2017 Corporate Restructuring and, thus,
any alleged liability of New GP arises by
reason of this circumstance making New GP
entitled to the protection of a channeling in-
junction based on the explicit language of
§ 524(g)(4)(A)(ii)(IV). See Submission at ¶ 14.
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Bestwall Asbestos Claims brought
against New GP would not be independent,
wholly separate, or in any way distinguish-
able from liability asserted against the
Debtor. The liability being asserted
against New GP and Bestwall would be
identical and co-extensive in every respect.
Both sets of claims involve the same plain-
tiffs, the same asbestos-containing prod-
ucts, the same alleged injuries, the same
legal theories and causes of action, the
same time periods, the same markets, and
the same alleged damages resulting from
the same alleged conduct. The Court thus
concludes that it has jurisdiction to contin-
ue the preliminary injunction.

The Court further concludes that (a) this
is a core proceeding pursuant to 28 U.S.C.
§ 157(b); and (b) venue in this Court is
proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1408 and
1409.

II. Due Process

The Committee argues that the 2017
Corporate Restructuring violated the due
process rights of asbestos claimants and
seems to imply, based thereon, that the
restructuring should not be respected and
New GP should be deemed the entity lia-
ble for the Bestwall Asbestos Claims. The
Court disagrees.

First, the Court is not aware of any law,
and the Committee has not cited any law,
that would have required Old GP as the
Committee asserts, to have either consult-
ed with the asbestos claimants or solicited
their vote before it engaged in the 2017
Corporate Restructuring.

Second, the claimants will be afforded
due process in this case as a result of the
requirements of the Bankruptcy Code and,
in particular, section 524(g). Section 524(g)
contemplates the active participation and
support of the Committee, requires the
affirmative vote of at least 75% of asbestos
claimants in connection with confirmation
of a plan seeking the benefits of that sec-

tion (see 11 U.S.C.
§ 524(g)(2)(B)(ii)(IV)(bb)), and calls for ap-
proval of the plan of reorganization by
both this Court and the District Court (see
11 U.S.C. § 524(g)(3)(A)). These claimant
protections further support the Court’s
conclusion that no due process violation
occurred.

III. Preemption

The Committee argues that Old GP’s
use of the Texas divisional merger statute
to effectuate the 2017 Corporate Restruc-
turing is ‘‘preempted’’ by section 524(g) of
the Bankruptcy Code. The Court dis-
agrees.

[3–5] Preemption typically falls into
three categories: express, conflict, and
field preemption. There is a ‘‘strong pre-
sumption against inferring Congressional
preemption in the bankruptcy context.’’ In-
tegrated Sols., Inc. v. Serv. Support Spe-
cialties, Inc., 124 F.3d 487, 493 (3d Cir.
1997) (citation omitted). And ‘‘[t]his pre-
sumption is strongest when Congress leg-
islates ‘in a field which the States have
traditionally occupied’ ’’ — such as the
field of corporate organization, which is
the province of Texas state law. S. Blasting
Servs., Inc. v. Wilkes Cty., NC, 288 F.3d
584, 590 (4th Cir. 2002) (quoting Medtron-
ic, Inc. v. Lohr, 518 U.S. 470, 485, 116
S.Ct. 2240, 135 L.Ed.2d 700 (1996)).

The Committee concedes that express
preemption does not apply in this case.
Committee’s Objection at 21, n. 23. The
Court concludes that neither conflict pre-
emption nor field preemption applies here.
The Texas statute and section 524(g) con-
cern completely different subjects and
work readily in tandem, including in the
context of this Chapter 11 case.

A. Conflict Preemption

[6] Conflict preemption occurs ‘‘when
compliance with both federal and state
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regulations is a physical impossibility, or
when state law stands as an obstacle to the
accomplishment and execution of the full
purposes and objectives of Congress.’’ S.
Blasting Servs., 288 F.3d at 590 (4th Cir.
2002) (quoting Hillsborough Cty. v. Auto-
mated Med. Labs., Inc., 471 U.S. 707, 712,
105 S.Ct. 2371, 85 L.Ed.2d 714 (1985)).

[7] The Committee concedes that ‘‘[f]a-
cially there is no conflict between’’ the
Texas divisional merger provision and sec-
tion 524(g). Committee’s Objection at 30.
The former — which has been law for
nearly 30 years and predates section
524(g) — is simply part of a general law of
corporate organization (including the as-
signment of assets and liabilities as part of
a reorganization); it has nothing to do with
section 524(g), a provision for discharging
and channeling asbestos claims in connec-
tion with a Chapter 11 plan.

The Committee nevertheless claims that
conflict preemption applies because the
Debtor’s use of the Texas divisional merg-
er statute enabled Old GP to replace the
assets against which asbestos creditors
had a claim with a much smaller subset of
assets by effecting a restructuring of as-
bestos-related liabilities outside of section
524(g). The Court disagrees with the Com-
mittee’s argument for several reasons.
First, because of the Funding Agreement,
the Debtor’s ability to pay valid Bestwall
Asbestos Claims after the 2017 Corporate
Restructuring is identical to Old GP’s abili-
ty to pay before the restructuring. Submis-
sion at ¶ 16.

Second, Texas has adopted the Uniform
Fraudulent Transfer Act (Tex. Bus. &
Com. Code §§ 24.001, et seq.) and fraudu-
lent transfer law is also a part of the
Bankruptcy Code (see, e.g., 11 U.S.C.
§ 548). If a debtor used the Texas statute
to commit a fraudulent transfer — creat-
ing the harm that the Committee com-

plains of — such law would be available to
address such acts.

Third, regardless of how the Debtor was
formed in the 2017 Corporate Restructur-
ing, the Debtor is subject to all of the
requirements of section 524(g), and the
claimants are correspondingly entitled to
all of that section’s benefits and protec-
tions. The goal of this bankruptcy proceed-
ing is to permanently and globally resolve
the Bestwall Asbestos Claims, and the
2017 Corporate Restructuring did not ac-
complish or determine that resolution.
There is no conflict.

B. Field Preemption

[8] Field preemption is rare and re-
quires a showing that Congress has ‘‘regu-
lat[ed] so pervasively that there is no room
left for the states to supplement federal
law,’’ or that ‘‘there is a ‘federal interest
TTT so dominant that the federal system
will be assumed to preclude enforcement
of state laws on the same subject[.]’ ’’ U.S.
v. South Carolina, 720 F.3d 518, 528-29
(4th Cir. 2013) (quoting Arizona v. U.S.,
567 U.S. 387, 399, 132 S.Ct. 2492, 183
L.Ed.2d 351 (2012)); see also Hillsborough,
471 U.S. at 713, 105 S.Ct. 2371.

[9] Here, there is no ongoing federal
regulation of any relevant field. The Com-
mittee suggests that a ‘‘field of asbestos-
related corporate reorganizations’’ exists.
But section 524(g) of the Bankruptcy Code
is the only federal provision that is alleg-
edly filling this field. The Committee has
failed to explain how one subsection of one
statute can establish a pervasive regime or
reflect a dominant federal interest. See
South Carolina, 720 F.3d at 532.

Moreover, section 524(g) does not regu-
late corporate organizations or reorganiza-
tions at all, as does the Texas statute.
Instead, section 524(g) provides the meth-
od for obtaining a discharge and channel-
ing injunction of asbestos-related claims as
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part of a larger Chapter 11 restructuring
and, consistent with the Bankruptcy Code
more generally, it takes a debtor’s corpo-
rate structure as it comes under back-
ground state law. See, e.g., In re Blackwell
ex rel. Estate of I.G. Servs. Ltd., 267 B.R.
732, 740 n. 12 (Bankr. W.D. Tex. 2001)
(‘‘As a general rule corporate forms are
observed in bankruptcy unless there are
clear state law grounds for piercing the
corporate veil.’’) (quoting David B. Young,
Preferences and Fraudulent Transfers, in
22nd Annual Current Developments in
Bankruptcy & Reorganization 2000, at 597
(Practising Law Institute Commercial Law
and Practice Course Handbook Series,
PLI Order No. A0-004D, 2000)).

In fact, section 524(g) expressly contem-
plates pre-filing corporate reorganiza-
tions — and provides that a channeling
injunction may bar actions ‘‘directed
against a third party’’ arising by reason of
that party’s ‘‘involvement’’ in such a trans-
action changing the corporate structure —
without establishing any requirements for
these reorganizations. 11 U.S.C.
§ 524(g)(4)(A)(ii)(IV) (referring to ‘‘a trans-
action changing the corporate structure, or
TTT a loan or other financial transaction
affecting the financial condition, of the
debtor or a related party’’). Thus, that
subsection itself contemplates that state
corporate law will bear on — not be dis-
placed by — its operation.

Finally, if the Committee’s posited field
existed, it would not preempt the Texas
divisional merger provision. That provision
does not specifically concern ‘‘asbestos-re-
lated’’ reorganizations but instead creates
a process available to any Texas ‘‘domestic
entity’’ to modify its corporate structure.
Tex. Bus. Orgs. Code Ann. § 10.001(a).
Although the Committee concedes that no
aspect of the Texas statute by itself is
preempted, it argues ‘‘that the use of the
statute to avoid asbestos liability is imper-

missible.’’ Committee’s Objection at 23.
But the Debtor is not seeking to avoid its
liability for Bestwall Asbestos Claims.
Rather, the Debtor is seeking to resolve
the Bestwall Asbestos Claims, current and
future, in the bankruptcy proceeding, in
accordance with the terms of section
524(g). Submission at ¶ 32.

IV. Preliminary Injunction

[10] Courts considering the propriety
of an injunction under section 105(a) of the
Bankruptcy Code apply the traditional
four-prong test for injunctions, tailored to
the unique circumstances of bankruptcy.
See, e.g., Robins, 788 F.2d at 1008 (noting
that the district court had applied the test
for a grant of preliminary injunctive relief
previously articulated by the Fourth Cir-
cuit and upholding the grant of a prelimi-
nary injunction). Accordingly, bankruptcy
courts consider:

1. The debtor’s reasonable likelihood of
a successful reorganization;

2. The imminent risk of irreparable
harm to the debtor’s estate in the
absence of an injunction;

3. The balance of harms between the
debtor and its creditors; and

4. Whether the public interest weighs
in favor of an injunction.

See, e.g., In re Excel Innovations, Inc., 502
F.3d 1086, 1095-1100 (9th Cir. 2007); In re
Lyondell Chem. Co., 402 B.R. 571, 588-89
(Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2009).

Each prong must be satisfied. See, e.g.,
Pashby v. Delia, 709 F.3d 307, 320 (4th Cir.
2013) (‘‘Before the Supreme Court issued
its ruling in Winter, this Court used a
‘balance-of-hardship-test’ that allowed it to
disregard some of the preliminary injunc-
tion factors if it found that the facts satis-
fied other factors. However, in light of
Winter, this [c]ourt recalibrated that test,
requiring that each preliminary injunction
factor be ‘satisfied as articulated.’ ’’) (cita-
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tions and internal quotation marks omit-
ted); Smith v. Smith, No. 1:16-cv-00264-
MOC-DLH, 2016 WL 4154938, at *2
(W.D.N.C. Aug. 4, 2016) (‘‘Finally, there no
longer exists any flexible interplay be-
tween the factors, because all four ele-
ments of the test must be satisfied.’’).

[11] Injunctions of the type requested
by the Debtor have previously and uni-
formly been issued in numerous other as-
bestos-related cases, including in this juris-
diction.12 This Court likewise will issue the
requested injunction, as the Debtor meets
each of the four requirements as described
below.

A. The Debtor has a Realistic Possibility
of a Successful Reorganization

In the context of bankruptcy proceed-
ings, ‘‘success on the merits is to be evalu-
ated in terms of the likelihood of a suc-
cessful reorganization.’’ Sudbury, Inc. v.
Escott, 140 B.R. 461, 466 (Bankr. N.D.
Ohio 1992); see also In re Brier Creek
Corp. Ctr. Assocs. Ltd., 486 B.R. 681, 696
(Bankr. E.D.N.C. 2013) (noting most
courts apply the test of a realistic possibili-
ty of reorganization); In re Chicora Life
Ctr., LC, 553 B.R. 61, 66 (Bankr. D.S.C.
2016) (same).

[12] Establishing that a reorganization
is likely to be successful is not intended to
be a particularly high standard. See In re
Eagle-Picher Indus., Inc., 963 F.2d 855,
860 (6th Cir. 1992) (‘‘In view of the bank-
ruptcy court’s protection of [the debtor’s]
reorganization efforts, it is implicit in its
decision that it believed [the debtor] had
some realistic possibility of successfully re-
organizing under Chapter 11.’’). Indeed,
the court ‘‘must make at least a rebuttable
presumption that the [debtors] have made
a good faith filing and are making a good
faith effort to reorganize.’’ In re Gathering
Rest., Inc., 79 B.R. 992, 1001 (Bankr. N.D.
Ind. 1986); see also In re Hillsborough
Holdings Corp., 123 B.R. 1004, 1015
(Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1990) (until it can be
determined that debtors are not viable
business entities incapable of achieving a
successful reorganization, ‘‘it would be pre-
mature to conclude TTT that this reorgani-
zation process is doomed and that there is
no legal justification for granting the in-
junctive relief sought’’); In re Lahman
Mfg. Co., 33 B.R. 681, 685 (Bankr. D.S.D.
1983) (injunction was proper against credi-
tors of non-debtors because a debtor
‘‘must be allowed to present a plan’’ of
reorganization).

12. See, e.g.:
1 In re Kaiser Gypsum Co., Inc., Case No.

16-31602, Adv. No. 16-03313 (Bankr.
W.D.N.C. Oct. 7, 2016);

1 In re Garlock Sealing Techs. LLC, Case
No. 10-31607, Adv. No. 10-03145
(Bankr. W.D.N.C. June 7, 2010);

1 In re Leslie Controls, Inc., Case No. 10-
12199, Adv. No. 10-51394, 2010 WL
6982169 (Bankr. D. Del. July 14, 2010);

1 In re Specialty Prods. Holding Corp.,
Case No. 10-11780, Adv. No. 10-51085
(Bankr. D. Del. June 4, 2010);

1 In re Quigley Co., Inc., Case No. 04-
15739, Adv. No. 04-04262 (Bankr.
S.D.N.Y. Dec. 17, 2004);

1 In re Combustion Eng’g, Inc., Case No.
03-10495, Adv. No. 03-50839 (Bankr. D.
Del. Mar. 7, 2003);

1 In re W.R. Grace & Co., Case No. 01-
01139, Adv. No. 01-00771 (Bankr. D.
Del. May 3, 2001);

1 In re Harbison-Walker Refractories Co.,
Case No. 02-2080, Adv. No. 02-02080
(Bankr. W.D. Pa. Feb. 14, 2002);

1 In re Mid Valley, Inc., Case No. 03-
35592-JKF, Adv. No. 03-3296-JKF
(Bankr. W.D. Pa. Dec. 17, 2003);

1 In re ACandS, Inc., Case No. 02-12687-
PJW, Adv. No. 02-5581-PJW (Bankr. D.
Del. Sept. 27, 2002);

1 In re G-I Holdings, Inc., Case No. 01-
30135-RG, Adv. No. 01-3013-RG
(Bankr. D.N.J. Feb. 22, 2002); and

1 In re The Babcock & Wilcox Co., Case
No. 00-10992-JAB, Adv. No. 00-1029-
JAB (Bankr. E.D. La. Apr. 17, 2000).
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The Court concludes that the Debtor
has a realistic possibility of achieving a
successful reorganization. In light of the
Funding Agreement, which allows the
Debtor to draw from New GP the amount
of money necessary to pay the costs of this
Chapter 11 case and to fund a section
524(g) trust, to the extent the Debtor’s
assets are insufficient to do so, there is no
reason for the Court to conclude at this
point that the Debtor does not have the
ability to fully fund a section 524(g) trust,
as well as the administrative costs of its
Chapter 11 case. The Debtor’s assets also
include approximately $145 million in equi-
ty value in PlasterCo and cash, in addition
to its access to funds through the Funding
Agreement. See Submission at ¶ 14. Any
issues and concerns with the Funding
Agreement can be addressed in the confir-
mation process.

B. Failure to Enjoin Litigation of
Bestwall Asbestos Claims Would

Irreparably Harm the Debtor

The Court finds that the Debtor will be
irreparably harmed unless the requested
injunction is continued. The Debtor filed
its Chapter 11 case to obtain a global and
fair determination of all current and future
Bestwall Asbestos Claims. See Submission
at ¶ 32. It would defeat the purpose of the
Chapter 11 case if those claims effectively
continue to be prosecuted in the tort sys-
tem notwithstanding the pendency of the

Debtor’s bankruptcy case. See id. at ¶¶ 42,
44.

(1) Indemnification Obligations

As noted, the Debtor has indemnity obli-
gations that would make judgments
against the Protected Parties on the Best-
wall Asbestos Claims tantamount to judg-
ments against the Debtor. Id. at ¶ 45. In
particular, the Debtor (a) has a contractual
obligation to indemnify New GP in the
event that New GP is held liable for any
Bestwall Asbestos Claims and (b) may
have common-law indemnification obli-
gations to other Protected Parties. Id.

Under these circumstances, an injunc-
tion is warranted because contractual and
common law indemnification obligations
would make the Debtor the real party in
interest in any suit against New GP or
other Protected Parties and effectively
eliminate the protections of the automatic
stay. See Robins, 788 F.2d at 999. Courts
have enjoined actions against non-debtors
where, as here, the debtor has an obli-
gation to indemnify the non-debtor for lia-
bility deriving from conduct for which the
debtor is responsible.13

Permitting claimants to indirectly estab-
lish claims against the Debtor through ac-
tions against third parties with indemnity
rights is inconsistent with section 524(g)’s

13. See In re W.R. Grace & Co., Case No.
01-01139, 2004 WL 954772, at *4 (Bankr.
D. Del. Apr. 29, 2004) (applying automatic
stay to litigation between two non-debtor
parties where one of the parties was entitled
to contractual indemnity from the debtor on
account of such claims and amending pre-
liminary injunction order to include such ac-
tions); In re Lomas Fin. Corp., 117 B.R. 64,
68 (S.D.N.Y. 1990) (affirming grant of pre-
liminary injunction and applying automatic
stay to suits against officers and directors
where corporate charter of debtor required
indemnification of such officers and di-
rectors); In re Family Health Servs., Inc.,

105 B.R. 937, 942–43 (Bankr. C.D. Cal.
1989) (issuing a preliminary injunction pur-
suant to section 105 of the Bankruptcy Code
and applying automatic stay to collection ac-
tions against non-debtor members of debtor
HMO because judgments against non-debtors
would trigger claims for indemnification
against the debtor HMO); see also Queenie,
Ltd. v. Nygard Int’l, 321 F.3d 282, 287-88
(2d Cir. 2003) (identifying indemnification
obligations as an example of where extend-
ing stay is warranted and citing authority
extending the stay because of those obli-
gations).
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goal of consolidating and collectively re-
solving all asbestos claims, current and
future, in the Chapter 11 case. Absent the
requested injunction, Bestwall Asbestos
Claims effectively would be liquidated out-
side of this Court through piecemeal litiga-
tion against the Protected Parties in the
tort system. See Submission at ¶ 45. This
state court litigation, if not stayed, would
undermine the parties’ and the Court’s
ability to achieve confirmation of a section
524(g) plan that treats all asbestos claim-
ants, both current and future, fairly and
equitably.

(2) Binding Effect of Findings and
Judgments

If Bestwall Asbestos Claims against the
Protected Parties are permitted to pro-
ceed, the Debtor faces the additional risk
that findings and judgments against the
Protected Parties would bind the Debtor,
and effectively establish Bestwall Asbestos
Claims against it, including under the doc-
trines of res judicata and collateral estop-
pel. Id. at ¶ 46. Accordingly, any rulings or
findings regarding Bestwall Asbestos
Claims could frustrate the Debtor’s efforts
to resolve the claims globally and equitably
in this Chapter 11 case.

Courts have concluded that the risks of
collateral estoppel and res judicata war-
rant a stay of third-party litigation because
allowing that litigation to proceed would
thwart the purposes of the automatic stay.
Sudbury, 140 B.R. at 463 (granting injunc-
tive relief after finding that debtor’s liabili-
ty ‘‘may be determined on collateral estop-
pel principles[,]’’ by fact determinations
reached on the same fact issues ‘‘in Plain-
tiffs’ actions’’ against non-debtors); Matter
of Johns-Manville Corp., 26 B.R. 405, 426-
29 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1983) (concluding that
risk of collateral estoppel would irrepara-
bly injure estates and thus issuance of a
stay was warranted); In re Am. Film

Techs., Inc., 175 B.R. 847, 850 (Bankr. D.
Del. 1994) (staying claims against debtor’s
directors and holding that a potential find-
ing of liability against such directors would
be based on acts undertaken by directors
as agents of the debtor and, thus, would
expose the debtor to the risk of being
collaterally estopped from denying liability
for the directors’ actions). The same con-
cerns warrant an injunction in this case.

 (3) Evidentiary Prejudice

Litigation of the Bestwall Asbestos
Claims against the Protected Parties will
create the additional risk that statements,
testimony, and other evidence generated in
proceedings against the Protected Parties
will be used to try to establish Bestwall
Asbestos Claims against the Debtor. See
Submission at ¶ 46. Consequently, the liti-
gation of Bestwall Asbestos Claims could
force the Debtor to defend its interest in
such litigation, thereby defeating the
‘‘breathing spell’’ intended by the automat-
ic stay.

The burden of protecting against eviden-
tiary prejudice was key to the court’s
grant of injunctive relief in Manville. In re
Johns-Manville Corp., 40 B.R. 219, 225
(S.D.N.Y. 1984); see also In re W.R. Grace
& Co., 386 B.R. 17, 34 (Bankr D. Del.
2008) (staying actions against non-debtor
railroad asserting liability based on rail-
road’s transportation of asbestos-contain-
ing material from the debtors’ mining op-
erations because, among other things, the
possibility of collateral estoppel and ‘‘rec-
ord taint’’ in such actions would compel the
debtors’ participation and impair the reor-
ganization effort). These are consequences
the Debtor should not be required to suf-
fer (or be compelled to protect against).

(4) Diversion of Key Personnel

Litigation of the Bestwall Asbestos
Claims against the Protected Parties
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would divert key personnel from the im-
portant tasks required to establish a sec-
tion 524(g) trust. See Submission at ¶ 47.
The Debtor would be compelled to partici-
pate in the defense of Bestwall Asbestos
Claims, including formulating defense
strategies, attending depositions, review-
ing and producing documents, preparing
witnesses, and engaging in any number of
other litigation-related tasks. Id. As men-
tioned, Mr. Mercer and other personnel
who play key roles in the Debtor’s restruc-
turing would be required to spend substan-
tial time managing and directing all the
activities involved in the day-to-day de-
fense of these lawsuits. Id. These activities
consumed many of the same personnel pri-
or to the Chapter 11 case. Id.

C. The Balance of Harms Supports
Maintaining the Injunction

The very purpose of the Debtor’s Chap-
ter 11 case would be defeated if litigation
of the Bestwall Asbestos Claims against
the Protected Parties is permitted. This
outweighs any potential prejudice to the
Defendants.

While certain of the claimants might
argue that an injunction will delay their
attempts to obtain compensation, that is
not necessarily the case. The Debtor has
noted that plaintiffs in asbestos-related
suits typically name multiple defendants.
See Submission at ¶ 48. Nothing about
maintaining the injunction in this case pro-
hibits the plaintiffs from continuing to pro-
ceed against any remaining defendants in
state court.

Additionally, a section 524(g) trust will
provide all claimants — including future
claimants who have yet to institute litiga-
tion — with an efficient means through
which to equitably resolve their claims.
See In re Federal-Mogul Global, Inc., 684
F.3d 355, 357-62 (3d Cir. 2012) (explaining
the background and purpose of section
524(g) as a solution to the inefficient reso-
lution of asbestos claims in the traditional
tort system and citing empirical research
that suggests section 524(g) trusts are
more efficient). And the process and tim-
ing to effectuate a section 524(g) trust are,
to a large extent, within the control of the
parties in this case.

[13] Even if an injunction might cause
delay for some Defendants, it is well estab-
lished that mere delay is insufficient to
prevent the issuance of an injunction. See
In re United Health Care Org., 210 B.R.
228, 234 (S.D.N.Y. 1997) (finding delay to
the enjoined party from pursuing remedies
was heavily outweighed by potential harm
to reorganization efforts).14 Further, the
harm from any delay applicable to some
Defendants is far outweighed by the harm
that failure to issue the injunction would
cause the Debtor. The entire purpose and
goal of this proceeding would be defeated
absent the requested injunction. Submis-
sion at ¶¶ 42, 44.

D. The Public Interest Supports
Maintaining the Injunction

[14] The public interest also favors the
injunctive relief requested by the Debtor.

14. See also W.R. Grace & Co., 386 B.R. at 35
(finding that delay of compensation for asbes-
tos claimants and potential loss of witness
testimony did not outweigh potential harm to
reorganization efforts); In re Lazarus Burman
Assocs., 161 B.R. 891, 901 (Bankr. E.D.N.Y.
1993) (concluding that delay was not suffi-
cient harm to justify denial of injunction be-
cause ‘‘[t]he preliminary injunction will not
invalidate the rights of [the creditor]’’ but

rather ‘‘will merely delay the enforcement of
those rights’’); In re Am. Film Techs., Inc.,
175 B.R. at 849 (defendants are ‘‘not being
asked to forego [their] prosecution against the
individual defendants, only to delay it’’); In re
PTI Holding Corp., 346 B.R. 820, 831-32
(Bankr. D. Nev. 2006) (holding that delay of
pursuit of guaranty did not constitute suffi-
cient harm to justify denial of injunction).
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Courts have consistently recognized the
public interest in a successful reorganiza-
tion. See, e.g., United States v. Whiting
Pools, Inc., 462 U.S. 198, 204, 103 S.Ct.
2309, 76 L.Ed.2d 515 (1983); Sudbury, 140
B.R. at 465. As one bankruptcy judge ob-
served: ‘‘ ‘[P]romoting a successful reorga-
nization is one of the most important pub-
lic interests.’ ’’ In re Gander Partners
LLC, 432 B.R. 781, 789 (Bankr. N.D. Ill.
2010) (quoting In re Integrated Health
Servs., Inc., 281 B.R. 231, 239 (Bankr. D.
Del. 2002)); see also Manville, 26 B.R. at
428 (‘‘[T]he goal of removing all obstacles
to plan formulation [is] eminently praise-
worthy and supports every lawful effort to
foster this goal while protecting the due
process rights of all constituencies.’’). A
successful reorganization particularly
serves the public interest in the asbestos
context, where ‘‘completing the reorganiza-
tion process TTT [will] resolv[e] thousands
of claims in a uniform and equitable man-
ner.’’ W.R. Grace & Co., 386 B.R. at 36.

Permitting the litigation of Bestwall As-
bestos Claims against the Protected Par-
ties would impede the Debtor’s ability to
confirm a plan of reorganization that will
establish a section 524(g) trust to globally
and equitably resolve all current and fu-
ture asbestos claims. See In re Congoleum
Corp., 362 B.R. 198, 201 (Bankr. D.N.J.
2007) (‘‘Section 524 was created to provide
a comprehensive resolution to asbestos lia-
bilities both present and future.’’); see also
Submission ¶¶ 42, 44. Instead, many of the
claims effectively would be liquidated
through continued litigation in state
courts.

Finally, extending the injunction at this
point does not allow either Bestwall, New
GP, or any other Protected Party to es-
cape any alleged asbestos liabilities, as the
Committee and the FCR have argued. Any
liabilities will be resolved and channeled
only if Bestwall succeeds in confirming a
plan of reorganization that contains a

channeling injunction that extends to those
Protected Parties.

V. Automatic Stay

Because the Court is granting the re-
quested relief for a preliminary injunction
under section 105 of the Bankruptcy Code,
it need not, and does not, address the
Debtor’s request for declaratory relief that
the protections of the automatic stay under
section 362 of the Bankruptcy Code extend
to the Protected Parties.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons presented in this Mem-

orandum Opinion and Order, and for the
reasons stated in the Court’s oral ruling on
the record at the January 2019 hearing, it
is hereby ORDERED as follows (the ‘‘Or-
der’’):

1. The Debtor’s Motion is GRANTED
as set forth herein.

2. Defendants are prohibited and en-
joined, pursuant to section 105 of the
Bankruptcy Code, from filing or con-
tinuing to prosecute any Bestwall
Asbestos Claim against the Protect-
ed Parties on any theory for the
period this Order is effective pursu-
ant to paragraph 10 below. This in-
junction includes, without limitation:
(a) the pursuit of discovery from the
Protected Parties or their officers,
directors, employees, or agents; (b)
the enforcement of any discovery or-
der against the Protected Parties;
and (c) further motions practice.

3. This Order is entered without preju-
dice to Bestwall’s right to request,
on motion and after notice and an
opportunity for a hearing, that this
Court extend the relief granted
herein to include other entities or
persons not previously identified in
Appendix A or Appendix B hereto,
or to seek relief from any of the
provisions of this Order for cause
shown.
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4. Any Defendant or Defendants may
seek relief from any of the provi-
sions of this Order at any time for
cause shown.

5. Notwithstanding anything to the
contrary in this Order and without
leave of court, any party asserting
Bestwall Asbestos Claims (including
any party enjoined by this Order
from initiating litigation) may take
reasonable steps to perpetuate the
testimony of any person subject to
this Order who is not expected to
survive the duration of this Order or
who is otherwise expected to be un-
able to provide testimony if it is not
perpetuated during the duration of
this Order. Notice shall be provided
to Bestwall by notifying Bestwall’s
bankruptcy counsel of the perpetua-
tion of such testimony. Bestwall
shall have the right to object to the
notice on any grounds it would have
had if it were a party to the underly-
ing proceeding and not subject to
the terms of this preliminary injunc-
tion, and Bestwall may raise any
such objection with this Court. The
use of such testimony in any appro-
priate jurisdiction shall be subject to
the applicable procedural and evi-
dentiary rules of such jurisdiction.
All parties reserve and do not waive
any and all objections with respect
to such testimony. Defendants or
other individuals asserting Bestwall
Asbestos Claims may not seek to
perpetuate the testimony of repre-
sentatives, including directors, offi-
cers, and employees, of Bestwall
without the consent of Bestwall or
an order of the Court.

6. Pursuant to Rule 7065 of the Feder-
al Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure,
Bestwall is relieved from posting
any security pursuant to Rule 65(c)
of the Federal Rules of Civil Proce-
dure.

7. This Order shall be immediately ef-
fective and enforceable upon its en-
try.

8. This Order shall toll any applicable
nonbankruptcy law, any order en-
tered in a nonbankruptcy proceed-
ing, or any agreement that fixes a
period under which an enjoined De-
fendant is required to commence or
continue a civil action in a court
other than this Court on any Best-
wall Asbestos Claim asserted
against Bestwall or any of the Pro-
tected Parties until the later of: (a)
the end of such period, including any
suspension of such period occurring
on or after the commencement of
the case; or (b) 30 days after notice
of the termination or expiration of
the preliminary injunction issued by
this Order.

9. Bestwall shall serve a copy of this
Memorandum Opinion and Order on
counsel for the Defendants and the
Bankruptcy Administrator within 3
business days from its entry.

10. This Memorandum Opinion and Or-
der shall be promptly filed in the
Clerk’s office and entered in the
record, and this Order shall remain
effective for the period through 30
days after the effective date of a
confirmed plan of reorganization
that is no longer subject to appeal
or discretionary review.

11. This Court retains exclusive juris-
diction over this Order and any and
all matters arising from or relating
to the implementation, interpreta-
tion, or enforcement of this Order.

SO ORDERED.
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